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ABSTRACT 

Discussion begins with a brief account of atomic level-pumping and reasons why 

atomic coherence is typically not considered in cw work on optical interactions. This 

dissertation is divided into four parts: semiclassical treatments of one-photon electric

dipole atom-field single-mode interactions and multimode interactions. and correspond

ing treatments for the two-photon interaction. We present the effects of injected 

atomic coherence on the polarization of the medium. the slowly varying envelope wave 

equation. the single- and multi wave mixing coefficients. and weak field propagation in 

a homogeneously broadened two-level medium. Spatial and temporal phase matching 

of the injected coherence to a field mode is crucial throughout. since the field may not 

be able to remain in phase with the induced and injected polarizations. 

One-photon injected coherence contributes directly to the polarization at the 

atomic resonance frequency. The perfectly phase-matched case leads to a linear super

position of an exponentially decaying field (Beer's law) and a constant field driven by 

the injected coherence. The interaction of an injected coherence with a detuned field 

produces frequency-symmetric sidebands about the pump field polarization. The 

sideband spacing equals the atom-field detuning. To probe the injected coherence we 

inject a weak resonant field. The resulting three-wave mixing leads to multi wave 

mixing coefficients that are unaffected to first-order in the weak sidemodes. but the 

injected coherence adds inhomogeneous terms to the coupled-mode equations. For both 

single- and multi mode interactions the injected coherence does not affect the exponen

tial growth/decay of the sidemodes. but it supports a weak field that may propagate if 

properly phase matched. 
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For two-photon media the injected coherence requires at least one field inter

action in order to produce a polarization. which then appears in the single- and multi

wave mixing coefficients. The exponential growth/decay rate is modified by the 

injected coherence. For a centrally-tuned pump the injected coherence contributes the 

standard multi wave mixing terms as well as additional effects. Four-wave mixing is 

discussed as a means of relaxing the spatial phase matching constraint on the injected 

coherence. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In considering the interaction of an electromagnetic field with an atom or collec

tion of atoms. it is important to have information describing the initial state of the 

system. The initial state may be the one which is readily available in the laboratory 

or a specially prepared state. For situations in which the atoms are introduced into 

the interaction region at a constant rate. the initial atomic state is of considerable 

importance. We consider interactions for which there are only two atomic levels of 

interest and concern ourselves with preparing atoms having nonvanishing probability 

amplitudes in either or both of these states. Maintaining a collection of atoms in an 

energy eigenstate is easier than maintaining them in a superposition state. The super

position state is sensitive to the relative phase of the probability amplitudes for the two 

levels. Since this phase can be easily disturbed. the atomic coherence for electronic 

levels typically has a short lifetime. The level probabilities are not sensitive to the 

atomic coherence and are therefore disturbed less easily. 

Traditional methods of atomic state preparation for cw studies produce atoms in 

energy eigenstates or coherent superposition states. Techniques capable of preparing 

atoms in the same state of atomic coherence are usually not able to preserve the coher

ence for a large number of atoms. Weak electromagnetic interactions between atoms 

typically do not change the level probabilities. but typically affect the individual 

phases of the coherence in some random fashion. The net result for the assembly of 

atoms is that the atomic coherence averages to zero. The system behaves as if each 
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atom were prepared in one of the energy eigenstates. We investigate the properties of 

systems whose net atomic coherence for the entire ensemble is nonvanishing. Each 

atom is prepared in a similar superposition state and we assume that the preparation 

process enables us to preserve the coherence. 

A typical method for studying the interaction of radiation and matter is to direct 

a beam of atoms into the path of an electric field. The atoms may be prepared in an 

energy eigenstate and injected into the region of the field. If the atoms are in their 

lower-state, they absorb. If they are in their upper-state, they undergo stimulated 

emission. Our goal here is to direct a beam of atoms, prepared in a coherent super

position of energy eigenstates, into the region of the field and study the effects of such 

an injected atomic coherence. By giving the beam an appropriate temporal and spatial 

dependence, this coherence can act as a source in the Maxwell equations for modes of 

an electromagnetic field. 

Atomic Level Pumping 

It is worthwhile to review what has been done in the past in terms of preparing 

a medium to be in a particular state. In simple absorption studies the medium is 

prepared in the lower energy eigenstate and subjected to an electromagnetic field. 

When the lower-level is the ground-state, the system is usually easy to prepare. In 

some situations one may want to cool the absorber to avoid the problems associated 

with thermal fluctuations. Preparing the medium in an excited state is much like pre

paring a medium to be in the upper energy eigenstate for laser applications. The first 

laser operated on the principle of broadband optical pumping of a ruby crystal. This 

method creates a population inversion by using an intense burst of light lasting a few 

milliseconds. The excited Cr3+ ions relax rapidly to a metastable state, which becomes 

the upper-level of the lasing transition. The most common gas laser is the He-Ne 
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laser. Pumping is achieved via an electrical discharge. Free electrons and ions are 

accelerated by an applied electric field and collisions occur. The initial collisions lead 

to excited states of helium that relax down to the metastable 21S- and 23S-states (Hecht 

and Zajac. 1974). These excited helium atoms collide inelastically with ground-state 

neon atoms. raising them to the upper-levels of a pair of lasing transitions. 

In the two pumping processes mentioned above the medium remains within the 

optical cavity and the pumping is achieved by external perturbations. It is also 

possible to imagine preparing an ai.om or an assembly of atoms externally and injecting 

them into the cavity. The methods used to populate the upper-levels in the laser 

pumping schemes rely on relaxation mechanisms. In some cases a pumping process 

may allow a coherence to exist between the levels of interest in a single atom. but 

since relaxation is involved. the phases of this coherence for a collection of atoms tends 

to be random. The net effect is that the atomic coherence is averaged out. We would 

like to investigate systems in which the atomic level pumping preserves the atomic 

coherence. at least to some degree. 

There are two common two-level atomic decay schemes used to study the inter

action of an electromagnetic field and a dilute gas of atoms. or more recently. semicon

ductor materials (see Sargent et al .• 1988). The first is the excited-state case in which 

the atomic levels are pumped at specific rates as weIl as undergoing decay out of these 

levels. with negligible decay from the upper- to lower-level (as for the He-Ne laser). 

This pump/decay mechanism causes the system to be open. i.e. the number of atoms in 

the two levels of interest is not conserved. The excited-state case is usuaIly the more 

difficult of the two decay schemes to analyze since the system is not constrained by 

probability (or number) conservation. and the decay rates of the levels need not be 

equal. On the other hand. this scheme is weIl-suited to the idea of injection from 

some external source. The atoms are injected into the field region. interact. and leave 
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the system by decaying out of the levels of interest. The atoms may also physically 

leave the interaction region. thus avoiding the problem of an intolerably high density 

of atoms. 

The second decay scheme is that of upper-to-ground-lower-level decay (as for 

the Ruby laser). The upper-level decays only to the ground-level. which does not 

decay. The system is closed in the sense that any atoms in these levels stay in them. 

Since probability is conserved. the effective (incoherent exchange) "decay" rate for the 

lower-level is the same as for the upper-level. These levels are coherently coupled by 

an electric field. just as in the excited-state case. In contrast. there is no way of 

creating a coherent coupling of the levels through a pumping mechanism. without con

structing an additional specialized decay channel for both levels that allows these levels 

to be re-pumped. in particular. by a phase-sensitive process. The additional pumping 

channel causes this decay scheme to be open. but it may be closed as a three-level 

decay scheme as treated by Khitrova et al. (1988). The third atomic level behaves as 

the reservoir. allowing incoherent exchange. while maintaining number conservation. 

The effective pump/decay rates associated with such a system are more complicated 

than those considered so far. Since this method also involves use of a reservoir. we 

choose to examine only the excited-state scheme discussed above. 

Existing treatments of atomic level-pumping are concerned with creating and 

sustaining a steady-state population difference. The excited-state atomic decay scheme 

requires the ratio of the level-pumping rate to decay rate to be different for the two 

levels in order for the coupling between the field and the medium to show any net 

effect. The typical source for level-pumping in gases is considered to be collisions. 

Since collisions last on the order of a few picoseconds (Shoemaker. 1978). they are 

treated as instantaneous over the time scales of interest (the impact or Markov 

approximation). i.e. the atomic coherence decay time. and the oscillation periods of the 
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sum and difference frequencies due to the electromagnetic coupling. The effect of col

lisions is introduced into the microscopic equations of motion of the medium as pheno

menological pump/decay terms which inject or remove atoms from a given state. Since 

gases behave as a statistical ensemble. their dynamics are not completely known. This 

uncertainty (above the quantum-limited uncertainty) requires us to use a density

matrix formalism to describe the dynamics. The density matrix for a given atom 

consists of a matrix describing the coherent interaction with the field. and another des

cribing the incoherent pump/decay processes. A collision strong enough to change the 

atomic state also tends to yield a random phase for any coherence that may arise. As 

a result the pump/decay density matrix is considered to be diagonal. i.e. level proba

bilities receive a pumping contribution but the off-diagonal coherence elements do not. 

Decay processes introduced into the density-matrix equations of motion can be 

grouped into three categories: (;) state-changing. (ii) phase-interrupting. and (iii) transit

time. For purposes of discussion let us consider the pure-case and define 'Ya and 'Yb as 

the exponential decay rates of the probabilities for levels a and b. and 'Yab as the 

coherence exponential decay rate. The diagonal pure-case density matrix elements in 

terms of the level probability amplitudes are Paa - Ica l2 and Pbb - icbl 2
• The off

diagonal element. Pab = cac:. then decays as 'Yab .. 1/2('Ya +'Yb)' This includes only the 

effects due to state-changing processes such as collisions and spontaneous emission. and 

ignores any direct collisional transfer between levels a and b, which is a slow process 

in the infrared and visible since it involves vibrational or electronic relaxation. Phase

interrupting collisions are those that do not change the level probabilities. but do 

disturb the phase of the oscillating dipole moment in some random fashion. For a 

single atom this is not of importance but for an ensemble. the net atomic coherence is 

reduced. For this reason we assign a coherence decay rate 'Y > 'Yab (Sargent et al .• 

1974). 
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It is common in the case of atomic electronic transitions that the two-level 

density-matrix transverse relaxation rate 'Y is much larger than the longitudinal decay 

rate determined by 'Ya and 'Yh' In an atom there is typically no nearby set of levels 

that would allow collisional excitation. Hard collisions may occur without any change 

of state. causing only a disturbance of the phase of the atomic coherence. The atomic 

coherence for a collection of atoms is not able to survive for more than a few colli

sional time scales. For this reason collective atomic coherence was ignored in the past. 

It is difficult to preserve the bulk coherence long enough for studies of optical interac

tions. In the infrared one typically studies the rotational and vibrational degrees of 

freedom. The transitions of interest typically have a nearby set of levels that allow a 

molecule to become collisionally excited. In this case a phase-interrupting collision is 

also a state-changing collision. so that pure phase-interrupting effects are unlikely. 

Investigating the properties of coherence for molecular sublevels is not as difficult as it 

is for the atomic case. 

The final decay process involves the motion of an atom across the finite beam 

width of the field. We expect the decay rates of all matrix elements to be similarly 

affected. Shoemaker (1978) states that present experimental time scales indicate the 

transit-time effect to behave as an exponential decay. The micromaser shows a differ

ent behavior in that the level decay shows a simple sharp cutoff as the atoms pass 

through the cavity. Transit-time effects can be of importance for the case in which 

the atoms are injected into the system. The motion of an atom causes it to sample the 

transverse profile of the field and move out of the interaction region. This allows us 

to maintain a reasonably uniform density for a constant injection rate. If the electric 

field has significant transverse variations. a plane-wave description of the field may no 

longer be valid. This must be kept in mind when analyzing the results of atomic in

teractions with laser beams having the typical gaussian beam profiles. 
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In order to modei the atomic level-pumping process simply. we assume that a 

number N of atoms per unit volume is injected into the system at a rate r. so that we 

know the level-pumping rates per unit volume are ha .. Nrlcal2 and hb .. Nricbl 2• 

These pumping contributions are the ones we typically encounter for excited-state 

systems. and they form the phase-insensitive part of the atomic injection. We continue 

by allowing the pumping to possess a nonvanishing atomic coherence hab .. Nr€cac;. 

where we neglect the spatial dependence for now and € denotes the statistical purity of 

the injected mixture. For the case of completely uncorrelated atoms (€ .. O. mixed-state) 

the atomic coherence is averaged out and we are left with the phase-insensitive part of 

the pumping. For the perfectly correlated case (€ .. I. pure-state) the maximum (phase

sensitive) atomic coherence is achieved for the particular pumping scheme used. These 

terms contribute directly to the population-matrix equations of motion. The terms 

arising from the phase-insensitive part of the pumping have the factor N _. denoting the 

unsaturated population difference. Terms resulting from the phase-sensitive part 

appear with the factor hab' 

The technique for creating a coherent atomic state has been known for a long 

time in coherent transient studies (Allen and Eberly. 1975; Macomber. 1976; Shoe

maker. 1978). One often thinks in terms of the Bloch vector. which is a construction 

for visualizing the response of a two-level medium (with equal decay rates) to an elec

tromagnetic pulse of energy. The vector model results from a torque equation derived 

from the coupling of the population difference and the atomic coherence. By allowing 

the field to interact with the medium for a prescribed length of time. any desired sup

erposition of the two levels can be obtained. It is even possible to examine the effects 

of pulse shapes and sequences on the coherent excitation of a two-level medium. 

Warren (1984) uses a numerical method to show that uniform population inversion or 

two-level coherence may be generated by simple. symmetric. single-phase pulse shapes. 
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and these may be combined into multiple pulse sequences. He also shows that 

although composite pulses and complex shapes may be chosen to work well near reso

nance. the effects off resonance may be intolerable. These results may be of value in 

analyzing the transient effects produced by pulses readily available in the laboratory. 

A Simple Example of Injected Atomic Coherence: The Micromaser 

We consider the effect of an atomic coherence on a maser field as discussed by 

Krause et al. (1986). Current experimental techniques (Meschede et al .• 1985) make it 

possible to study the interaction of a single atom with an electromagnetic field in a 

high-Q maser cavity. The experiment consists of a double-cavity setup. The atomic 

beam is prepared in the first cavity by injecting Rydberg atoms in the upper-state into 

the cavity so that a coherent microwave field builds up. The phase of the field is 

impressed on the atoms. and they leave the cavity in a phase-locked coherent superpo

sition of states. It is crucial that the coherence be phase-locked. otherwise the effects 

of the atomic coherence are averaged out. The phase difference in the probability 

amplitudes of the atomic states corresponds to the phase of the field. and is the same 

for all atoms. 

These atoms leave the cavity and travel a distance d in a time T to the second 

cavity. Neglecting decay. the level probabilities do not change during the trip. but the 

coherence (off-diagonal matrix element) evolves by exp(-iwT). If the velocity spread in 

the beam is small. Aviv « l/wT. or. in other words. the dispersion in the atomic time 

of flight AT is small. wA'r « I. then the coherence of the beam is not destroyed. A 

coherent atomic beam now enters the second cavity with a phase angle of the coherent 

superposition determined by the initial phase of the pump field and the time of flight 

between the cavities. Krause et al. (1986) show that the probability of an atom leaving 

the second cavity in the upper-state depends on the relative angle between the 
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incoming atoms and the probe field in the second cavity. Measuring the probability of 

excitation in the exiting beam is a means of probing the coherence of the field as 

produced by the off-diagonal atomic beam. An atomic beam in a coherent superposi

tion of states can transfer its coherence to a field in a cavity. For t.his experiment the 

coherence of the first cavity is transferred to the second by means of the atoms. This 

mechanism is similar to a Ramsey two-field method for radio-frequency spectroscopy 

(Ramsey. 1956). 

An Application of Atomic Coherence: The Correlated Spontaneous-Emission Laser 

Current limits of precision metrology require ultra-small displacements to be 

measured. In practice one way of doing this is by placing a lasing medium into a 

cavity and detecting the frequency shift due to the change in optical path. The fre

quency shift is typically determined by heterodyning the field of the variable laser 

with that of a reference laser. This method applies to the laser gyroscope. precision 

measurement of thermal expansion. and gravity-wave detectors. The limiting noise is 

often spontaneous-emission fluctuations in the relative phase angle between the two 

lasers. 

Scully (1985) and Scully and Zubairy (1987) show that the diffusion of the 

relative phase angle may be eliminated by using a three-level laser medium to produce 

two lasing modes. la) -to Ie) and Ib) -to Ie). that drive a doubly-resonant cavity. The 

atomic transitions driving the modes are strongly correlated when the upper-levels la) 

and Ib) of the laser medium are prepared in a coherent superposition. as in quantum

beat or Hanle effect experiments. The strong correlation between the laser modes. due 

to the initial atomic coherence of the laser medium. leads to a quenching of the 

quantum fluctuations (noise). The noise floor for detecting the beat frequency in a 

heterodyne measurement is then reduced. 
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Schleich and Scully (1988) further emphasize that the correlated spontaneous

emission laser (CEL) is not identical to the two-mode phase-locked laser (PLL). In 

both the CEL and the PLL the two modes are locked to a specific relative phase. In 

the PLL the spontaneous-emission noise is reduced below that of two unlocked lasers. 

but noise is always present. For the CEL. however. noise fluctuations in the relative 

phase angle can be suppressed under appropriate conditions. This occurs for two 

reasons. First. the system is phase-locked as in the PLL case (but this by itself is not 

a sufficient condition to completely suppress spontaneous-emission noise); second. the 

quantum noise in the two modes is correlated by the preparation of the lasing medium. 

The initial atomic coherence is thus crucial for complete suppression of quantum noise 

due to spontaneous-emission. The price paid for quenching noise in the relative phase 

angle of the modes. is that the average phase undergoes a conventional phase diffusion 

at twice the usual rate. 

An Atomic Coherent State Representation for Quantum Optics 

An assembly of two-level atoms may be expressed in a representation analogous 

to that used to describe laser fields. A set of atomic coherent states can be defined 

(Arecchi et at.. 1972) which have properties similar to those of the field coherent 

states. These atomic coherent states are the quantum analogs of classical dipoles. and 

they can be produced by classical fields. Early investigations in quantum optics made 

extensive use of the photon number states of the free-field Hamiltonian (Fock states). 

Although they form a complete set in Hilbert space. they are not convenient for des

cribing laser fields. which typically contain large and intrinsically uncertain numbers 

of photons. The introduction of the (over-)complete set of eigenvectors of the photon 

annihilation operator (Glauber states) proves to be better-suited to problems of interest 

in quantum optics. These states correspond to the fields radiated by classical currents. 
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and in this sense they provide a quantum description of classical fields. 

States with completely analogous properties can be defined for the free-atom 

ensemble. Each property of the field coherent states has a corresponding property for 

the atomic coherent states. In this dissertation we assume that the injected atoms are 

in a definite coherent state. but in practice this may be difficult to do. The injected 

atoms may be thought of as consisting of a narrow distribution of atomic coherent 

states. Arecchi et al. (1972) discuss these states at length. We mention them briefly 

here. simply to consider the possibility of an alternative mathematical description to the 

(free-atom) energy eigenstate representation used in the analysis. 

Injection and Phase Matching: The Propagation Problem 

We have already considered the dynamics of the interaction of an electric field 

and an injected atomic coherence. For systems of small dimensions. e.g. the micro

maser. the medium behaves as "thin" so that the spatial phase mismatch factor changes 

negligibly over the region of interest. The Maxwell equations require a specific 

relation to be satisfied for the spatial and temporal variations of an electromagnetic 

field. This dispersion relation constrains the magnitude of the wave vector and the 

oscillation frequency. There is no such relation for the injected coherence. The time 

dependence is fixed by the Bohr frequency condition of the transition. but the spatial 

distribution of atoms may be chosen arbitrarily. If we want the injected coherence to 

couple to a propagating electric field. we must phase match it to the field. This con

straint is also true if we expect the atomic coherence to give rise to a field on its own. 

This follows directly from the fact that every field must satisfy the dispersion relation 

if it is to survive in the medium. 

In order to phase match running- or standing-wave electric fields. a similar 

rapidly varying spatial profile must be constructed for the injected coherence. If the 
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atomic injection is along the field propagation direction. the atoms trace out a running

wave profile with a wave number given by the ratio of the coherence oscillation fre

quency to the atomic speed. Temporal phase matching requires the atomic coherence 

and the field to oscillate at the same frequency. This clearly poses two problems. 

The first is that the atoms must travel at the speed of light in order to trace out the 

matching spatial profile. The second is that the resonance is destroyed by the Doppler 

effect. We are led to conclude that we must use the transverse degrees of freedom to 

carry out the atomic injection. In this way we set up a series of coherent atomic 

beam emitters along the field propagation direction. and direct the beams transverse to 

the field. 

The easiest case to consider is approximately phase matching a standing-wave by 

using identical atomic beam emitters. and spacing the beams so that they inject coher

ently prepared atoms at the peaks of the standing-wave pattern. We may think of this 

as an attempt to approximate the sinusoidal field profile with a periodic rectangular 

profile. The two-level medium is then not uniformly distributed in space and the 

profile cannot be described by a single wave number. A better approximation may be 

obtained if we space the atomic beam emitters as closely as possible and amplitude

modulate the strength of the emitted coherence. This may be carried out by varying 

the purity of the statistical mixture f of the atomic beams. This amounts to assigning 

f - f(Z) the wave number of the electric field. For a running wave we arrange the 

system as for the standing-wave case. but we frequency-modulate the atomic beams. 

Following the example of the micromaser. this can be achieved by impressing a linear 

phase shift on the pump field in the first cavity. so that each successive atomic beam 

apparatus uses a pump field with a properly incremented phase. Another method is to 

incline the axis of the atomic beam emitters relative to the propagation direction. A 

linear phase dependence arises as a result of the varying distance the beams must 
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cover in order to reach the interaction region. This is. of course. limited by the 

maximum distance over which an atomic coherence can be maintained. When the 

distance becomes too large. the velocity dispersion destroys the atomic coherence. 

These suggestions for phase matching an injected atomic beam may not be 

feasible experimentally. at least not at the present time. Perhaps someone may invent 

an ingenious method for attaining phase matching. The presence of an injected atomic 

coherence provides a means of studying phase matching in a simple context. The 

freedom in the coherence we inject allows us to control the degree of phase matching. 

and so study its effects in detail. In addition. the semiclassical treatment presented in 

this work enables us to investigate the main features of interactions of fields with 

atomic coherences. without becoming overly involved with the demands of a fully

quantum-mechanical description. After becoming familiar with the simpler semiclassi

cal results. one may further the study using the more rigorous second-quantization. 

Overview of the Dissertation 

This dissertation investigates the effects of an injected atomic coherence on the 

semiclassical electric-dipole coupling between an optical electric field and a homogene

ous collection of two-level atoms. In previous investigations concerning two-level 

atoms interacting with one or more modes of an electric field. expressions describing 

induced polarizations. population pulsations. nonlinear absorption coefficients. and 

mode coupling are presented (Boyd and Sargent. 1988; and references therein). The 

possibility of having two or more field modes allows a spatial grating in the population 

difference to form with which one or more fields may interact. This problem is 

similar to existing muItimode treatments in that both propagating disturbances may 

interact coherently to form population pulsations in the two-level medium resulting in 

side modes in the total polarization about the solely field-induced polarization compo-
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nent. A significant difference for the treatment of an injected atomic coherence results 

from the fact that the coherence is a property of the medium itself and does not result 

from the interaction of any fields under study. We note further that this coherence 

cannot behave like a field and begin to saturate the atoms. The injected atomic coher

ence may not scatter off of any population pulsations and. therefore. the polarization is 

not expected to show sidebands abollt the atomic coherence frequency. 

The single-wave and multiwave mixing configurations considered in this disser

tation are illustrated in Fig. I-I. Fig. I-I(a) shows a single-wave of optical frequency 

v interacting with the medium. part (b) gives one possible pump-probe configuration 

consisting of a pump field of frequency V2 having arbitrary strength and a weak probe 

of frequency Vl' part (c) allows the growth of another weak mode of frequency V3 in 

the three-wave mixing configuration. and part (d) demonstrates the four-wave mixing 

geometry in which the pump field forms a standing-wave grating with which the weak 

modes may interact. 

In actual physical systems there are typically many energy eigenstates. The 

states of interest are determined by the properties of the interaction potential imposed 

on the previously unperturbed system. In the optical regime we treat the interaction 

of a classical electric field with a quantized atomic system. and choose the field fre

quency and atomic energy level structure in such a way that the physics is welI

described by a "two-level" model. Throughout this dissertation we consider a medium 

of two-level atoms calling la) the upper energy eigenstate and Ib) the lower energy 

eigenstate of the isolated system. The medium is assumed to be homogeneously broa

dened so all atoms have an angular frequency w for the atomic line center. 

The coherent effects produced by the atom-field coupling are assumed to be 

limited to the two levels la) and Ib) for one-photon transitions. and to these levels with 

the addition of a set fIj)} of off-resonant levels for two-photon transitions. Incoherent 
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Fig. 1-;. Single- and multi wave mixing configurations examined in this dissertation. 
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effects such as natural decay of excited levels. collision-induced level probability 

transfer. and other random incoherent interactions. cause la) and Ib) to exchange pro

bability with each other as well as with other levels. In order to preserve the "two

level" model in the presence of incoherent exchange with a set of "external" levels. we 

treat these levels as a reservoir. i.e. they act as a source and sink of probability 

without undergoing any significant change. The reservoir levels are assumed to be 

"static" with respect to the evolution of the two levels of interest. In Appendix A we 

carry out a simple calculation for an open system with direct incoherent exchange 

between the two levels of interest. as shown in Fig. A-I. 

The One-Photon Interaction 

We begin by treating the one-photon interaction of a single-mode unidirectional 

electric field and an injected atomic coherence in Chapter 2. Most of the notation 

used throughout the dissertation is developed in this chapter. Therefore. it is recom

mended that the reader become familiar with Secs. 2-2. 2-3. and 2-4. Since the coher

ence between the two energy eigenstates has an associated electric-dipole moment. the 

process of injecting atoms with a nonvanishing two-level coherence results in a direct 

input polarization. The total polarization of the medium then has a contribution oscil

lating at the atomic transition frequency. independent of the electric field and any 

possible nonlinear interactions which may arise. 

The "one-photon" coupling of the electric field to the atomic transition causes the 

field to couple to itself via the induced polarization (even when it is weak). We obtain 

an expression for the absorption of the field in the presence of the injected atomic 

coherence and find that in the fully-degenerate case (perfectly phase matched in both 

time and space) the injected coherence contributes additional terms to the slowly 

varying polarization; the usual contribution arising from the injected population differ-
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ence, a contribution due to the fact that the injected coherence is inherently a polariza

tion, and two terms nonlinear in the electric field amplitude. 

In the nondegenerate case the injected coherence is phase mismatched with the 

field-induced polarization. For poorly phase matched configurations the injected 

coherence has no effect on the polarization oscillating at the field frequency. The 

absorption coefficient is then the standard single-mode result (Meystre et al., 1989). 

The detuned case still possesses the polarization oscillating at the atomic transition fre

quency. The remaining contributions arise from the scattering of the electric field off 

of the population pulsations produced by the coherent interaction of the field and the 

injected atomic coherence. These nonlinear processes produce symmetrically up- and 

down-shifted polarization sidebands. Higher-order sidebands are not produced, in 

contrast to purely field-induced polarizations, since the injected atomic coherence is a 

property of the medium and may therefore only appear once in a given interaction. 

The injected coherence allows a detuned single-mode electric field to develop 

sidebands which may grow to produce a true multi mode field. The frequency spacing 

between the electric field modes is equal to the magnitude of the detuning of the 

atomic resonance frequency from the optical field frequency. It is then natural to 

consider a more complicated electric field, namely, one consisting of three modes as 

shown in Fig. 3-1. We might imagine that the sidemodes result from the polarization 

sidebands produced by a detuned injected coherence. We also know that a two-mode 

field naturally gives rise to additional modes with an intermode frequency spacing 

equal to the original frequency spacing (Sargent, 1978; Boyd and Sargent, 1988). For 

the case in which there is only one strong (saturating) mode and one or two weak 

(nonsaturating) sidebands we treat the field as consisting of three modes and ignore the 

weaker higher-order contributions. The two sidebands are symmetrically placed in 

frequency about the saturator. 
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Chapter 3 examines the three-mode field from the point of view that they exist 

independently of the injected coherence. The injected coherence interacts with each of 

these modes as in the single-mode case and produces sidebands about each field mode. 

For cases of interest to us here we assume that. the temporal phase mismatch of the 

injected coherence is weak. so that these sideband polarizations are unable to achieve 

an identity of their own over the time scale of interest. The contributions of a 

de tuned injected coherence are then included in the expressions for the sideband polar

izations resulting from the multimode field. The additional terms appear with the 

appropriate phase mismatch factor. We may recover the situation in which the side

modes result from the sidebands produced by the interaction of the saturator and 

injected coherence. The sidemodes must then build up from zero. i.e. the initial values 

of the sidebands vanish. For this case the frequency of one of the sideband electric 

fields must coincide with the frequency of the injected coherence. i.e. the sideband 

behaves as a centrally-tuned weak field. This amounts to setting the detuning of the 

injected coherence from the sideband equal to zero in the resulting equations for the 

polarization. 

We develop slowly varying propagation equations for unidirectional running

wave sidemode fields by ignoring the effects on the strong pump-wave. The 

(depletionless) saturator is treated as an energy reservoir. whose evolution from its 

initial value is ignored. but we maintain its coherent properties since nonlinear scatter

ing processes are of particular importance for weak side mode propagation. 

Examination of the interaction of a single-mode electric field with an injected 

atomic coherence in a two-level medium leads us to find that the total polarization 

consists of the usual field-induced polarization at the field frequency and a pair of 

frequency symmetric sidebands with a displacement from the field frequency given by 

the magnitude of the atom-field detuning. The slowly varying electric field envelope 
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propagation equation develops additional driving terms resulting from the direct input 

polarization and the nonlinear scattering processes. For the case of only one sideband 

we obtain an expression for the absorption of a weak probe field in the presence of a 

saturating field and injected coherence. The equation of motion for the probe field 

consists of the standard two-mode absorption coefficient (Sargent et ai .• 1974; Meystre 

et ai .• 1989) (Beer's law) and a constant term resulting from the atomic coherence. The 

double-side mode configuration is a natural extension of the single-sidemode case since 

scattering off of the population pulsations produces two sidebands. This configuration 

allows one to study phase conjugation and other three-wave mixing processes. We 

obtain an inhomogeneous pair of linear differential equations describing the coupling 

of the sidemodes as they propagate. We give the steady-state slowly varying envelope 

solutions for the thin and thick medium cases including the effects of phase matching 

and a slowly varying time-dependent inhomogeneous contribution due to the injected 

coherence. 

The Two-Photon Interaction 

The two-photon interaction has proven to be a process by which systems with 

simple energy-level structures can yield numerous useful nonlinear interactions with 

radiation. Many one-photon mechanisms have two-photon counterparts which have 

been studied in recent years (Mollow. 1971; Takatsuji. 1971; Grishkowsky. Loy. and 

Liao. 1975). The treatment of two-photon multiwave mixing is of particular interest 

here. In this presentation we generalize the semiclassical two-photon multiwave 

mixing treatment of Sargent et ai. (1985) by allowing the atomic systems to be prepared 

in a state having a nonvanishing coherence between levels of interest. This model 

yields density-matrix equations of motion similar to the one-photon case (Meystre et 

ai .• 1989). We investigate the effects of this injected atomic coherence on the absorp-
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tion and coupling coefficients for classical one-. two-. and three-wave mixing in two

photon homogeneously broadened media. The resulting field equations enable us to 

examine the effects of injected atomic coherence on saturation spectroscopy. phase con

jugation. single-mode instability. and optical bistability. 

The physics of the two-photon model causes it to differ from the one-photon 

model in two major ways. Dynamic Stark shifts. which are neglected in the one

photon case. play an important role for strongly saturated two-photon systems. The 

use of the rotating-wave approximation in the one-photon case amounts to neglecting 

the Bloch-Siegert frequency shift of the transition resonance frequency. which is very 

small [~l Hz for transitions in the optical region (Shoemaker. 1978)]. This is actually 

a manifestation of the quadratic Stark effect (Allen and Eberly. 1975; Sobelman. 1979). 

In the two-photon two-level model the dipole-forbidden levels are coupled by means of 

off-resonant dipole-allowed transitions. which do not permit one to apply the rotating

wave approximation. It is only after developing the necessary connecting coherences 

that one may apply the approximation to the coupling of the two levels. Since the 

Stark shift for the two-photon model used here is. in general. not negligible. we allow 

the Stark shift to contribute. This intensity-dependent change in energy of an unper

turbed two-photon level shifts the effective resonance frequency of the transition and 

alters the induced two-photon polarization. In addition. the coherence produced 

between the "two-photon levels" does not contribute directly to the polarization. in 

contrast to the one-photon case. The coherence must couple to an additional atom-field 

interaction in order to contribute to the polarization. This is an important property for 

the purposes of our analysis here since we intend to study the effect of an injected 

two-photon coherence on the induced polarization in §4-2. 

We realize at the outset that the presence of an injected two-photon coherence 

does not result in an atomic polarization. which would act as the source of an electric 
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field. If an electric field does not exist in the medium. none is produced. but if a field 

is present. it can couple to the injected coherence and produce a polarization. The 

Maxwell equations tell us that we then have the source for one or more fields. We 

thus expect the centrally-tuned single-mode absorption coefficient to show additional 

contributions from the injected atomic coherence. We discuss the dependence of the 

fully-degenerate complex-absorption coefficient on the complex electric field amplitude. 

Stark shifts. and injected coherence. 

We complicate the electric field mode structure in Chapter 5 by allowing the 

slowly varying electric field amplitude to be the sum of an arbitrarily intense pump 

and two weak (nonsaturating) sidemodes displaced equally above and below the pump 

in frequency as shown in Fig. 5-1. The weak single-mode results are modified by the 

saturation of the pump field and the additional nonlinear contributions due to coherent 

scattering processes. In the multimode case we anticipate changes in the absorption 

and coupling coefficients between electric field modes due to the scattering of the 

pump field off of the fringe structure formed with the injected coherence and one of 

the sidemodes. We calculate the two-wave complex-absorption coefficients and the 

three-wave complex-coupling coefficients. and discuss the effects of the Stark shift and 

injected atomic coherence on them. The perfectly phase matched case of weak 

sideband propagation is then treated. 

The spatial dependence of the injected coherence must enable it to mix with the 

pump and produce a slowly varying quantity. In order to relax the requirements on 

the spatial profile of the injected coherence. we consider a four-wave mixing configu

ration using degenerate pump-wave frequencies. The pump-waves interact to produce 

a DC-component and a rapidly varying index standing-wave grating. By averaging the 

fine-grain structure of the pump we are able to consider the pump as slowly varying 

and. hence. the injected coherence need not mix the pump to DC. This interaction 
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produces slowly varying polarizations with a stationary externally impressed coher

ence. 

The Appendices 

Additional discussions pertinent to this dissertation are presented in the appen

dices. The Laplace transform and its application to the solutions of the REA popula

tion sum and difference are presented in Appendix A. The operation of mode uncou

pling. especially by spatial projection. is discussed in Appendix B. The results of 

Appendix A are applied again to obtain solutions for weak sideband propagation. One 

procedure for treating the averaging over two-photon pump spatial holes is presented 

in Appendix C. The goal of the treatment is to provide a computational scheme 

wherein analytic expressions are used in conjunction with simple polynomials to accu

rately account for the effects of the spatially varying pump intensity. The results 

contain the full generality of the multiwave mixing coefficients. including the effects 

of the injected atomic coherence. 



CHAPTER 2 

SINGLE-MODE ELECTRIC FIELD 

WITH ONE-PHOTON TRANSITIONS 

§2-1. Introduction 
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The interaction of an electromagnetic field with an atom is. in general. a difficult 

problem to solve. For the analysis presented in this dissertation we treat the electric

dipole interaction as the dominant electromagnetic coupling of the radiation field to a 

medium. The treatment is further restricted to the coupling between a quantized 

atomic system and a classical scalar electric field. i.e. semiclassical approximation. and 

to situations for which only two unperturbed energy eigenstates participate to a signi

ficant degree in the coherent interaction. We choose the field frequency and atomic 

energy-level structure in such a way that the physics is well-described by a "two

level" model. This model is modified by any incoherent processes present. We intro

duce such processes phenomenologically by assuming that the level populations and 

initial coherence are pumped uniformly in both space and time. and the populations 

and coherence decay at fixed rates. The theory does not contain the description of 

how such mechanisms result but we include them since they are important physical 

processes commonly observed experimentally or. for the case of the injected atomic 

coherence. at least possible. 

The medium is assumed to be an ensemble of "two-level" atoms having identical 

energy-level structures in their isolated states. We call la> the upper energy eigenstate 
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and Ib) the lower energy eigenstate of the unperturbed system. The levels are assumed 

to acquire population gain by the pumping rates per unit volume Aa and Ab' coherence 

gain by the rate per unit volume Aab• and suffer population loss at rates 'Ya and 'Yb' 

respectively. Fig. 2-1 is a schematic representation of such a two-level atom. The 

dipole coherence retains its effective decay rate 'Y. The medium is assumed to be hom-

ogeneously broadened so all atoms have an angular frequency w for the atomic line 

center. The two levels of interest are assumed to have a nonvanishing electric-dipole 

matrix element. so that the coherent effects produced by the atom-field interaction are 

assumed to be limited to the one-photon coupling of the states la) and Ib). 

The system of atoms is open in the sense that atoms leave by decaying out of the 

levels of interest and enter by arriving in a predetermined initial state involving these 

levels. This open system pumping mechanism is achieved by assuming that the 

Fig. 2-1. Schematic energy-level diagram for a two-level atom with an angular reso
nance frequency w for the electric-dipole electronic transition between the upper-level 
la) and lower-level Ib). The injected atomic coherence Aab is the open system coherent 
pumping rate per unit volume of the coherence between the levels. while the incoher
ent part of the pumping process is given by the pumping rates per unit volume Aa and 
Ab' The phenomenological decay rates are 'Ya and 'Yb' 
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ensemble of atoms interacts with a reservoir in such a manner that the incoherent 

exchange of probability amplitude for each atom yields not only the population 

pumping and decay, but also allows a nonvanishing coherence to persist between the 

levels when averaged over the entire ensemble. 

We begin the analysis by giving a brief discussion of the mathematical tools used in 

developing the dynamics of the interaction and the resulting polarization. The current 

presentation is designed to apply to both the one-photon (Chapters 2 and 3) and two

photon (Chapters 4 and 5) two-level models, unless otherwise noted. The analysis is 

specialized to the coherent interaction of interest in the sections whose headings 

describe polarizations. 

The unperturbed quantum-mechanical atomic Hamiltonian operator S'C 0 gives rise to 

the energy eigenstates la) and Ib), which we assume are the only states of an unper

turbed atom that are involved in the (one-photon) atom-field interaction. The time

dependent electric-dipole interaction energy operator is given by 

V(r,t) .. -er· E(r,t) , 

where the operator er is the atomic electric-dipole moment and the electric field E(r,t) 

is considered to be a classical scalar field for the semiclassical treatment presented in 

this work. 

To each atom of the ensemble a density operator p(l) may be assigned, which 

together with all other such operators form a population operator p(r,t) (Sargent et al., 

1974). The hermitian population operator contains all the information we may obtain 

about the system and obeys the SchrOdinger (or equivalent Heisenberg) equation of 

motion 
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ill ~ '" [%, p] + f ' 

where the total semiclassical Hamiltonian 

% co %0 + V(t) , 

and f consists of any possible phenomenological contributions to the evolution, e.g. 

decay processes and external pumping mechanisms. For arbitrary state vectors II) and 

Ij) the matrix element of the atomic electric-dipole operator between these states is 

The corresponding population-matrix element is 

The general SchriXlinger equation of motion for the population-matrix elements is given 

by 

The polarization of the medium is the expectation value of the total dipole moment 

per unit volume which can be calculated using the relation 

P(r,t) .. (er) .. Tr{erp(r,t)} . 

We may rewrite this relation in terms of the matrix elements with respect to a 

complete set of states, in particular, we need only consider those states {II)} that play a 

role in the electromagnetic interaction. The polarization may be expressed as 



= L ~ijPji • 

i.j 
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For atomic states each member of the set {I,)} possesses a definite parity which. along 

with the observation that the atomic electric-dipole operator has an odd parity. 

requires ~it = O. In the one-photon two-level model the energy-eigenstate representa-

tion of interest is {Ii)} '" la>. Ib>. The appropriate set of states for the two-photon 

model is discussed in §4-1. 

The microscopic dynamics of the atom-field interaction are treated using this popu-

lation-matrix formalism. which leads to expressions for the polarization of the medium. 

For the one-photon transition the polarization is directly (and simply) related to the 

two-level coherence and so we need to solve the Schrooinger equation of motion for 

the off-diagonal matrix element. We perform the integration in two ways. The 

method commonly used in single-mode analysis is applying the rate-equation approxi-

malion as performed in §2-2-1. The existence of the injected coherence leads to 

temporal variations in the population difference which restrict the validity of the 

approximation. The steady-state multimode method employed to account for such var-

iations involves expressing the matrix elements in a Fourier series and treating the 

harmonic modes as uncoupled. This technique is carried out in §2-2-2. 

The propagation of a running-wave electric field is considered in §2-3. where the 

electric field envelope is assumed to vary slowly in space and time. The slowly 

varying propagation equation including the effects of the injected atomic coherence. is 

derived and the propagation coefficients are discussed. In §2-4 we obtain the weak 

field solution of the linearized equation including the effect of a small phase mismatch 
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between the field and the injected coherence. This solution is examined for the per-

fectly phase-matched case in §2-S. From this investigation we anticipate the growth of 

other field modes; the subject of the following chapter. 

§2-2. Single-Mode Polarization 

The simplest case of an electric field for our studies is one which oscillates har-

monically in time at a single angular frequency v. Such a single-mode electric field 

has the form 

'" E(r,t) .. 1/2 (](r,t) e-wt + c.c. , (2.1) 

'" where (](r,t) is the complex mode amplitude and v is an optical angular frequency. 

'" The amplitude (] is considered to be slowly varying in time so that negligible varia-

tions occur for times on the order of the optical temporal period 2rr/v. We assume the 

injected atomic coherence to have the form 

(2.2) 

which is a dipole coherence oscillating at the resonance frequency of the atomic trans i-

'" tion with a complex-amplitude hab' that is slowly varying in time but may have a 

spatial dependence that is rapidly varying, in particular, that defined in Eq. (2.67) 

below. The spectrum of the electric field and the injected atomic coherence is iIIus-

trated in Fig. 2-2. The matrix elements of the interaction energy in this representation 

using the rotating-wave approximation (RW A) are 

(2.3) 

where ~ :: <alerlb) is the two-level atom electric-dipole matrix element. We describe 
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Fig. 2-2. Spectrum for a single-mode electric field (] with an injected atomic coher
ence Aab for a one-photon transition. The detuning of the atomic transition angular 
frequency from the optical angular frequency v is Ii '" w - v. For nonlinear inter
actions a sideband at frequency v - Ii is anticipated. 

the response of the medium in terms of a population matrix p(r.t) as discussed in 

Chapter I. The equations of motion for the (hermitian) population-matrix elements in 

our case are 

Paa .. Aa - 'YaPaa - [~VabPba + c.c.] • 

Pbb co Ab - 'YbPbb + [~VabPba + c.c.] • 

Pab ... Aab - ('Y + iW)Pab + ~ Vab (Paa - PM) . 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The level-decay rates 'Ya and 'Yb are introduced phenomenologically and 'Y is the dipole 

decay rate. We define the two-level population sum and difference as 

S(r.t) co paa(r.t) + Pbb(r.t) • 

D(r.t) '" paa(r.t) - Pbb(r.t) • 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

respectively. It is convenient to express the above Schrldinger equations of motion in 



the temporally slowly varying (interaction picture) forms 

Paa ". Xa - 'YaPaa - [i'11Pba + c.c.] • 

Pbb - Xb - 'YbPbb + [iVPba + c.c.] . 
. '" 

Pab = Dt Xab - ('Y + i5) Pab + iV(Paa - Pbb) • 

where the atom-field coupling factor 

'" '11 = -'(;I8/2f1 • 

the slowly varying coherence matrix element 

the temporal injected-coherence/field phase mismatch factor 

and the detuning of the atomic resonance frequency w from the field frequency 

5=w-v. 

The corresponding equations of motion for the population difference and sum are 

b". - 'Y+D - 'Y_S + 2X_ - 2(i'11 Pba + c.c.) • 

S = - 'Y +S - 'Y _D + 2X+ • 

where the incoherent exchange constants are defined as 

'Y! .. IM'Ya ± 'Yb) • 

X! = 1/2(Xa ± Xb) • 
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(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

The polarization of the medium for the one-photon two-level model has the form 
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* P(r.t) ... gJ Pab(r.t) + C.C. (2.20) 

The off-diagonal population-matrix element is then directly related to the polarization 

of the two-level medium and depends on the level-population difference. This 

coupling of the population difference and the polarization causes the population-matrix 

element equations of motion to yield a nonlinear relation between the electric field and 

the polarization of the medium. We now simplify the treatment of the equations by 

restricting the magnitudes or rates of change of various quantities. 

62-2-1. Rate-Equation Approximation 

The coherent terms of Eq. (2.16) give rise to oscillations at angular frequencies 

±Il in the population difference. The detuning off line center determines the rate of 
~ 

these population pulsations. By assuming that the field envelope ,g. the population 
~ 

difference D. and the injected coherence amplitude Xab change slowly over a time 

T2 :: Ih we obtain rate equations for the level-populations. The equation for the off-

diagonal element can then be integrated giving the rate-equation approximation (REA) 

polarization component 

(2.21) 

where the complex-Lorentz ian denominator is given by 

0(1l) ... I/('y + ill) . (2.22) 

The REA population difference equation of motion is 

b = - ('Y+ + 2R)D - 'Y_S + 2X_ + (2qei6t + c.c.) • (2.23) 
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where the rate constant 

(2.24) 

the dimensionless Lorentzian 

(2.25) 

and the injected atomic coherence coupling factor 

(2.26) 

Since the physical intensity is defined as the average irradiance of the field. we write 

it as cfl6'12/2 (in mks units). A convenient parameter for our analysis is the dimen

sionless intensity I - 16'12/16' s 12. which corresponds to the intensity that produces a 

steady-state population difference which is one-half the unsaturated value. For the 

one-photon coupling the corresponding field amplitude is given by the expression for 

its inverse 

(2.27) 

and we write Is - l6's 12. The dimensionless intensity in Eq. (2.24) follows from the 

additional definitions for the dimensionless intensities 

7 = Iglg/h 12 TIT2 • 

I = (glg /11)2 T IT2 • 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

The time scales for the incoherent processes are given by the average level lifetime 

(2.30) 

and the dipole decay time T2 .. l/'y. 
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The solution for the steady-state REA population difference is found to be 

DSS _ N:. + (2qQ+ei6t + c.c.) . (2.31) 
I + l~ 

with the unsaturated population difference 

(2.32) 

the detuning parameter 

(2.33) 

and 

Jlt - Jlo ± Jl • 

(These results are a special case of those derived in Appendix A §A-3-2.) If we 

restrict the detuning to the range 151 « Jlt. 'ra. 'rb' we find 

N_ 
DSS E!! ---

I+I~ 
(2.34) 

which indicates that for sufficiently small detunings the interference between the field 

and the injected coherence is sufficiently slowly varying. that we recover a form 

similar to the standard expression for the single-frequency population difference as 

derived by Meystre et al. (1989). In order to obtain a self-consistent REA solution of 

the steady-state dipole coherence matrix element Pabss , we substitute Eq. (2.34) into Eq. 

(2.21) to obtain 
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The corresponding temporally slowly varying polarization amplitude is 

We express the polarization of Eq. (2.20) in terms of the temporally slowly varying 

'" amplitudes !fi m as 

(2.35) 

We equate the coefficients of like powers of the phase mismatch factor exp(i6t) in the 

'" resulting expression for 1/2 SlJ and Eq. (2.35) and find 

.::i, .2,{/NJlJ 
=2 - I _ V. (2.37) 

I + I.¥' 

It?s''' 2g>*(1 - 20"Q;IVI2)0"(0)Xab • (2.38) 

where we suppress the detuning dependence of 0" and.¥'. For the special case of 

central tuning 

Q(O) .. 2T/(I + I) • 

The resulting polarization for this case does not exhibit any beats in time so that the 

injected atomic coherence has its maximum effect on the electric field. Should the beat 

frequency become comparable or larger than the dipole decay rate. the REA treatment 
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of the coherence matrix element's equation of motion is no longer valid. We then 

resort to a different approach to avoid this difficulty. 

§2-2-2. Fourier Decomposition Method 

The solutions for the population-matrix elements of Eqs. (2.4)-(2.6) can also be 

obtained by describing the matrix elements in terms of temporal frequency factors 

arising from the coherent interaction of the electric field and the atomic oscillation. 

We Fourier analyze both the polarization (dipole coherence) Pab and the level popula-

tions Paa and Pbb as 

00 

Pab(r,t) '" e-wt L Pm eimSt , 

m=-oo 

00 

Po:o: (r, t) '" L no:" eikSt , at .. a,b . 

k=-oo 

We extend these expansions to the population sum and difference and write 

00 

S(r,t) '" L s" eikSt , 

k--oo 
00 

D(r,t) '" L d" eikSt • 

k-oo 

Substituting the expansions of Eqs. (2.39) and (2.42) into Eq. (2.6), we find 

~ 

Pm" i0mVdm + 0_1habom._l ' 

where we define O(0) as in Eq. (2.22) and V as in Eq. (2.12) above and add 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 
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(2.44) 

Please note that although the definition of q; in Eq. (2.22) is always maintained. the 

subscript convention for the single-mode case presented here differs from the multi-

mode case. We continue the decomposition by using the expansions in Eqs. (2.4) and 

(2.5) to obtain the general relations 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

where the unsaturated population sum and difference N± are defined as [see Eq. (2.32)] 

(2.47) 

and the dimensionless complex-population-pulsation factors 

g-±(li) = _1_[ I ± I ] 
Ir. 2Tl 'Ya + ikli 'Yb + ikli 

(2.48) 

The Fourier dipole coherence components Pm can be eliminated from the population 

sum and difference expressions by substituting Eq. (2.43) into Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46). 

We find 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

where the injected coherence coupling factor 

(2.51) 

the saturation factor 
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(2.52) 

zero-order population parameter 

(2.53) 

and the dimensionless Lorentzian $(/») and the dimensionless intensity I are defined in 

Eqs. (2.25) and (2.28). respectively. We note that q is the same as in Eq. (2.26) since 

0_1 = 0(0). and s_k .. s: and d_k = d: as expected. since the populations are real-

valued. The self-consistent form for the Pm components is derived by using Eq. (2.49) 

to eliminate the population-difference components in Eq. (2.43). This results in 

(2.54) 

It is worthwhile to consider what the general relations of Eqs. (2.49) and (2.54) tell 

us about developing polarizations in our one-photon two-level (excited state) model. If 

there is no pumping of the levels the system is "shut down" so that no polarization 

persists. Once the pumping is turned on there is a possibility of polarization. For 

pumping allowing no coherence (N _ :j. O. Ihabl - 0) electric field-induced polarizations 

develop. This is the standard result of an electric field interacting with a steady-state 

(saturated) population difference; the m ... 0 case of Eq. (2.54). If we now allow the 

coherence (N _ :j. 0 if: Ihab I). a field-independent polarization exists. Whenever a field is 

present it couples to this polarization and drives the population difference. thus modi-

fying the steady-state saturation of the medium. For systems tuned off resonance a 

beating occurs as indicated by the k :j. 0 terms in Eq. (2.49). These effects are the 

population pulsations which may. in turn. interact with the field to produce coherent 

nonlinear polarizations; terms in Eq. (2.54) containing the population pulsation factor 
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ET;:;. One could imagine eliminating the effect of the unsaturated population differ-

ence by pumping so that N. .. O. leaving only contributions requiring the injected 

coherence. 

The existence of a non vanishing coherence from the pumping process leads to a 

direct input polarization at the atomic transition frequency. This is not due to a satu-

ration phenomenon. as evidenced by the lack of a saturation factor in the last term of 

Eq. (2.54). Eqs. (2.49) and (2.54) restrict the values of the indices to be k.m '" O. ± I. 

The only Fourier components which appear are Po. Ptl' do. and dt1 . No other compo-

nents are needed and no restriction on the strength of the electric field has been 

imposed. The Fourier components of interest are then 

do" N.J'o • + d l ... 2T I ET l qJ'1 • 

SI .. 2T1ET;qJ'1 • 

Po - iNJ1J<fJJ'o • 

where the special cases of the saturation factor J'1t are the real-valued 

and the complex-valued 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

The polarization of the medium can be written as in Eq. (2.35) where the temporally 

slowly varying complex-polarization amplitudes are 
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(2.60) 

The expressions for the polarization amplitudes resulting from Eqs. (2.55)-(2.57) are 

;:;, * +0 2 • ~* 
=1 .. 4g) TlfTl IV 0_ 1 ""ab J \ • 

.02 " i2'(/N_0VJ'o • 

~ 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

The polarization !lJ 2 is induced solely by the electric field and agrees with the REA 

expression of Eq. (2.37). The sideband polarizations of Eqs. (2.61) and (2.63) differ 

from Eqs. (2.36) and (2.38). respectively. but in the limit of small 181 these agree. In 

that limit the population pulsations vary sufficiently slowly. i.e. on the time scale of 

the dipole coherence decay time. that the REA expression is adequate and a polariza-

tion amplitude of the form given at the end of §2-2-1 results. 

§2-3. Single-Running-Wave Field and Propagation Coefficients 

. In order to develop a propagation equation for the electric field mode. we must 

specify the spatial dependence of the field and the injected atomic coherence. We 

consider the simple case of a unidirectional running-wave field by modifying Eq. (2.1) 

as 

E(r.t) .. 1/2 (](r.t) ei(K'r-lIt) + c.c .• 

8(r.t) .. (](r.t) eiK' r • 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

where K is the wave vector satisfying the dispersion relation K .. vIc. and (] is an 

electric field mode amplitude. which is slowly varying over an optical wavelength 

2rrlK as well as slowly varying in time. For the running-wave case Igl .. I(]I so the 
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-dimensionless intensity I of Eq. (2.28) becomes 

(2.66) 

The injected coherence of Eq. (2.2) is also chosen to have a unidirectional running-

wave form 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 

where Xab is a slowly varying complex-amplitude. just as 8 is. and KA is the wave 

vector. We express the injected coherence in terms of its phase mismatch relative to 

the field as 

(2.69) 

where the injected-coherence/field phase-mismatch factor 

(2.70) 

If the space-time dependence of the injected coherence is sufficiently similar to the 

field. then we may treat the phase-mismatch factor as slowly varying in both time and 

space. For the REA calculation of §2-2-1 to be valid the detuning must be much less 

than the dipole decay rate. The Fourier approach of §2-2-2 accounts for such oscilla-

tions in its expansion so that no restriction on the detuning need be imposed. We 

assume that the electric field induces a polarization 

(2.71) 

where the component complex-polarization amplitudes are 



with the polarization amplitudes .0 m slowly varying in the same sense as (]. 
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(2.72) 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

The steady-state slowly varying Maxwell equation for the electric field amplitude 

reads [Meystre et al. (1989). also see Appendix 8 Eq. (8.15)] 

(2.75) 

where the z-direction is taken to be along Ie and the time dependences of the polariza-

tion amplitudes are assumed to be negligible. We use the Fourier polarization amp li-

tudes of Eqs. (2.61)-(2.63) to write the propagation equation 

(2.76) 

where 

O! .. O!o-y0(0)J' 0 • (2.77) 

f31 .. if301 ETi -y0(20)J' le-i2<I> • (2.78) 

f33:1 if3o(2 - IETiJ'l)* • (2.79) 

o!o - -N_KIg>12/2ff1-y • (2.80) 

f30 co Kg>* /2E-Y • (2.81) 

e-i<I> -= g>(]/Ig>(]I . (2.82) 

For the case of central tuning (0 .. 0) the absorption and coupling coefficients of 

Eqs. (2.77)-(2.79) simplify to 

O! :I O!o/(l + I) • 

f31 .. i f3oe-i2<I> 11(1 + I) • 
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f33 '" if3o(2 + 1)/(1 + I) . 

If we ignore the injected coherence. we obtain the familiar Beer's law equation with 

the same single-mode complex-absorption coefficient. When the injected coherence is 

turned on. it contributes to the polarization directly at the atomic resonance frequency 

and through population pulsation processes. The latter polarization contributions are 

nonlinear in the electric field. causing the propagation equation to become even more 

nonlinear. The propagation equation is. in general. highly nonlinear and not easily 

solved. When we tune the field off line center. the input field induces a polarization 

at a different frequency than that provided by the injected atomic coherence. The 

injected coherence produces frequency symmetric sidebands about the field frequency. 

The magnitude of the sideband displacement equals the detuning. 

In general. the coupling of the injected coherence to the electric field suffers a 

phase mismatch in both time and space. A weak phase mismatch reduces the coupling 

thus making it more difficult to observe experimentally. For a temporal mismatch the 

integration time of the detector becomes important. If the detector has an integration 

time T. then the coherence shows little change with respect to the field for T « 0-1• 

For times such that T :to-I. the oscillations in the terms arising from the injected coher

ence wash out. The observer then must tune the spectrometer to the resonance fre

quency in order to see the effects of the injected coherence. but these are unrelated to 

the original electric field. A similar situation occurs for a spatial phase mismatch. If 

the interaction region has a length in the propagation direction that allows many oscil

lations of the phase-mismatch factor. then the coupling averages to zero. For interac

tion lengths much less than the spatial oscillation period. the effect of the injected 

coherence is preserved; i.e. it is not washed out. (The averaging process is briefly dis

cussed in Appendix B Sec. 3.) 
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We examine the properties of the propagation coefficients of Eq. (2.76). The 

single-wave complex-absorption coefficient of Eq. (2.77) is nonlinear in the field if we 

permit the two-level transition to be saturated. The DC saturation factor 0 0 of Eq. 

(2.58) reduces the effects of absorption and dispersion as the field intensity increases 

for frequencies in the range of the transition Iinewidth 'Y. Fig. 2-3 illustrates the 

effects of detuning and intensity on the normalized absorption coefficient 01./01.0' The 

linear absorption case corresponds to the I .. 0 (solid) curves. Please note that the par

ameter values corresponding to the set of curves on a single plot are listed in order of 

solid. dashed. dot-dashed. and dotted curves. The absorption profiles of part (a) are 

power-broadened Lorentzians with peak values being saturated down due to a reduc

tion in the population difference. The index profiles of part (b) show the typical fre

quency dependence of the relative phase shift arising from driving an oscillator off 

resonance. These curves illustrate the anomalous dispersion arising near a resonance 

and such profiles are often called "index-like". The familiar absorptive and dispersive 

profiles are expected since the atomic dipole behaves as a classical oscillator within the 

limits of our theory here (Sargent et ai .• 1974). 

The normalized conjugate-sideband injected coherence coefficient (31/{30 of 

Eq. (2.78) as a function of detuning for various intensities is illustrated in Fig. 2-4. 

The dependence on detuning proves to be only significant near resonance (0 .. 0). The 

large scale structure of the curves near resonance shows that the real- and imaginary

parts are similar in form to those of 01. with the real- and imaginary-parts interchanged 

(with a sign change for the imaginary-part). This is not surprising if we view the 

injected coherence as a polarization and remember that it drives the field in a manner 

that may be called in-quadrature. i.e. the real-part couples to the imaginary-part and 

vice versa. This coefficient depends entirely on the coherent nonlinear interaction of 

the field and the injected coherence. Im{,61} shows shoulders which lead into wings 
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5 10 
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Fig. 2-3. The complex-absorption coefficient at of Eq. (2.77) versus the detuning 8 for 
I = 0 (solid curve). I (dashed curve). 4 (dot-dashed curve). and 10 (dotted curve). The 
real-part is given by (a) and the imaginary-part by (b). The real-part shows power
broadened Lorentzian responses with the peak values at line center falling off with 
increased saturation. The imaginary-part shows the typical index-like profiles. The 
convention for listing the values associated with each curve is in order of solid. 
dashed. dot-dashed. and dotted. 
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Fig. 2-4. The conjugate-sideband injected coherence coefficient f31 of Eq. (2.78) as a 
function of detuning for I .. 0.5. 1. 4. and 16. with 4> .. O. In (a) the curve has index
like profiles simlar to Im{O!} of Fig. 2-3(b). but f31 increases in strength with I since it 
depends solely on the nonlinear scattering processes. Plot (b) is similar to Re{O!} of 
Fig. 2-3(a) except for the wings at large lSI and the increase with field intensity. 
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that are reminiscent of coupling coefficients. 

The normalized injected coherence coupling coefficient (33/{3o of Eq. (2.79) is 

plotted in Fig. 2-5 as a function of detuning for the same intensities as before. The 

gross structure seen here is again in-quadrature to ct but we notice that the imaginary

part has wings approaching a nonzero value. as if a resonant weak field were probing 

the unsaturated transition. This is a valid way of considering the plot since the 

injected coherence contributes a constant value independent of how strongly the transi

tion is saturated. The coherent contributions to {33 show up clearly near resonance as 

they do for {31' yet the curves look very different. (31 results from the interaction of G 

with the grating formed by GX:b leading to an oscillator response -y0(25). which 

quickly damps the profiles in 5. The coherent part of (33 results from I] scattering off 

of I]*Xab leading to an overall modulating function -y0(0). which is unity. This allows 

the central coherent features of the interaction contained in srt J' I to fully develop. 

In particular. note that as the intensity increases the sense of dispersion in Fig. 2-5(a) 

reverses near resonance. and the "inverted dip" structure in Fig. 2-4(b) is still present 

in Fig. 2-5(b). Such features are commonly seen in the spectra of inhomogeneously 

broadened media or by having the atomic transition profile scanned through the satu

rator frequency. as effectively done here. 

The appearance of the sideband polarization in Eq. (2.71) oscillating with a 

phase factor exp[;(KA·r - wt)] indicates that the growth of a sidemode I]lexp[i(KI'r -

vlt)] is possible. where VI .. wand KI .. Vile as required by the Maxwell equations. 

The first term in Eq. (2.57) for the sideband coherence component P_I simply tells us 

that there is a polarization oscillating as exp[i(KA'r - wt)] since it has been injected as 

such. This contribution to the polarization does not involve the response of the 

medium to any coherent superposition of fields. The term containing the complex-pop-
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Fig. 2-5. Plots of the real-part (a) and imaginary-part (b) of the injected coherence 
coefficient /33 of Eq. (2.79) versus the detuning. for the same values of the intensity I 
as listed in Fig. 2-4. For small detunings the effects of the population pulsations can 
be seen. The imaginary-part has wings that approach a nonzero value since the 
injected coherence itself is a polarization and contributes directly to the propagation. 
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ulation-pulsation factor [9"';(8) J* can be thought of as a coherent contribution since it 

results from the scattering of the field off the fringe grating formed by the coherent 

superposition of the field and the injected atomic coherence. The ability of the field to 

propagate depends on the phase match condition IKA - KI ::l! 0 . 

62-4. Weak Field Solution 

We calculate the solution for the slowly varying electric field mode envelope (j 

for the weak field case. The linearized propagation equation is 

(2.83) 

where we assume that the field and injected coherence travel nearly parallel to the 

z-axis with the phase mismatch 

AK - (KA - Ie)·:Z . 

From this equation we learn that the first-order spatial dependence of an electric field 

mode is determined by the standard linear complex-absorption coefficient and the 

injected atomic coherence amplitude modulated by its phase mismatch with the field. 

The weak field solution is 

(2.84) 

where the complex-absorption coefficient of Eq. (2.77) can be linearized as 

and the limiting value of the field amplitude is 
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p • 2f3o 
01'" I q; 'AK Bthab . Ct.o'Y + I 

(2.85) 

We concern ourselves with the propagation of a weak field for the special case of 

central tuning and phase matching in the following section of this chapter. Propaga-

tion of a weak field in the presence of a strong depletion less saturator wave is con-

sidered in the multi mode treatment of §3-4. 

62-5. Perfectly Phase Matched Weak Field Propagation 

The normal mode (unperturbed) electric field has an associated wave number 

that must satisfy the free-space dispersion relation K .. vIc. The dispersion relation 

requires a fixed relationship between the magnitude of the wave vector and the oscilla-

tion frequency of an electromagnetic disturbance. There is no restriction on the spatial 

distribution of atoms comprising the medium. unless we impose one of our own 

choosing. As a result the medium oscillates in time with a frequency determined by 

the difference in the unperturbed energies of the levels involved in the transition (Bohr 

condition). but the spatial variation is arbitrary. Therefore. there is no dispersion 

relation constraining KI\. and w. 

The relative phase variations in time and space between the field and injected 

coherence determine the effectiveness of the coupling as they propagate. In order to 

achieve maximum coupling between the electric wave and the polarization wave. the 

total relative phase (space and time) must be constant as the waves propagate. This 

corresponds to the case of perfect phase matching in which the field is tuned to the 

atomic line center (5 '" 0) and the spatial variation of the injected coherence satisfies 

KI\. . K = K. We are not interested in spatial variations transverse to the direction of 

propagation so let us choose the z-axis to be along the propagation direction and 
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K" co K for spatial phase matching. The phase matched weak field solution is readily 

determined from Eqs. (2.84) and (2.85) as 

(2.86) 

with 

We take the transition dipole-matrix element g> to be real so that Po may be considered 

real-valued. The weak field solution shows that the exponential dependence of the 

complex field amplitude on the propagation distance is not affected by the injected 

atomic coherence. The absorption coefficient cx is simply the standard single-mode 

linear absorption coefficient CXo• The injected coherence Xab can directly pump the 

field amplitude in this case since it represents a polarization in the medium the same 

as the electric field mode IJ induces. 

For purposes of demonstration let us choose a convenient set of parameter values 

and investigate how the electric field is affected by changing particular values. We 

choose the level-pumping properties so that we may achieve the maximum available 

coherence. Following the discussion in Chapter I we note that the maximum coher-

ence for a single atom occurs when the moduli of the probability amplitudes of the 

two levels are equal. Thinking in units of the product of the number density and 

atomic injection rate this leads us to set Xa .. Xb '" 1/2. There are actually two ways of 

achieving these values for an ensemble of atoms: (i) injecting an inhomogeneous col-

lection of atoms. one-half of which are in the upper energy eigenstate and the other 

half in the lower eigenstate. and (ii) injecting a homogeneous collection of atoms such 

that an energy measurement for any given atom is equally likely to yield the upper-

state value as it is the lower-state value. We are naturally interested in the latter case 
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since the first case. by definition. injects no atomic coherence into the system. In 

addition to the strength of the coherence it also possesses a phase for each atom. The 

phases of the atoms may range from completely uncorrelated (no net coherence) to per

fectly correlated for which all phases are identical (maximum coherence). This infor

mation is contained in the system density operator and reflects the purity of the statist

ical mixture. Let E denote the purity of the statistical mixture we pump into the 

system. The resulting strength of the injected atomic coherence becomes Ihabl .. 1/2E . 

We select its phase to be r/J'h co 0 unless otherwise stated. 

There is still freedom in choosing the level-decay rates. Choosing equal decay rates 

'Ya - 'Yb wipes out the unsaturated population difference (N _ - 0) causing the medium 

to become transparent (non-interacting) in so far as its level-populations are concerned. 

The existing two-level coherence is not inert since it gives rise to an electric field or 

couples to an existing one. We prefer to keep all effects present so we choose 'Ya .i: 'Yb' 

in particular. 'Ya .. 5/2 and 'Yb .. sis. This yields N_ .. -0.6 and TI .. l. The coherence 

lifetime we choose is T2 ... l. We express the field amplitude & in units of the satura

tion amplitude 1&5 I determined from Eq. (2.27). Any phases are given in degrees. 

The propagation distance is given in units of (010')-1. where 010' ... -OIoIN- from Eq. 

(2.80). To estimate the order of magnitude for gl we note. for example. that for the 

first transition in the Lyman series. the Is .. 2p transition in hydrogen. (I sir 12p) ::!! ao• 

where ao is the Bohr radius (Macomber. 1976). We then estimate gl/fl ~ 10-2 (in mks 

units) and consider fields to be weak when 1&1 « 10-2 (in units of 1(51). In summary. 

the starting values of interest are 

(2.87) 

N_ '" -60% • 
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We now illustrate the effects of the injected atomic coherence on the propagation 

of a weak single-mode electric field. The linearized relation of Eq. (2.86) implies that 

the initial value of the field becomes less important as the mode propagates and attains 

its limiting value given by 8 f' This effect is shown in Fig. 2-6. which plots the field 

modulus and phase against distance for increasing strengths of the injected coherence. 

The limiting value of the field strength grows with IAab I. In (a) the field quickly 

approaches its final value which. for the maximum allowed coherence. begins to violate 

the weak field assumption. For that case a better approximation can be obtained by 

numerically integrating the nonlinear propagation equation. For a fixed value of ¢" 

part (b) shows that as IAab 1 increases. the rate at which the electric field phase locks to 

its final value also increases. Since the detuning has vanished. the degenerate absorp

tion coefficient is real. The field only experiences phase shifts due to hab' For the 

case that Aab vanishes this figure shows a simple Beer's law decay of the field. Fig. 

2-7 demonstrates the effect of the phase of the injected coherence on the modulus and 

phase of the electric field for fixed IAab I. The modulus shows an initial variation for 

z :s I that indicates whether the interference between the injected field and the injected 

coherence is constructive or destructive. The field phase again approaches the final 

value of ¢" + 90°. 

In this chapter we examined the effects of an injected atomic coherence on the 

polarization. propagation equation. and weak electric field for a medium consisting of 

a homogeneous collection of two-level atoms with a dipole-allowed transition. Some 

interesting results emerge. The polarization of the medium acquires a direct (field

independent) contribution and frequency symmetric-sidebands about the field-induced 

polarization. We find that the standard single-mode complex-absorption coefficient is 

not affected by the injected coherence. but additional terms in the slowly varying pro-
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Fig. 2-6. The modulus in (a) and phase in (b) of the weak electric field amplitude 6' 
of Eq. (2.86) as a function of distance travelled in the medium z for IAab 1 .. 0, 0.125, 
0.25, 0.5. We set 0 '" 0, c/J" ... 0, and 6'(0) .. (.005, 0). The field is in units of the satu
ration amplitude l6'sl, c/J in degrees, and z in units of (O!O')-l. We assume the values 
Aa .. Ab '" 0.5, "fa os 2.5, "fb ... 0.625, and T2 .. I. which yield IAabl ... f/2, Tl = I, and 
N_ '" -0.6. 
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Fig. 2-7. The moduh.l$ and phase of the weak field amplitude 6' as a function of pro
pagation distance z. In (a) the variation of the field modulus with the phase ¢'" of the 
injected coherence is illustrated for ¢'" .. 0°, 45°, 90°, 225°, 270° (uppermost curve). 
Part (b) shows the phase dependence of the field on the injected coherence phase 
values ¢'" = -60°, -30°, 0°, 30°, 60° (uppermost curve). The initial field value 
6'(0) = (.005,0) and the strength of the injected coherence Ihabl - 1/2, 
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pagation equation indicate that the net effect on the electric field behaves as a linear 

superposition of processes. One process arising from the phase-independent part of the 

pumping (the standard result). a contribution resulting directly from the input coher

ence. and two scattering processes which are nonlinear in the electric field. The 

coupling of the new polarization contributions to the electric field depends on the 

phase mismatch in both space and time between the electric field and the injected 

coherence. For systems having non-negligible phase mismatch. the field and injected 

coherence are uncoupled. If the phase mismatch is in time. the injected field does not 

couple strongly. if at all. to the transition of interest. The injected coherence eventu

ally gives rise to a resonant electric field on its own. and its spatial variation is deter

mined by that of the injected coherence. For this mode to propagate it must satisfy 

the dispersion relation imposed by the Maxwell equations. In general. this leads to a 

spatial phase mismatch and so the spatial structure of the injected coherence is crucial 

in determining whether an electric field can develop. If the original injected-coher

ence/field phase mismatch is only in space. the injected field couples to the transition 

but not to the coherence. For the completely phase matched case the resulting electric 

field in the weak field limit is a linear superposition of the exponential damping of the 

injected field and a constant field driven directly by the injected coherence. 



CHAPTER 3 

THREE-MODE ELECTRIC FIELD 

WITH ONE-PHOTON TRANSITIONS 

§3-1. Introduction 
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The treatment presented in Chapter 2 can be generalized to allow for more than one 

electric field mode coupling to the atoms via a dipole-allowed transition. In fact. we 

are naturally led to consider the growth of another mode since the results of §2-2 show 

that a sideband polarization develops. and the Maxwell equations tell us that this may 

act as the source of an electric field. At the end of §2-3 above we discuss the appear

ance of such a field. The field is not arbitrary in space and time. A comparison of 

the propagation coefficients /31 and /33 shows that the sideband at the line center domi

nates. especially for detunings much larger than the transition line width. The direct

mode of frequency VI remains temporally phase matched since VI = W. but as noted 

earlier. it must obey the dispersion relation if it is to survive in the medium. If we 

wish to consider this mode as one of the constituents of a multimode electric field. then 

we are implicitly restricting the form of one of the sidebands. For the present study 

this property is actually the restriction we need to impose. since our goal is to study 

the effects of the injected atomic coherence on multiwave mixing. We anticipate the 

strongest erfect when the mode is phase matched. which is exactly this case. For the 

sake of generality we do not impose phase matching until we agree to examine that 

special case in §3-4. 
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In this chapter a three-mode electric field consisting of a central mode of arbitrary 

strength and two weak frequency-symmetric sidemodes is considered. The electric 

field spectrum including the injected atomic coherence is illustrated in Fig. 3-1. We 

again apply the two-level atom model of Fig. 2-1. The three-mode polarization is dev

eloped in §3-2 using the Fourier technique as performed in §2-2-2. For the case in 

which the atomic resonance frequency is detuned from all field modes. we assume that 

the temporal phase mismatch is so weak that these sidebands are unable to achieve an 

identity of their own over the time scale of interest. The effects of the detuned atomic 

coherence are included in the expressions for the sidebands. with the appropriate 

phase-mismatch factor. The special case of one of the electric fields arising from the 

injected coherence is obtained by choosing the phase-matched case and taking the 

initial weak field value to be zero. The special case of the interaction of three 

running waves is presented in §3-3. Expressions for the slowly varying polarizations 

at the sidemode frequencies and the slowly varying weak side mode propagation equa

tions are obtained. The multiwave mixing coefficients are then discussed. The solu

tions for the weak sideband electric fields. including the effects of small phase mis

matches. are derived in §3-4. The final section §3-5 examines the propagation of the 

weak fields for the perfectly phase-matched case with the effects of the injected 

atomic coherence. In addition to the direct source term in the solutions arising from 

the injected coherence. we find the coherence contributing in a manner similar to an 

initial condition. The injected coherence contributions show up explicitly in these 

equations. One might well imagine a situation in which the propagation equations 

retain their forms of the vanishing coherence case. The new effects would then be 

implicit in the multiwave mixing coefficients. We consider such a case in the next 

chapter. 
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§3-2. Three-Mode Polarization 

We now consider an electric field having three modes and generalize Eq. (2.1) to 

3 

E( ) I ~ -;; ( ) -ivnt r.t - 2 L C3 n r.t e + c.c .• (3.1) 

12=1 

where the mode of frequency VI is a weak (nonsaturating) probe. the central mode at 

frequency v2 is a pump (or saturator) of arbitrary strength. and the V3 mode is another 

weak mode placed symmetrically opposite the VI mode in frequency about the pump. 

The electric field temporal frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 3-1. The electric field 

mode spacing is A and the detuning of the injected coherence from the probe is 

(3.2) 

(]I Aab (]3 

l) 
~ A 

I i 
VI W V2 V3 

Fig. 3-1. Spectrum of a three-mode electric field with the injected atomic coherence 
for a one-photon transition. The electric field mode spacing is A and the detuning of 
the probe field (] I from the injected coherence Aab is l) ... w - VI' The sidemodes (] I 
and (] 3 at frequencies VI and V3• respectively. are considered to be much weaker than 
the pump field (]2 at frequency V2• The strength of the injected coherence depends on 
the magnitude of the transition dipole matrix element for the two-level system. 
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We consider the nonsaturating modes to be two sidebands such that, if we allow the 
~ ~ 

probe 1]1 to build up, we expect its interaction with the pump 1]2 to produce another 
~ ~ 

sidemode 1]3' The saturator 8 2 is assumed to be uniform throughout the interaction 
~ ~ 

region. The weak modes 1]1 and 1]3 may be injected into the system from some 

external source or we may allow them to build up as a result of the interaction of the 

original electric field and the injected atomic coherence. The fact that the detuning of 

atomic line center from the field is referenced with respect to the sidemode frequency 

VI' causes the multiwave mixing coefficients to depend differently on the beat fre-

quency (or the pump-probe detuning) A than we are accustomed to. As 1601 is incre-

ased for a fixed 8, the pump becomes less effective in driving the two-level transition 

since it is off resonance. The increased intermode frequency spacing yields an incre-

ased Rabi frequency in such a way that profiles of the coefficients in A do not show 

the usual Rabi resonance features. We see this in §3-3 below. 

The three-mode field induces a polarization of the form 

3 

P(r,t) '" 4 L~n(r,t) e-wnt + c.c. , 

n-l 

(3.3) 

where only polarization terms of interest have been included. The interaction energy 

matrix element Vab in the RWA of Eq. (2.3) becomes 

3 

Vab(t) = - ~ L gn(r,t) e-wnt 

n=l 

(3.4) 

The induced polarization components have frequencies of interest satisfying 

We generalize the definition of the atom-field coupling factor of 

Eq. (2.12) to 
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(3.5) 

The equations of motion for the population-matrix elements can be written in the form 

given in Eqs. (2.9)-(2.11) provided we make the assignments 

'" '" I"V I'V 

8(r,t) = 8 1(r,t)eIAt + 8 2(r,t) + 8 3(r,t)e-1At , 

The injected atomic coherence of Eq. (2.2) may be written as 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where Bt - exp(-iSt) is the temporal part of the injected-coherence/probe-phase 

mismatch factor as in Eq. (2.14) and is assumed to be slowly varying in the same sense 

as the field amplitudes, i.e. negligible variation over a time scale on the order of an 

optical period 21T/V2 • 

As in §2-2-2 we Fourier analyze the polarization component Pab and the level popu-

lations Paa and Pbb as 

( ) -w.t 
Pab r,t - e Pm elmAt • (3.9) 

00 

PQQ(r,t) .. L nQA e
iAAt 

• at .. a,b . (3.10) 

k-oo 
00 

D(r,t) .. L dA eiAAt , (3.11) 

k--oo 
00 

S(r,t) - L sA eiAAt 
• (3.12) 

k-oo 



and make the modifications 

0" ... I/b + i(w - v"n, 
$'" .. 'Y2/['Y2 + (w - V,,)2] , 

f3',,! co [('Ya + ikl:l.tl ± ('Yb + ikl:l.tl]/2Tl . 
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(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

Please note that the subscript convention used in Eq. (3.13) is different than that used 

for the single-mode case of Eq. (2.44). We substitute the expansions into the popula-

tion-matrix equations of motion, Eqs. (2.4)-(2.6), [or equivalently, the slowly varying 

Eqs. (2.9)-(2.11)] and equate the coefficients of phasors with the same temporal fre-

quency dependence. We use the above definitions along with the observation that l/h 

+ i(w - V2 + ml:l.)] '" O 2_m to obtain the general relations 

'" 
Pm = i02_m (Vldm_1 + V 2dm + V 3dm+l ) + 0 1Bt hab5ml ' (3.16) 

(3.17) 

where the discrete delta function 5ij co I if i .. j and is zero otherwise. The expression 

for the population sum components s" is easily obtained from Eq. (3.17) for d" by the 

substitutions f3',,+ -0- f3'; and N_ -0- N+. As noted in Chapter 2 s_" .. s: and d_" .. dr 

We use Eq. (3.16) to eliminate the Pm factors in Eq. (3.17) for d" to obtain an ex pres-

sion valid to first-order in small quantities as 

- 2T1f3'/ J'" [(02-" + 0T+"w;V1d"_1 + (01_" + 0~+"W2V~d"+1 

+ (02_" + 0;+"W;V3d"+1 + (03-" + 0~+"W2V;d"_1 J, (3.18) 

where the injected coherence coupling factors 
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(3.19) 

and the saturation factors 

(3.20) 

The real-valued zero-order saturation factor J' 0 and the complex-valued first-order 

saturation factor have the forms 

where the dimensionless intensity is defined analogously to Eq. (2.28) as 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Eq. (3.18) shows that the population difference component dk is coupled to dk_1 and 

d k+ I by means of terms first-order in the small quantities Viand V 3' We can readily 

infer which polarization and population difference components are relevant under the 

restriction that only terms to first-order in small quantities are included. Fig. 3-1 

helps one to quickly determine which processes are important. The possible beat fre-

quencies of the population difference are A and 2A. First-order pulsations are 
~ ~* ~ ~ 

produced by the zero-order combination Bt Xab l:i2 • first-order combinations l:i21:i: and 

818:. and their complex-conjugates. Second-order pulsations result only from the 

first-order combination Bt ~ab 8:. The population difference components are then 

limited to do. dtl • and dt2 • The second-order population difference components remain 

even to first-order since one of the sidebands has been tuned near the injected coher-

ence. Since dt2 is first-order. it may only appear in a combination involving the pump 
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field. Allowing the field modes and injected atomic coherence to interact with these 

population pulsations results in the polarization components Po. P!I' and P!2' We are 

interested in determining the polarizations induced at the sideband frequencies VI and 

V3• The dipole-matrix element components of interest by Eq. (3.16) are then 

"-

PI'" j01(Vldo + Vzdl ) + 0 1Bt hab • 

P-I .. j03(V3do + Vzd_ l ) • 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

Since do appears only in combination with a sidemode. we may calculate do ignoring 

the sidemode terms in Eq. (3.18). The resulting equation can be used to produce 

expressions valid to first-order for the coherence components in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25). 

The population difference components are 

where 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

Since we are only interested in the sidemode polarization components P!I' there is no 

need to consider dz any further. We substitute the equations for do and d l into 

Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) and obtain the sideband polarization components 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

The temporally slowly varying complex-polarization amplitudes are readily determined 

from the relation 
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~ * SlJ 2-m .. 2[9 Pm • (3.31) 

H3-3. Three-Running-Wave Mixing and Multiwave Mixing Coefficients 

We now treat the special case of unidirectional running-wave fields and write 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

where 8 nand SlJ n are slowly varying in space over a length 21T/K2 and in time over a 

period 21T/V2• Since /82 / ... /82 /, the dimensionless pump intensity of Eq. (3.23) simpli-

fies to 

(3.34) 

The injected atomic coherence is assumed to have the running-wave form given in 

Eq. (2.67). We assume that the injected coherence has a space-time dependence suffi-
~ 

ciently similar to 8 1 that we write 

where the injected-coherence/probe phase-mismatch factor 

(3.35) 

is slowly varying in both space and time. just as the field amplitudes 8 n are. We 

follow the development in Appendix B to obtain mode-propagation equations. namely. 

start with the wave equation and apply the slowly varying restriction while neglecting 

any time dependence in the field amplitudes. For convenience we assume that the 
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z-direction lies along the pump-wave propagation direction K2 and that the electric 

field modes are sufficiently collinear. so that the phase-mismatch parameter 

A .. eiAK·r • (3.36) 

is slowly varying in the same manner as the field amplitudes. where the wave vector 

mismatch 

(3.37) 

We also want to ignore any differences in the distances that the phase fronts of the 

modes travel for a given value of z; the j-mode actually travels z/(Kj ·K2). In order to 

find the complex-polarization amplitudes !lJ 1 and !lJ 3 for the sidemodes we must 

project the total polarization onto a phasor oscillating with the necessary phase depen-

dence. We choose our phase-mismatch factors A and B so that if we assume the con-

ditions I aK/Kj I « I and I(KA - Kj)/Kj I « I for j ... 1.3 • then the mismatch factors 

are approximately constant over the integration interval and may be taken out of the 

projection operation. In this way we effectively choose terms in the expression for the 

polarization having the phase-mismatch factor A nearly unity. which allows 1]3 to 

couple to 1]1 by scattering off gratings produced with the pump field. The space-time 

slowly varying polarization amplitudes follow immediately from Eqs. (3.29)-(3.31) and 

(3.33) as 

For reference we list the resulting expressions in our notation as 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 



where the absolute phase factors are 

e-it/> = 6'2/16'21 • 

e-i~ ... g;>6' 2/ 1r96' 21 . 

The steady-state slowly varying Maxwell equations are 

d6'j(z) . & /7j • I 3 
dz '" I 2€ = j • J - • • 
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(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

These equations lead to coupled-mode equations for the sidebands which can be 

written as 

where the multiwave mixing coefficients are 

0/ 1 = O/o'Y01J'o(l - 1/2 /J/7';J'I) . 

XI'" O/o'Y01J'o 1/2/J:ff;J' le-i2 t/> • 

(31 = i{3o'Y0 1(l - 1/2/ 2'Y0 Iff;J'I) . 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 



* t'JI* f' (I II I "'~+J' 0/3 .. 0/0'Y'::V3U 0 - 2 2/3.:::T I I)' 

X:" 0/0'Y0:J'0 1/2 I JlgriJ'lei2¢> • 

f3:" - if3:'Y0 1 1/212gri'Y0~J'lei24>. 
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(3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

where we approximate the centrally-tuned linear absorption coefficient % as Eq. (2.80) 

and the injected coherence coefficient f30 as Eq. (2.81) to be the same for both side-

modes. We note that the 0/ and X for one sidemode are obtained from that of the other 

sidemode by exchanging the indices 1 and 3 and setting A .. - A. Ignoring the 

side mode contributions to Po and do. the k .. 0 case of Eq. (3.18) for can be substituted 

into the m = 0 case of Eq. (3.16) to find an expression for the single-mode polarization 

component Po. This agrees with that of Eq. (2.56). 

The weak field propagation equations given by Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44) above are 

similar to the single-wave case of Eq. (2.76). Both have the usual direct-field 

(incoherent) contributions contained in 0/8 and the direct-injected-coherence terms con-

tained in {3. In the single-wave case the nonlinear coherent processes have to be gener-

ated by the field whose propagation we want to study. If we wish to include scatter-

ing. the equation of motion is nonlinear. For the three-wave case the nonlinear 

coupling is provided by a pump field. whose evolution is assumed to be negligible. so 

that we need not solve for it. We are then left with linear equations in the weak 

fields which include pump-supported nonlinear coupling mechanisms. These equations 

also show the purely nonlinear coherent coupling of the sidebands by the appearance 

of the field coupling coefficient X. The injected coherence also couples nonlinearly to 

the sidebands. In fact. the coupling of hab to 8: is purely nonlinear as evidenced by 

{3:. hab is too far removed from 8: in frequency (badly phase matched) for it to make 

a direct contribution as it does for 8 1, 

Phase matching considerations for a multi wave interaction are important here just 
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as they are in Chapter 2 for the injected-coherence/field mismatch. The sidemode 

equations also show the phase mismatch factor B. which implies that the injected 

coherence may not be phase matched to its reference field. in this case the probe. 

This is the very mismatch discussed in the last chapter and we recall that if this factor 

shows significant oscillations over the length and/or time scales of interest. then the 

effect of the injected coherence is completely wiped out. Aab must then be treated as 

uncoupled from these fields. An additional phase mismatch emerges for the multimode 

electric field due to its spatial degrees of freedom. We select the geometrical configu

ration of the interaction to constrain this freedom and so lead to at most weak spatial 

phase mismatching (over the propagation length scale of interest). In order to couple 

the sidebands the interaction develops the phase mismatch given by A of Eq. (3.36). It 

is natural to expect the coupling of Aab to 6': to suffer a similar phase mismatch with 

KI replaced with K,\ as contained in the factor AB (which also carries along the 

temporal mismatch). 

Let us examine the properties of the propagation coefficients. Since we want to 

probe the response of the medium to the injected coherence. we choose the probe fre

quency VI to be at or near the atomic line center w: The detuning of Eq. (3.2) is 

therefore assumed to be small. We may now vary the intermode electric field spacing 

II and the saturator intensity 12, and observe the changes in the coefficients. The mul

tiwave mixing coefficients Ol and X agree with those originally derived by Mollow 

(1972) and later in the notation used here by Sargent (1978). The typical method of 

studying these coefficients is to maintain the atomic line center near the pump field 

frequency V2 and vary the spacing of the sideband fields. This allows the stronger 

pump field to drive the two-level transition and cause the atomic level probabilities to 

oscillate at the (generalized) Rabi frequency (Sargent et at .• 1974) 
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(3.51) 

where 

(3.52) 

The coherent interaction of a multimode field with a two-level atom produces popula-

tion pulsations as shown in §3-2 above. Whenever these oscillations occur at the Rabi 

frequency. we expect a resonance effect. The spectral profiles should show features 

sensitive to this response. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 3-2. which is taken from 

the textbook by Meystre et al. (1989). The real-part of the probe absorption coeffi-

cient al is plotted versus A for various intensities. As the intensity is increased the 

0.15 

0.1 

Re{adao} 0.05 

0 

-0.05 
-8 -4 0 4 8 

A 

Fig. 3-2. Plot of the real-part of the centrally-tuned probe absorption coefficient a l in 
units of a o as a function of the electric field beat frequency A for 12 = 2. 3.3. 16. in 
order of decreasing al(O) for Tl - T2 • Here. V2 is held at line center while A is 
scanned. This plot shows the the well-known symmetric three-peak spectrum resulting 
from the resonance features at the Rabi sidebands. These familiar features are not 
expected for the electric field of Fig. 3-1. Figure adapted from Meystre et al. (1989). 
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profile is saturated down causing the central peak to approach zero. Resonance 

features become clearly visible and show rapid changes centered on the Rabi fre

quency. These features shift outward with increasing intensity. One typically expects 

to see such profiles for multiwave mixing studies since the pump field must saturate 

the transition in order for the nonlinear coupling terms to be appreciable. 

In contrast. we wish to study the interaction of a weak probe field with an injected 

atomic coherence and so maintain the atomic line center at or very near the probe field 

frequency. i.e. allowing at most a very small detuning. As we scan b. the pump field 

is tuned away from line center causing a reduction in saturation. This effect is dem

onstrated in Fig. 3-3 in which the complex probe absorption coefficient 0!1 of 

Eq. (3.45) is plotted against the beat frequency for three intensities. We maintain the 

case of zero detuning throughout. Since this coefficient corresponds to the medium's 

response to (] l' we have the overall modulation function 'f.lJ l' which is unity here. 

This allows the incoherent part of the coefficient to be real-valued and dominant. The 

gross structure of the profile is simply due to the saturation factor J' Q. leading to a 

power-broadened dip for the real-part. In part (a) weak nonlinear scattering contribu

tions are seen near b. - 0 which increase with 12 ; even to the point of giving regions 

of small gain. The profile behaves as the absorption coefficient for a weak resonant 

field probing a transition with variable saturation; reminiscent of the response of an 

inhomogeneously broadened medium. The imaginary-part in (b) is dominated by the 

coherent interaction factor 12fT; J' l' The deviation of the profile near b. .. 0 from a 

smooth index-like feature results from the -y02 contribution in the factor 11, 

The probe coupling coefficient Xl of Eq. (3.46) is illustrated in Fig. 3-4. Since this 

coefficient relies entirely on the nonlinear coupling of the fields. we expect it to be 

effective over a larger range in b. when 12 increases. but this also saturates the 

response near b. .. O. The scattering factor 12fT; J' 1 is modulated by I:. which consists 
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Fig. 3-3. The real- (a) and imaginary- (b) parts of the centrally-tuned probe absorp
tion coefficient Ci l of Eq. (3.45) as a function of the field beat frequency t::. for three 
values of the pump saturation intensity: 12 ", 1. 4. 10. The unsaturated absorption in
creases with It::. I leading to wings approaching unity in (a). The effects of nonlinear 
scattering contributions appear as weak features near t::. .. 0 for sufficiently large 
pump strengths. Contrast this to Fig. 3-2. 
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Fig. 3-4. The real- (a) and imaginary- (b) parts of the centrally-tuned probe coupling 
coefficient Xl of Eq. (3.46) as a function of the beat frequency for 12 .. 1. 4. 10. and 
field phase cp = O. This coefficient results entirely from the coherent scattering of the 
pump off a grating involving the population pulsations. The power broadening of the 
saturation factors and the limited bandwidth of the pulsations produce the above 
profiles. As IAI increases the pump is less effective in saturating the medium and the 
overall coupling diminishes. 
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Fig. 3-5. The real- (a) and imaginary- (b) parts of the centrally-tuned injected coher
ence coefficient 131 of Eq. (3.47) versus the beat frequency. for intensity values of 
12 == l. 4. 10. Part (b) includes the additional value of 12 .. 1/2 , The index-like and 
Lorentzian responses of the medium are interchanged here as for the single-mode case 
of Figs. 2-3 and 2-5. The wings of Im{,8l} approach a nonvanishing value since the 
injected coherence contributes directly to the polarization as well as via scattering. 
For small 1.601 the coherent contributions are clearly seen but as 1.601 increases the 
medium behaves as an unsaturated absorber. 
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Fig. 3-6. The real- (a) and imaginary- (b) parts of the injected coherence coefficient as 
a function of detuning for case of a frequency-degenerate electric field, i.e. A = 0, 
using intensity values 12 '" 0, I, 4, 10. The medium behaves analogously to a single
mode field with saturation. Since the population pulsations are no longer needed to 
couple the fields, the bandwidth of the first-order saturation factor J'l increases. The 
broader saturation dip allows broader wings, while the overall profile approaches the 
form i"(0(0). 
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of oscillator responses (-y02 and 'Y0:) that detune quickly and roll off the response of 

XI. The injected coherence coefficient {31 of Eq. (3.47) is shown in Fig. 3-5. The large 

scale structure of the profiles appears in-quadrature with those of 0/1. Since {31 does 

not rely on the steady-state saturated population difference. it has no J'o factor. This 

allows the coherent features of the nonlinear scattering to be clearly visible near A = O. 

in contrast to 0/1. The direct (incoherent) contribution of the injected coherence to the 

polarization causes the wings in Im{{3l} of plot (b) to approach a nonzero value. It is 

this effect which allows a field to persist even when the mode coupling is weak. For 

the case of a degenerate electric field (A .. 0) and nonzero detuning we expect the 

profiles to be similar to the in-quadrature forms of the single-wave 0/. This is illus

trated in Fig. 3-6. Since the population pulsations are not required to couple the 

fields. the bandwidth is not restricted by art. and so the curves broaden and the ima

ginary-parts cross each other for increasing 12, in contrast to Fig. 2-3(a). Allowing w 

'" VI causes these profiles to be dominated by the factor i'Y0(l). 

Let us take a brief look at the conjugate-wave coefficients. Since 0': is strongly 

detuned from line center as IAI increases. we expect 0/: of Eq. (3.48) to have profiles 

similar to the single-mode 0/ with weaker saturation. Fig. 3-7 supports this. The 

profiles are narrow in A since O2 and 0 3 drop off quickly. owing to the fact that 

both 0'2 and 0'3 move off resonance. The conjugate-wave coupling factor X: of Eq. 

(3.49) depends entirely on a nonlinear process. causing the profiles to behave as the 

scattering factor 12ar; J'I modulated by 'Y03• as well as being attenuated near A .. 0 by 

the pump field saturation. In Fig. 3-8 we again see that the population pulsations 

yield an inverted dip in the real-part as appears in (31 for the coherent contribution. 

The profiles are rolled off quickly by 'Y0(2A) so that features due to population pulsa

tions appear relatively strong. For large IAI the coupling of 0'1 and 0': is weak as also 

shown by Xl in Fig. 3-4. The pump cannot support the coherent interactions when it 
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Fig. 3-7. Plots of the real- (a) and imaginary- (b) parts of the conjugate-wave absorp
tion coefficient 0/: of Eq (3.48) for 12 - O. I. 4 (with 113 - w + 2A). The real-part 
consists of detuned Lorentzians which fall off sharply with intensity. while the imagi
nary-part shows a correspondingly broad dispersion. These narrow profiles. dropping 
off rapidly with pump intensity. indicate that the interaction of the sideband (J3 with 
the medium is only significant for small IAI. The profiles are dominated by -y0(2A). 
Compare to Fig. 3-3 for 0/1' 
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Fig. 3-8. The centrally-tuned conjugate-wave coupling coefficient X: of Eq. (3.49) 
versus the beat frequency of the electric field for pump intensities 12 ... 1. 4. 10. 16. 
and absolute field phase ¢J '" O. This coefficient is due entirely to a coherent nonlinear 
process. Since there is no incoherent contribution and there is a term containing 0 1 

(in the factor 11) (both properties in contrast to Xl). the profile is determined by 
0(2tl.)f.Tt J' l' leading to a central inverted dip in Re{xd. 
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Fig. 3-9. The real- and imaginary-parts of the conjugate coefficient of the injected 
* coherence Ps of Eq. (3.50) versus the beat frequency for 12 .. 1. 4. 10. In (a) the real-

part shows a dispersive line shape and in (b) the imaginary-part shows a central dip 
with broad shoulders leading into wings which vanish for large lill. The coupling due 
to P: is similar to the in-quadrature forms of X:. but increasing the pump intensity in
creases the response. The reduction in the response (due to J' 0) near line center is not 
present here as it is for the purely field-induced coupling X:. 
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Fig. 3-10. The imaginary-part of the conjugate coefficient of the injected coherence as 
a function of detuning for 12 " 1. 4. 10. 16. with ~ '" O. The profiles prove to be a set 
of dips having larger magnitudes as the saturation intensity is increased. This 
behavior is similar to the single-mode case. except there. the effects of population pul
sations were still present causing central coherent features. The real-part for this case 
is identically zero. 

moves further from resonance. The centrally-tuned conjugate coefficient of the 

injected coherence f3: of Eq. (3.50) is illustrated in Fig. 3-9. The profiles look like the 

in-quadrature forms of X:. but the lack of the saturation factor J' 0 allows the coherent 

features near ~ .. 0 to grow with intensity. The response due to the injected coher

ence is not saturated down as we also noted for f31' f3: has no incoherent contribution 

in contrast to f31' but the central features arising from the population pulsations are 

still present. The wings in Fig. 3-5 for f31 do not appear here for f3: since the coherent 

term in f31 is modulated by ,),01 .. 1. and that in f3: is modulated by ')'03 - ')'0(2~). 

The wings are thus rolled off sharply. In Fig. 3-10 we show the degenerate field case 
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of f3: versus detuning. The real-part for this case is identically zero. The profiles 

appear to be dips just as in Fig. 2-5(b) for the single-mode case. but here there are no 

central features due to population pulsations. since we do not account for injected

coherence-induced population pulsations in the multimode case. Recall that we neg

lected the oscillations contained in the phase-mismatch factor Bt • 

§3-4. Weak Field Solutions 

Examination of the propagation equations of Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44) show that the 

evolution of the sidemodes is determined by a linear superposition of processes in 

which the sidemodes. I] I and 1]3' and the injected coherence. Xab' each separately 

interact with the pump field 1]2' The injected coherence cannot interact with a 

sidemode and affect either side mode to first-order. The injected atomic coherence has 

no effect on the absorption and coupling coefficients of the nonsaturating sidemodes. 

The coupled-mode equations represent an inhomogeneous linear system of equations in 

I] I and 1]:. The method used to determine the solutions is discussed in Appendix B 

§B-4. We allow for the possibility of a weak spatial phase mismatch and define 

r - (KA - K I ) + t!:J(/2 • 

O!! '" 1/2 (O!I ± O!:) • 

Jl2 '" 0!+2 - IMI . 
IMI .. (O!I - it:..K/2)(0!~ + it:..K/2) - XIX: . 

The slowly varying solutions for the weak electric field sidebands have the forms 

I] l(Z) '" e-Ck+Z sin;Jl.z {(-O!_ + it:..K/2)1] 1(0) + e-iAKz XII]:(O) + e-iAKz/2 B t Xab~1 + 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 



0':(Z) = e-Ck
+

Z sin:Jlz {(O/_ - iilKI2))0':(0) + e-iAKz X: 0' 1(0) + e-iAKz/2 Bt Aab~: + 

- (O!+ + mW3]} + e-Ck+zcoshllz [0':(0) - e-iAKz/2Bt'Aab W;] 
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(3.57) 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 

(3.60) 

The solution for 0': can be obtained from the solution for 0'1 by exchanging within the 

following pairs: 0'1 and 0':. 0/1 - iilKI2 and 0/: + iilKl2. XI and X:. and f31 and f3:. 
The W-factors account for the ability of the injected atomic coherence to affect one 

sidemode by making use of the complex-absorption and coupling of the other mode. 

The transformation of interchanging the indices 1 and 3 and taking the complex-conju

gate does not apply to WI and W: since the injected atomic coherence is not symmetric 

with respect to the pump frequency. The inherent coupling of the sidebands in this 

three-wave mixing allows the injected coherence to produce an additional coupling. 

The coherence drives each mode. which. in turn. is coupled to the other mode via the 

scattering mechanisms discussed earlier. 

Let us consider the special case of a thin medium so that we may examine the solu-

tions for small z. Assuming Illzl. 100+zI. lilKzl « I we expand the solutions to first-

order in z and obtain the approximations 
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(3.61) 

(3.62) 

These results are expected since the waves do not propagate far enough for the spatial 

variations in the fields to add their scattering contributions. The fields only know of 

the initial value of the other. We can simply take the transformed set of equations. 

Eq. (B.21). treat the right-hand side as fixed at its initial value. integrate the equation. 

and reduce it to the thin medium limit. The results of this method agree with those 

given in Eqs. (3.61) and (3.62). 

§3-5. Perfectly Phase Matched Weak Sideband Propagation 

Let us examine the behavior of the weak sidemodes for the completely phase 

matched configuration. i.e. IAKI .. 0 .. KA1 • and the probe tuned to line center so that 

Bt '" 1. We rewrite Eqs. (3.57)-(3.60) as 

where 

6'\(Z) '" Hs(z) [- Clt_6'I(O) + XI6':(O) + (f31 - Clt+W1)AabJ 

+ Hc(z) [6'1(0) - WIAabJ + WIAab • (3.63) 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 
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(3.68) 

(3.69) 

The propagation-dependent functions Hs(z) and Hc(z) determine the behavior of the 

sidemode as it travels in the medium. The real-parts of p.. and 0/+ determine the amp-

litude while the imaginary-parts determine the phase. The mode may grow if the 

magnitude of the real-part of p.. dominates the real-part of 0/+. We define a "gain par-

ameter" as 

(3.70) 

Generally. this parameter corresponds to the maximum exponential growth rate with 

distance for positive values and the minimum exponential decay rate for negative 

values. If there is no gain. this factor gives the slowest exponential decay rate. The 

gain parameter /J then corresponds to the growth/decay rate for the largest contribu-

tion to the field. It is possible for particular values of the initial conditions and 

injected coherence that particular exponential terms may vanish. In those cases this 

parameter must be modified to describe the weaker exponential terms; those having p.. 

with the opposite sign to that term which contributed to IJ' originally. /J does depend 

on the three-wave mixing wave-vector-mismatch ilK but not on the injected coherence. 

The growth/decay depends on the injected population difference. not the coherence. 

The gain parameter as a function of beat frequency for central tuning is shown in 

Fig. 3-1l(a). and as a function of detuning for the degenerate field case in Fig. 3-1 I (b). 

The intensity is varied from weakly to strongly saturating. The figure shows loss for 

weakly saturated media. but as the intensity increases. centrally symmetric regions of 

gain appear. The gain profile in plot (b) is broader than in (a) since the t:.. .. 0 case 

does not require the population pulsations to couple the fields. The bandwidth of 
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Fig. 3-11. The gain parameter .!1 of Eq. (3.70) as a function of the beat frequency il 
in (a) and the detuning Ii in (b). for 12 = l. 4. 10. 16. For weakly saturated media there 
is no gain but as the pump strength increases. gain is possible for a symmetric fre
quency range. The gain parameter in (a) relies on the contribution of coherent 
processes and so is limited by the bandwidth of the population pulsations. whereas (b) 
relieves that restriction and allows the response to broaden. 
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these oscillations is then not a limiting factor. No Rabi resonance features appear as 

discussed for the propagation coefficients in §3-3. The sidemodes are unable to scan 

through the detuned Rabi frequency since it also increases with.:l. For weak intensi

ties the sidemode fields are near n;. but then the scattering is also very weak. Incre

asing the intensity couples the fields more strongly. but the Rabi sidebands shift away 

from the fields. The central peak in the graphs appears as an "inverted dip" (the 

power-broadened Lorentzian dip of J' 0) which is saturated down and broadened as the 

intensity is increased. We note the formation of an even smaller bandwidth dip near 

zero frequency which develops with intensity. 

The dependence of the gain parameter on the decay time scales is demonstrated in 

Fig. 3-12. In (a) the level population time scale TI is increased for a fixed coherence 

lifetime T2 • The curves become more negative and narrow. The losses dominate the 

spectrum since the population difference is too sluggish (highly damped) to follow the 

beat frequency of the field. The coherent mode-coupling weakens causing the side

modes to experience single-mode absorption. Part (b) shows the gain parameter varia

tion with .:l as the coherence lifetime T2 increases toward the radiative decay limit of 

T2 = 2TI • Since % of Eq. (2.80) varies as 'Y-I these curves actually have an overall 

scaling of 'Y. As T2 increases the effective atomic dipole oscillator response has a 

reduced bandwidth causing the atom-field interaction to become quickly detuned. The 

actual gain parameter response decreases in strength and narrows in bandwidth. 

The injected coherence enters into the sidemode solutions of Eqs. (3.63) and (3.64) 

with a ,B-coefficient or a W-coefficient. The product of WjAab is the only surviving 

term for cases of loss. We illustrate WI in Fig. 3-13 as a function of .:l for increasing 

12, with other values given in Eq. (2.87) and 0 .. o. The real-part in (a) shows anti

symmetric curves with peaks increasing and shifting outward with intensity. [The 
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Fig. 3-12. The dependence of the gain parameter on TI in (a) for 0 = O. 12 = 4. T2 = 1. 
and various decay rates: 'Yb" 0.625. 0.132. 0.051. In (b) the effect of T2 is obtained 
by varying 'Y as 4, 2, I, 0.5 and setting TI .. 1. As Tl increases the population pulsa
tions are only effective over a smaller range in D. since the atomic response cannot 
follow the field interferences. This causes the profile to contract to smaller I~I. As 
T2 increases the regions of loss become weaker in magnitude but cover a larger fre
quency range. We retain 'Ya = 2.5 and Aa = Ab = 1/2 throughout. 
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Fig. 3-13. The real- (a) and imaginary- (b) parts of the parameter WI of Eq. (3.65) in 
the weak side mode propagation equations, for 12 " 4, 9, 16. The real-part shows anti
symmetric curves with resonance features which shift outward with increasing pump 
intensity. The imaginary-part is symmetric in ~ with strongest values for ~ .. o. The 
corresponding behavior of W; is very similar with a sign change. These coefficients 
indicate the magnitude of the contribution of the injected coherence to the sidemode 
equations. WjXab is on the order of the weak sideband amplitudes 8 j • 
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peaks seem to appear at the square root of rtrh. where rtr is defined in Eq. (3.52).] 

The imaginary-part in (b) shows symmetric curves (central dips) increasing in depth 

and broadening with I". W; shows very similar behavior with a sign change. An 

order-of-magnitude estimate indicates that WjXab is on the order of the weak sideband 

amplitude (J j for maximum injected coherence. 

We now consider the behavior of the side modes as they propagate in the two-level 

medium. For pu.rposes of illustration we assume the default values of I" '" 4. 8 =: O. 

6\(0) '" (l0-3.0). (J:(O) '" (0.0). and those of Eq. (2.87). The field and distance are in the 

same units used in Chapter 2 (see Fig. 2-6). Our choice of pump intensity implies that 

the dashed curve of Fig. 3-1 I (a) is the appropriate gain curve. We choose A '" 1.25 to 

obtain a negative Il and illustrate the dependence of the modulus. real-part. and imagi

nary-part of (JI for IXabl - 0 in Fig. 3-14(a) and IXabl - 1/" in part (b). The field 

decays to zero after some distance without the coherence but when the injected coher

ence is present. the field approaches a constant nonzero value which is determined. in 

part. by the injected coherence. We see that the injected coherence allows a weak 

field to persist even when the three-wave interaction does not provide any gain. By 

changing the phase of the injected coherence the balance between the real and imagi

nary parts of the fields can be changed as shown in Fig. 3-15. The modulus of the 

field shows very little change. 

Since Aab appears in a manner similar to an initial condition. the growth rate of a 

mode depends on the strength of the coherence. We illustrate this by selecting A =: I 

and 0.9. where the first value gives a slower growth rate than the second. Allowing 

no coherence Fig. 3-16(a) shows the modulus of both sidemodes growing with a rate 

depending on A. Injecting the maximum coherence yields the curves in Fig. 3-16(b). 

The curves grow more rapidly and show oscillation due to interference effects 

produced by the evolving field phase and the constant phase of the injected coherence. 
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Fig. 3-14. The modulus (solid curve). real-part (dashed curve). and imaginary-part 
(dot-dashed curve) of the probe field (] I as a function of propagation distance z for no 
injected coherence in (a) and maximum coherence IXabl = 1/2 in (b). The phase of the 
coherence is ,p'll = O. the initial field values are (] 1(0) .. (I 0-3• 0) and (] 3 = (0.0). with 
12 = 4 and A "" 1.25. Without injected coherence the mode eventually vanishes. Inc
luding injected coherence causes the mode to approach a constant nonzero value. The 
field is in units of the saturation amplitude I(]s I and z in units of (O/o't l (as in 
Fig. 2-6). 
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Fig. 3-15. The probe field as a function of distance for the same values as in 
Fig. 3-14. but here the phase of the injected coherence is changed to ifJ.,.. '" 90°. The 
modulus shows little change while the the balance between the real- and imaginary
parts is different. 

Note that in plot (a) at least one side mode must be nonvanishing in order for any 

sidemode to exist. whereas in (b) we assume no sidebands initially and let the injected 

coherence generate the sidemodes by directly sourcing (] 1 and nonlinearly scattering 

with the pump field. For a vanishing gain parameter the modes do not grow but 

oscillate about some fixed value as they propagate. 

Let us finally investigate the effects of modifying the atomic injection mechanism 

from the values given in Eq. (2.87). We maintain the pumping to be in a pure state 

(€ = l) and reduce the level-pumping rate ha • The strength of the unsaturated popula-

tion difference increases while the injected coherence decreases. Fig. 3-17 demon-

strates the effect of these changes. The growth rate does not change noticeably but the 
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Fig. 3-16. Effect of the strength of the injected coherence on weak side mode propaga
tion; 181(Z)1 (solid curves) and 18 s(Z) 1 (dashed curves). The beat frequency is chosen to 
be A '" 1 (slower growth) and 0.9 (faster growth). In (a) 8 1(0) '" (10-3.0) and IAabl = 0 
allow slow growth. while in (b) there are no sidemodes initially. but the injected coher
ence allows sidemodes to form and grow rapidly. Oscillations result in (b) due to the 
interference of the evolving field phase and the constant phase of the injected coher
ence. 
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Fig. 3-17. Dependence of the growth rate on atomic level-pumping. A weak initial 
field 6'\(0) == (10-3,0) propagates in a medium which is pumped by atoms in pure states 
(€= I). The curves correspond to upper-level pumping rates ha == 0.5, 0.36, 0.1. causing 
the magnitude of the unsaturated population difference to increase and the strength of 
the injected coherence to decrease. The dependence of the growth rate on the pumping 
appears to be weak for the values chosen here, but the modulation (ripple) changes. 
As Xa is decreased the terms due to the incoherent pumping begin to dominate the 
coherent pumping contributions. 

modulating ripple on the field decreases in amplitude since Ihabl decreases, and the fre-

quency increases due to the phase dependence of the complex-hyperbolic functions 

which vary with N _. 

In this chapter we generalized the linearized results of the single-mode treatment of 

Chapter 2. For a three-wave electric field with an injected coherence we find that 

this coherence does not affect the multi wave mixing coefficients to first-order in the 

weak sidemode fields. It does contribute an additional term to the weak sidemode 

slowly varying propagation equation and lead to a direct source term in the field 
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solution. as well as entering into the coefficient of the propagation functions in a 

manner analogous to an initial condition. A rough estimate of the terms it contributes 

is on the order of the weak field amplitudes. For the three-wave interactions which 

do not yield gain. the injected coherence supports a weak field. For the completely 

phase matched case the atomi.c coherence allows a weak electric field to persist in a 

thick medium. Cases which show no losses often lead to sidemode field strengths 

which violate the weak field assumption. Purely oscillating modes may have such 

peak values depending on the phase of the injected coherence. Three-wave interac

tions supporting gain rapidly develop sidemodes with large amplitudes. especially if the 

injected coherence is supporting the growth. For these cases the sidemodes violate the 

weak field condition and a higher-order theory is required to obtain physically reason

able solutions. 



CHAPTER 4 

SINGLE- MODE ELECTRIC FIELD 

WITH TWO-PHOTON TRANSITIONS 

114-1. Introduction 
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Many of the optical processes retying on one-photon transitions have two-photon 

counterparts. The treatment of the two-photon case is of particular interest since it is 

the simplest muItiphoton process to analyze and is quite commonly used in the labora

tory to produce interesting nonlinear optical interactions. In this chapter and the next 

we generalize the two-photon single- and muItiwave mixing treatment of Sargent et al. 

(1985) by allowing the atomic systems to be prepared in a state having a nonvanishing 

coherence between the levels of interest. We investigate the effects of this injected 

atomic coherence on the polarization of the medium and the absorption coefficient of a 

single-mode field. The injected coherence enters into the polarization in a significantly 

different way than in the one-photon case. This in turn yields a propagation equation 

which differs from that in Chapter 2. 

We extend the discussion of Chapter 2 112-1 to the atomic systems considered 

here, as far as incoherent processes are concerned. The coherent interaction of the 

electric field with an atom is different for the present case. The atoms comprising the 

medium are assumed to be well-described by the "two-photon two-level" model shown 

in Fig. 4-1. The incoherent pump/decay mechanisms are assumed to be analogous to 

those of the one-photon case (c.r. Fig. 2-1). The frequency of the electric field mode 
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is considered to be nearly resonant (to second-order) with the transition between the 

"two-photon" levels la) and Ib) (wab == W ::!! 2v). but is not dipole-allowed (glab = 0). In 

order to obtain an electric-dipole-like coupling of the two-photon levels. we assume 

there exists a set of states {lj}} that possesses a nonvanishing electric-dipole transition 

matrix element with the levels la) and Ib). The vanishing of the first-order perturba

tive term in the atom-field coupling causes the second-order term to be the dominant 

coupling mechanism. The transitions between either two-photon level and any inter

mediate (or mediating) state Ij} are dipole-allowed. but are assumed to be sufficiently 

far from resonance that they can be accurately described by first-order perturbation 

theory. This model yields density-matrix equations of motion similar to the one

photon case (Meystre et al .• 1989). 

The two-photon model gives rise to an atom-field interaction that differs from 

the one-photon model in two major ways. The dynamic Stark shift plays an important 

role whenever nonresonant couplings are involved. This arises from the fact that. in 

general. for a nonresonant interaction. neither the corotating nor the counterrotating 

phasor terms dominate the coupling. Sargent et al. (1985) show that the Stark effect 

gives rise to a shift in the effective resonance frequency of the "two-level" transition. 

This shifts the spectral profiles away from the natural line center and causes substan

tial asymmetries in the absorption spectra. These effects often make two-photon 

spectra difficult to interpret. In addition to the Stark shift we find that any coherence 

between the two-photon levels does not contribute directly to the polarization. in 

contrast to the one-photon case. The coherence must couple to an additional atom-field 

interaction in order to contribute to the polarization. This property determines the 

manner in which an injected (two-photon) coherence affects the polarization and 

electric field. An injected atomic coherence does not yield an injected polarization as 

we find in Chapter 2. If an electric field does not exist in the medium, none is 
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produced. but if a field is present. it can couple to the injected coherence and lead to 

an additional contribution to the polarization. This feature of using a field/atomic

coherence interaction to produce a polarization is similar to the process of using a 

field/population-difference interaction in the one-photon case. The saturation process 

consisting of the sequence: population difference. atomic coherence. and saturated 

population difference. now requires an additional order of the electric field at each 

step. We therefore anticipate the single-mode absorption coefficient to show additional 

contributions due to the injected atomic coherence. One might expect the population 

difference not to appear explicitly in the two-photon polarization. but it does by means 

of the Stark effect. In fact. for the two-level system consisting of excited states consi

dered here. the population sum enters into the expression whenever the levels decay at 

unequal rates. This effect is included in the derivations. We see that the physics of 

generating a two-photon polarization of the medium is markedly different than that of 

the one-photon case. 

The relationship between the population-matrix elements and the polarization is 

derived in §4-2. The equations of motion for the population-matrix elements of the 

two-photon levels la) and Ib) are very similar to the one-photon case. We need to 

solve the equations describing the coupling of the population difference and the atomic 

coherence. In analogy with Chapter 2 we solve for the off-diagonal matrix element 

using the rate-equation approximation in §4-2-1 and the Fourier technique in §4-2-2. 

The propagation of a single running wave is considered in §4-3. The slowly varying 

envelope propagation equation is derived including the effects of the injected atomic 

coherence with a weak phase mismatch. The weak field solution is given in §4-4 and 

the perfectly phase matched case is examined in §4-S. We learn that the propagation 

equation has the traditional form of a Beer's law. but the complex-absorption coeffi

cient shows additional terms depending on the injected coherence. We might anticipate 
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that the atomic coherence modifies the multi wave mixing coefficients for a multimode 

electric field in a similar manner. This is the topic of the next chapter. 

§4-2. Single-Mode Polarization 

The procedure for calculating the polarization of a collection of atoms is 

presented in §2-1. Specializing to the two-photon scheme shown in Fig. 4-1 we need 

only consider the two-photon levels la) and Ib) and the set of intermediate levels {jJ)}. 

All other levels are unimportant since we assume that their population-matrix elements 

with the states of interest are negligible. Since the transition between the two-photon 

levels is not dipole-allowed. gJab vanishes; i.e. for atomic systems la) and Ib) have the 

same parity. The dipole-allowed intermediate transitions have nonvanishing gJaj and 

gJbj for all IJ) of interest. but they are sufficiently off resonance that no appreciable 

population or coherence results (Pjj .. 0 .. Pjj')' Each member of the set of states {1m is 

forced to have the same parity due to its nonvanishing dipole-matrix elements with the 

two-photon levels. so that gJjj' .. 0 for all intermediate states. We use these results to 

rewrite the polarization trace operation discussed in §2-1 in terms of the nonvanishing 

matrix elements as 

j 

= L (gJajPja + gJbjPjb) + c.c. 

j 

j j 

(4.1) 

The electric field spectrum including the injected atomic coherence is illustrated in 

Fig. 4-2. The polarization is assumed to be induced by the classical scalar electric 

field Eq. (2.1) and has the form 
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Aa {if)} 

la) 

v 
'Ya 

Aab ----

v 

Ib) 

'Yb 

Ab 

Fig. 4-1. Schematic energy-level diagram of a two-level atom with a two-photon tran
sition. The "two-photon" levels la) and Ib) are coupled via dipole-allowed transitions 
with a set of intermediate levels {Ij)}. The optical angular frequency of the electric 
field mode v is assumed to be near resonance so that 2v ~ w. The injected atomic 
coherence Aab' the level-pumping rates per unit volume Aa and Ab' and the decay rates 
'Ya and 'Y b are as in Fig. 2-1. 

v 2v w 

Fig. 4-2. Single-mode electric field spectrum with the injected atomic coherence for a 
two-photon transition. The electric field has an optical angular frequency v and the 
atomic coherence oscillates at the transition resonance frequency w. The detuning of 
the injected coherence from the two-photon "pump" (]2 is Ii c: w - 2v. 
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P(r.t) - 1/2 !lJ(r.t) e-ivt + C.C •• (4.2) 

~ 

where the complex-polarization amplitude !lJ(r.t) also varies little in an optical period. 

The electric-dipole interaction energy V(r.t) induces dipole-allowed coherences 

given by the off-diagonal population-matrix elements Pi}. The general SchrMinger 

equation of motion for the population-matrix element is given in §2-1. For simplicity 

of notation Wij :: wi - Wj' 'Yii -to 'Yi' Ail ... Xi' and for the two-photon levels Aab is the 

pumping rate of the two-photon coherence. We maintain our earlier definitions of the 

coherenr;e decay rate 'Yab :: 'Y :: I/T2• the (excited-state) average level lifetime 

TI ." 1/2('Ya -1+ 'Yb -I). and the angular oscillation frequency of the two-photon coherence 

Wab :: W. The injected coherences Aij oscillate at the natural frequency of the 

coherence Wij and may also have spatial variations. For now we simply write Aij :: 

~ ~ 

Xijexp(- iWi;t) with any spatial dependence left in Xi;. We obtain the following set of 

equations: 

Pjb '" Ajb - ('Yjb + iWjb)Pjb + ~ E(~jbPbb + ~jaPab) • 

Paa .. Xa - 'YaPaa + [ ~ E ~ ~ajPja + c.c.] • 

J 

Pbb .. Xb - 'YbPbb + [ ~ E ~ ~bjPjb + c.c.] • 

J 

Pab" Aab - ('Y + iW)Pab + ~E L (~ajPjb - ~jbPaj)· 
j 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

For the two-photon scheme we note that the two-level coherence Pab is not directly 

coupled to the level populations as it is in the one-photon model. The coupling is 
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achieved indirectly via the dipole-allowed coherences Pja and Pjb' 

We solve for the dipole-allowed nonresonant coherences by integrating Eqs. (4.3) 

and (4.4) to first-order in V ij without making a rotating-wave approximation (RWA). 

since the optical frequency v differs substantially from all IWja 1 and IWjb I. We neglect 

the contribution from the lower limit of integration resulting in a negligible error (loss 

of transient terms) since 'Yij exponentially damps the integrand for times less than zero. 

and we modify Eq. (2.13) for the temporally slowly varying two-level coherence Pab as 

(4.8) 

Carrying out this procedure we find 

t 

Pja(t) - e-('Yja+iwja)t Loo"t' [~jae 'Yja t ' + i* e('Yja +iwja)t' (8e-wt ' + 8* ewt ')([9jaPaa +[9jbPbaei2vt')] • 

(4.9) 

and a similar equation for Pjb' Performing the operation we obtain 

1 ~[ 8e-
ivt 

8*e
wt 1 ~[ 8e-

ivt 
8*e

wt 1 (4.10) 
Pja '" -Aj + 2* + Paa + 2* + 3 Pba' 'Yja a Wja - V Wja + V Wja + V Wja + V 

(4.11) 

where we have neglected the dipole-coherence decay rates 'Yja and 'Yjb in the nonreso-

nant denominators. Since we assume 2v :1!! W .. Waj + Wjb' we write 

(4.12) 

which enables us to replace Wja + 3v by Wjb + V and Wjb - 3v by Wja - v. We now use 

these equations for the dipole-allowed coherences in Eq. (4.1) to find the polarization 
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expression 

The contributions of the dipole-allowed intermediate coherences can be neatly written 

in terms of the two-photon coefficients kab• kaa • and kbb defined by 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

Substitution of Eq. (4.12) and the above coefficients into Eq. (4.13) transforms the 

polarization expression into 

1/ (k k)';; -wt k ';; -wt * + 2 aaPaa + bbPbb <:>e + ab<:>e Pab + C.C. (4.17) 

We obtain the slowly varying polarization amplitude given in Eq. (4.2) by looking at 

terms oscillating as exp(-ivt). Since the field is highly nonresonant with dipole-allowed 

transitions. we find that any possible injected coherences for the intermediate trans i-

tions give rise to rapidly oscillating terms. Neglecting these contributions we are left 

with 
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(4. I 8) 

The manner in which the two-photon-Ievel matrix elements contribute is easily seen. 

The level populations contribute to the polarization in terms proportional to the driving 

field and so they can be interpreted as producing a susceptibility. Since these polari-

zation contributions are real-valued. their effect emerges in the refractive index associ-

ated with the propagation of the electric field in the two-photon medium. The two-

level coherence Pab requires the interaction with the conjugate of the field in order to 

contribute to the polarization. This term is third-order in the field when there is no 

injected coherence. which indicates that intensity-dependent effects emerge. 

Let us rewrite Eq. (4.18) using the population sum S and difference D defined in 

Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8). and the two-photon sum and difference parameters k+ and k_ 

defined by 

We find the temporally slowly varying complex-polarization amplitude 

(4.19) 

Using Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) we now solve the "two-level" matrix element equations. 

Eqs. (4.5)-(4.7). making the two-photon rotating-wave approximation. i.e. neglecting 

terms like lib + i(w+2v)] compared to lib + i(w-2v)]. We make substitutions into the 

equation for the two-photon coherence and obtain 
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+ j E)~{ [8e-ivt [ 1 _ 
f1 L....- 4f1 W'b - V , J 

J 

1 J + 8* ewt [ 1 -_1 J]S 
W ja + V W jb + v W ja - V 

- [8e-ivt [ 1 + 1 J + 8* ewt [ 1 + 1 J]D} 
W ja + V W jb - V W ja - V W jb + v 

We carry out the RWA at this point by neglecting terms not oscillating near 2v El! W 

and use Eq. (4.12) again giving 

P b .. A b - ('Y+iw)p b - ifP e-i2vt [k bD+ ~g>alg>lb [_1- -
a a a 4f1 a L 2f1 Wja+V 

j 

-- S +2""Pabl&1 L. I J] i -2 
Wjb-V fl 

(4.20) 

We define the two-photon saturation intensity in the same way we do for the one-

photon case discussed in §2-2-1. A dimensionless intensity is also formed by writing 

I =- 1&12/1&s 12 == Is -11&12. For the two-photon case Is is defined by the expression for 

its inverse [in analogy with Eq. (2.27)] 

I -1 Ikab I rT.T:.T 
s - 2ft ~ - 1- 2 • 

the dimensionless intensities 

the frequency parameters 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 
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and the intensity-dependent (Stark shift) frequency 

(4.25) 

The last term in Eq. (4.20) may be rewritten using Eqs. (4.22), (4.24) and (4.25) as 

-iwsPab' Eq. (4.12) requires the coefficient of S to be small. Since we assume that the 

intermediate levels {Ij)} are significantly detuned from the one-photon transition, the 

coefficient of D is non-negligible and so we neglect the population sum term compared 

to the population difference term. The simplified equation of motion for the two-

photon coherence becomes 

. A ( . ~) .~~ 1'2IJtD 
Pab" ab - 'Y + IW + IWs Pab - I 4h e- . (4.26) 

In order to find an expression for Pab we need to solve this equation by considering 

the dynamics of the injected coherence and the population difference. We present two 

typical methods below in §4-2-1 and §4-2-2. 

We now consider the level-population equations, Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), together 

with the solutions for the intermediate coherences, Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11). The slowly 

varying terms of interest are approximately DC-terms. By neglecting the rapidly 

varying terms we find 

P· "I. 'V P + [I' kaa 1812p + I' kab
82 

e-i2vt p* + c c 1 aa .. I\a - I a aa 411 aa 411 ab'" (4.27) 

• .~ ·ab ' 
[ 

! .. 1~12 k* 8*2 1 
PM .. Ab - 'YbPbb + I 4fl PM + I 411 e

l2vt 
Pab + C.C. (4.28) 

We note that the purely imaginary-terms drop out in the level··population equations 

and we rewrite the population-matrix equations as 



Paa = ha - 'YaPaa - [iVPba + c.c.] , 

Pbb - hb - 'YbPbb + [iV Pba + C.C.] , 
. ~ 

Pab = B/ hab - ('Y + i8ell )Pab + iV D , 

where the atom-field coupling factor 

the detuning 

I) ... w - 2v, 

the intensity-dependent (Stark shift) effective detuning 
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(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

and B/ is the same as Eq. (2.14). Eqs. (4.29)-(4.31) represent a set of temporally slowly 

varying equations of motion for the population-matrix elements analogous to Eqs. 

(2.9)-(2.1 I). The population difference and sum equations of motion can be expressed 

as Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) using Eq. (4.32) for V. 

§4-2-1. Rate-Equation Approximation 

~ 

We perform the rate-equation approximation (REA) solution by assuming that g, 
~ 

D, and hab vary slowly over a time T 2• Eq. (4.26) can then be integrated to give 

~ 

Pab .. 0(ws )B/hab + iV0(l)e//)D , (4.35) 

where the complex-denominator 0 is defined in Eq. (2.22). For convenience we set 

0 s '" 0(ws ) and suppress the argument of 0(8ell ). We substitute Eq. (4.35) into the 
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population difference differential equation. Eq. (2.16). and obtain Eq. (2.23) with the 

changes 

R = 2T2IVI24'(6ell) = J24'(6ell )/2T1 • 

q = -iV0:X:b • 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

After solving the coupled equations (as in Appendix A) and calculating the pop-

ulation sum and difference. we find the steady-state REA population sum and differ-

ence 

(4.38) 

DSS = N:.. + (2qQ+ei5t + c.c.) • (4.39) 
I + J2 4' 

where the unsaturated population sum and difference are given in Eq. (2.47). the sum 

and difference detuning parameters in analogy with Eq. (2.33) are 

(4.40) 

and all other parameters are as in the corresponding one-photon treatment of §2-2-1. 

For simplicity we have suppressed the argument 6ell of 4' as for 0. For the 

centrally-tuned case (6ell = ws) we write these as 0 s and 4's' 

The form of the solution is similar to the corresponding one-photon case if we 

modify the one-photon parameters as 

- -
14'(6) ... J2 4'(6ell ) • 

,(){;0*(0)/2ft ... kab {;20; 14ft . 

In particular. the saturation denominator changes as (I + 14') ... (I + /24'). which 
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indicates that the ability of the field to saturate the two-level transition of interest 

increases more rapidly due to the stronger intensity dependence. The effective 

detuning resulting from the intensity-dependent Stark shift of the two-photon levels 

causes a shift in the frequency at which maximum saturation occurs. For the 

centrally-tuned case the detuning parameters become 

Q_(O) '" 'Y-ha'Yb(l + J2$'s) , 

Q+(O) .. 2T/(l + J2$'s) . 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

Now that we have expressions for sss [Eq. (4.38)], DSS [Eq. (4.39)], and Pab ss 

[Eq. (4.35)], we use Eq. (4.19) to find the single-mode steady-state REA polarization 

amplitude 

(4.43) 

64-2-2. Fourier Decomposition Method 

An expression for the steady-state polarization amplitude can also be obtained by 

the method of Fourier decomposition as in 62-2-2. We begin with the population-

matrix element equations of motion in Eqs. (4.29)-(4.31) and use the expansions of 

Eqs. (2.39)-(2.42), with v -. 2v and the detuning of Eq. (4.33). We proceed as for the 

one-photon single-mode treatment using Eq. (4.32) for V and derive the general expres-

sions for the Fourier components 
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'" 
Pm - i0mVdm + 0 shab Sm._1 • (4.44) 

[similar to Eq. (2.43)] and. dk and sk as in Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46). with 0_1 .. 0(ws ) == 

0 s ' The modified complex-Lorentz ian denominators have the general form 

(4.45) 

These Lorentzian factors differ from those of the one-photon case [Eq. (2.44)] by the 

additional Stark shift frequency contribution. Note that the expressions 0 s and 0(Sell) 

used in the REA treatment correspond to 0_1 and 0 0, respectively. here. We maintain 

the convention of writing 0 and ..'t' without an argument when the argument is Sell' 

The "two-level" coherence components are eliminated from the population components 

by means of Eq. (4.44) to yield Eqs. (2.49) and (2.50) where 

q .. - iV0:'X:b • (4.46) 

J'k .. [I + /2fTt ~(0k + 0~k)]-1 (4.47) 

These expressions are similar to the one-photon expressions of Eqs. (2.51) and (2.52) 

with the changes I ... J2 and the 0's having the Stark shift. We write Pm as Eq. (2.54) 

with 0_1 ... 0 s' The indices are restricted to the values k.m '" O. ± 1. The expressions 

for the components of interest are 

do" N_J'o • 

Po" iN_0VJ'0 • 

P_I - i2TI (J'lfTt q )*0s V + 0}'ab . 

SI ~ i2TIJ'lfT~ q • 

d l = i2TIJ'lfT; q • 

PI .. i2TIJ'lfT; q01V . 

The polarization expressions of Eqs. (2.35) and (4.19) lead to the temporally slowly 

varying amplitudes 



with the particular cases 

.01 =lkabl(TIT2)1/22JI(TIQI - .9"i'Y0 J}o:>::bVC , 

.02 - Ikab l(T2/TI)I/2 [TIW+,AI'o + N_Jo(TIQo - i'Y0I)]c . 
'" [ *-[- + -]] '" - '" .!.lJ 3 - 2 - Jil TIQI + .9"1 *'Y0s1 0s"Aabkab8*. 

where the frequency parameters 

+ -
QO = w_.9"o + W+.9"o • 

+ -QI .. W_.9"1 + W+.9"1 • 

and the unsaturated level-population factor 
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(4.48) 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

We note that Eqs. (4.49)-(4.51) yield a polarization amplitude similar to that given in 

Eq. (4.43) of the REA treatment for small detunings. This is expected for the same 

reasons presented at the close of the analogous one-photon treatment of §2-2-2. 

§4-3. Single-Running-Wave Field and Absorption Coefficient 

The propagation equation for a single-mode electric field is developed as in §2-3. 

We now consider the simple special case of a single-frequency unidirectional running 

wave as illustrated in Fig. l-l(a) and expressed in Eqs. (2.64) and (2.65). The dimen-

sionless intensity of Eq. (4.22) simplifies to 
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(4.55) 

The injected atomic coherence is assumed to have the form of a running wave as in 

Eqs. (2.67)-(2.69) with the phase mismatch between the field and the injected 

coherence. given by the factor B of Eq. (2.70). becoming 

(4.56) 

This factor is assumed to be slowly varying over an optical wavelength and period. 

The electric field induces a polarization wave with s.imilar space-time properties as 

given in Eq. (2.71) with the polarization amplitudes .0 m determined using 

Eqs. (2.72)-(2.74). The steady-state slowly varying Maxwell equation of Eq. (2.75) 

leads to a Beer's law propagation equation of the form 

dl] 
dz - -(XI] • 

where the complex-absorption coefficient 

The normalized complex-absorption coefficient has the form 

- i(T/T2) 1/2 IXab I {[2 -J'~I(TIQ: + g-i*"Y0sI)J0sBei4> 

+ J'II(T1QI - g-i"Y0 11)0;B*e-i4> }. 

where the two-photon absorption parameter 

(4.57) 

(4.58) 

(4.59) 
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(4.60) 

and the relative absolute phase factor 

(4.61) 

For the case of central tuning the frequency dependence of the complex-Lorentzian 

denominators reduces to the Stark shift. resulting in all 0/s ... 0 s and .4 ... .4s • The 

real- and imaginary-parts of the complex-absorption coefficient are given explicitly as 

Im{Q!/Q!o}'" - (TIW+.H'o + N_J'oTlflo) + N_J'oT-/Je/l.4(5e/l) 

-J ~~ Ihabl Re{ 2J'1/2$T~0~B-e-i4>'Y01 + [2 + J'1J2$T~(-y0~ - 'Y01)]*0sBei41 }. 

The terms contributed by the injected coherence to the absorption coefficient Q! 

of Eq. (4.59) enter with the phase mismatch factor B or its complex-conjugate. This 

indicates that the effect of the injected coherence depends on how well it is phase 

matched to the two-photon pump. The discussion of the effects of the phase mismatch 

in §2-3 apply equally well here. If the injected coherence and the two-photon pump 

are poorly phase matched in time and/or space. the coherence is uncoupled from the 

field. We must then look for the effects of the injected coherence at the atomic transi-

tion resonance frequency. The absorption coefficient reduces to the expression of 

Sargent et al. (1985). The interesting physics naturally occurs when the phase 

matching is perfect. Let us examine the absorption coefficient for the spatially phase 
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matched case. 

For the pump/decay processes we assume the values listed in Eq. (2.87). and 

choose the intensity I '" 4 and relative phase 4> '" O. unless otherwise specified. Two

photon processes have an additional complication over the one-photon counterparts due 

to the presence of the dynamic Stark effect. In order to reduce the complexity of the 

analysis we maintain w+ '" 0 and treat the Stark shift parameter w_ [Eq. (4.24)] as we 

do IAab I for illustrating spectra. In other words. we examine the absorption coefficient 

when just one of these is present and then allow both effects to be present. Including 

both effects simultaneously is not simply a matter of adding the individual effects. 

since the absorption coefficient also has a term depending on their product. The 

slowly varying propagation described by Eq. (4.57) has a simple exponential solution 

when 0/ does not depend on the field. Although this is not true we expect the growth 

or decay of a field to depend on the real-part of the absorption coefficient. The 

analysis of this coefficient is therefore concentrated on the real-part of 0/. 

The absorption coefficient as a function of detuning is plotted in Fig. 4-3. with 

and without Stark shift. In (a) there is no injected coherence so the curves show a 

complex-Lorentz ian behavior as discussed for the corresponding single-mode case in 

Chapter 2. The presence of the Stark effect causes the real-part Lorentzian to shift by 

o ... -ws .. wJ. while the imaginary-part index-like profile also shifts in frequency and 

develops asymmetry as it shifts in overall value (vertical shift) due to a term propor

tional to w_. In part (b) the injected coherence is included for the above case. The 

real-part develops sharp features near 0 ... 0 with strong asymmetry in o. The 

imaginary-part remains smooth. while showing asymmetry for the w_ '" 0 case and a 

weak effect only on the curve near the effective resonance 6 .. -ws' The shift in 

strength (vertical shift) of the absorption coefficient results from the atomic coherence 
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Fig. 4-3. The real- (solid curves) and imaginary- (dashed curves) parts of the normal
ized absorption coefficient et/etu of Eq. (4.59) as a function of detuning Ii for the values 
of the Stark shift parameter w_ .. O. - 2. The curves of w_ .. 0 are those having central 
symmetry in (a) and the upper curves in (b). In (a) there is no injected coherence and 
so the real-part shows a simple frequency shift with Ws while the imaginary-part 
shifts toward more negative values. In (b) the coherence is assumed to be IAabl .. 1/4 
causing the real-part to develop sharp asymmetric dips and the imaginary-part to show 
larger values. The pump/decay parameters are as in Fig. 2-6. I .. 4. w+ .. O. and 
<I> = O. 
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IAabl and the explicit dependence on the Stark shift parameter W_. The frequency shift 

(horizontal shift) results from the dependence of the complex-Lorentz ian factors 0 j on 

W_. The fact that features arise near the effective line center (6 = -ws or 6ell = 0) is 

not surprising, especially when we note that the purely field-induced polarization of 

Eq. (4.50) is strongest there. It may be worth mentioning that we do not expect any 

Rabi features in the single-mode case since the frequency being scanned is the 

detuning. The field cannot probe at the resulting generalized Rabi frequency; an 

effect we encounter in the two previous chapters. 

The effect of varying the field intensity on the real-part of the absorption coeffi

cient is demonstrated in Fig. 4-4(a), when both the Stark shift and injected coherence 

are present. For a weak intensity the profile is dominated by the overall factor 0(6ell ) 

from !lJ2, with an incoherent contribution from IAabl in !lJ3' The presence of the 

atomic coherence adds an asymmetric contribution as shown by the solid curve. In 

Fig. 4-4(b) we now fix the intensity and vary the strength of the atomic coherence and 

observe the effects on the real-part of at versus the detuning. The initially smooth 

Stark-shifted Lorentzian profile due to the purely field-induced polarization !lJ2 

develops a double-dip (or peak) feature. The injected coherence assists these dips in 

becoming more prominent for the relative phase 4> chosen. The absorption coefficient 

has a frequency-independent contribution from IAabl, which causes the overall value of 

the profile to shift. The additional nonlinear terms appear as resonance dips (or 

peaks). 

Increasing the intensity leads to a stronger contribution from the coherent terms. 

The factor wjgz-; J\ gives way to pgz-; J{y(0s*-0 1) in Eq. (4.59). All coherent con

tributions to the polarization depend on the scattering factor pgz-; J I' This factor has 

a simple dependence on detuning when there is no Stark shift. The real-part consists 

of a central dip in a broad Lorentzian profile and the imaginary-part has a weak 
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Fig. 4-4. Plots of the real-part of the absorption coefficient et versus the detuning for 
w_ = -I and 4> = O. In (a) I = 0.2. I. 4. and IAabl = '/4' In (b) IAabl .. O. '/S' '/4' '/2' and 
I = 4. For weak fields part (a) shows a profile dominated by $(8elf). As the intensity 
increases the asymmetric Lorentzian develops a dip above resonance (8 = -ws )' For 
large intensities an additional dip develops near line center. The strength depends on 
both w_ and IAabl. Part (b) shows the growth of the double-peak without shifting as 
IAab I increases. 
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central index-like feature with wings that cross the axis and fall off slowly with 101. 

Turning on the Stark shift causes the profile to rapidly contract in 101 and shift in the 

direction of the effective resonance. The real-part develops a double-peak feature 

having one peak centered near the effective resonance (oell .. 0) and the other peak 

centered slightly off 0 - O. The imaginary-part develops a corresponding sequence of 

index-like resonances centered in frequency about the same values as the real-part. 

The resonances at the effective line center tend to dominate the profiles for small Stark 

shifts. but as the Stark effect increases the features tend to become equal in magnitude. 

This double-resonance feature is apparent throughout the absorption spectra for 

systems saturated with at least a moderate field. The width of the peaks (or dips) 

depends on the strength of the field via the first-order saturation factor J\. The 

factor 0 1 rolls off the response near lj ... _1/2WS quickly since the scattering of g off of 

the grating produced by g2X:b• to produce the conjugate-polarization sideband. is 

frequency-sensitive. The scattering of g* off of Igl2Xab is not as frequency-sensitive. 

As far as the scattering off of the population pulsations is concerned. the driving 

frequency is still that of the superposition of the injected coherence and the two

photon "pump". i.e. it is not Stark-shifted. We know that the strength of the scattering 

varies directly with the field. and the population pulsations are effective within a 

fixed bandwidth centered on lj .. O. As the intensity increases the resonance at the 

Stark frequency shifts away from lj co O. making it more difficult for the population 

pulsations to support the scattering at that frequency. The strength of the coherent 

parts of the sideband polarizations is thus reduced. We note that the sidebands have 

an overall factor of 0 s or 0 s* arising from the fact that Xab is oscillating at wand not 

at Well [see Eq. (4.46)]. This also tends to reduce the sidebands as Ws increases. 

The effect of positive and negative Stark shifts is shown in Fig. 4-5. The 
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Fig. 4-5. The real-part of the absorption coefficient as a function of the detuning for 
the Stark shift parameter values w_ '" 0, -I. + 1. We see the effect of positive and 
negative Stark shifts for the values I .. 4. IAabl .. 1/2, and q, ... O. Both Stark-shifted 
curves show dips at the effective resonance 0 = -ws but the term depending explicitly 
on w_ [n l in Eq. (4.59)] changes sign. thus altering the overall magnitude and sharpness 
of the central dip. 

nonlinear scattering terms again appear as dips at cS '" 0 and -ws' The explicit depen-

dence on w_ determines the sign of the nl-term in Eq. (4.59). We see the w_ = -I 

curve shifts upward to produce the w_ .. + I curve. The sign of the Stark shift is 

therefore important in determining whether the medium yields gain or loss. 

The effect of the relative phase is illustrated in Fig. 4-6. In (a) the variation of 

the real-part of O! with detuning shows an overall shift with phase from negative to 

positive values. The curves also appear to shift toward negative cS in an interesting 

way. The dip at cS = -ws fades away while its neighboring shoulder (closer to the 

natural line center) eventually becomes the peak at the frequency of the original dip. 
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Fig. 4-6. The real-part of the absorption coefficient as a function of detuning for var
ious values of the relative phase <P. For plot (a) <P ... 00• 45°. 90°. and 135°. and for plot 
(b) <P = 45°. 135°. -450• and -135°. Other values of interest are I ... 4. w_ :: -I. and 
I"abl = 1/2, In (a) the dip at [) = -ws weakens with increasing relative phase. while the 
overall profile shifts toward positive values. Eventually a peak appears at -ws in the 
latter curves. Part (b) illustrates the almost symmetric inversion of sign for the phases 
used. 
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The dip near the axis (li - 0) becomes the new "shoulder" in the final curve. The 

shoulder for positive detuning is now the on-axis peak. The rather strong phase dep

endence is again illustrated in Fig. 4-6(b), which points out the nearly symmetric 

inversion in sign, for the particular values of the relative phase. Since the related 

curves differ by 90°, this effectively determines whether we take the real- or 

imaginary-parts of the terms contributed by the injected coherence. 

Intensity contributes two effects for the case of two-photon transitions. The role 

it plays here, as well as in the one-photon case, is that of saturating the transition. 

This reduces the (incoherent) population difference via the saturation factor J' ° which, 

in turn, reduces the induced coherence. The intensity also determines the Rabi 

flopping rate of the level populations. The coupling of the field/injected-coherence 

interferences to the population difference also depends on the intensity via the first

order saturation factor J' \. The contribution of the intensity that does not appear in 

the one-photon analysis is that of frequency-shifting via the dynamic Stark effect. 

The dependence of at on intensity is therefore further complicated. The effects of pop

ulation pulsations are studied by varying the detuning for selected values of the 

intensity. The changes due to the nonlinear coherent terms show up in a manner 

similar to the discussion above. The Stark effect must still be considered in such 

cases. 

The frequency dependence of the Stark shift on the intensity alone may be 

studied by fixing w_ and the detuning, and plotting the absorption coefficient as a 

function of intensity. This is performed in Figs. 4-7 and 4-8 for three values of the 

detuning li. In Fig. 4-7(a) the real-part of at is shown for Ihabl '" O. The curves are 

purely positive and show the strongest effect when the intensity tunes the Stark-shifted 

interaction to resonance, liell .. o. Part (b) demonstrates the same effect for the 
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Fig. 4-7. The real-part of the absorption coefficient as a function of field intensity I 
for 5 .. O. -I. + I. and w_ ... - I. Part (a) allows no injected coherence while (b) includes 
the maximum allowed value of IAabl .. 1/2, with 4> .. O. Varying the field intensity 
varies the Stark shift frequency Ws so the plots effectively scan the frequency as well. 
The strongest effect occurs for 5 .. - I. so that the Stark shift tunes the response to 
resonance (5ell '" 0). Part (b) shows that strong negative values result when the 
injected coherence is included. The strongest effect again occurs at the effective reso
nance. 
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Fig. 4-8. The imaginary-part of the absorption coefficient as a function of intensity 
for the detuning values I) - 0, -I, and + 1. The values in Fig. 4-7 are used so that (a) 
has IXabl .. 0 and (b) has IXabl - 1/2, The strongest effect occurs when the Stark shift 
tunes the response to resonance. The presence of the injected coherence contributes 
strong negative values so that the sense of dispersion does not change with the sign of 
the detuning. 
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maximum allowed atomic coherence IAabl '" 1/2, A strong negative shift arises from the 

non-interacting contribution of the injected coherence. The curves become strongly 

negative. allowing the possibility of gain. The sense of this effect may be altered by 

choosing relative phase values other than ~ '" O. The corresponding plots for the 

imaginary-part of ct are given in Fig. 4-8. The 6 - 0 case shows no dispersion in the 

absence of the atomic coherence. but the presence of an injected coherence causes a 

negative shift arising from the incoherent contribution of the atomic coherence. 

Figs. 4-7(a) and 4-8(a) correspond to those given by Sargent et at. (1985) for the single

mode complex-absorption coefficient. 

§4-4. Weak Field Solution 

In order to obtain a simple solution to the propagation equation in Eq. (4.57) we 

restrict the slowly varying field amplitude such that 1812 «181. We assume in 

addition that Iws 1 « 'Y and derive the linearized single-mode complex-absorption coef

ficient 

(4.62) 

The real- and imaginary-parts are readily determined as 

Re{ct} .. 2cto(T IT 2) 1/21Aab Isin(~Kz - 6t + ~) • 

Im{ct} = - 2cto(TIT2)1/2 IAablcos(~Kz - 6t + ~) - ctoN1lw_ - ctoTlw+(N++2Nj7~) . 

The real-part indicates that the growth or decay of the mode depends on both position 

and time. as well as the relative absolute phase~. Note that it vanishes when there is 

no injected coherence. In addition. the fully-degenerate case leaves the real-part pro

portional to sin(~). which may also vanish. 
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The weak field solution of Eq. (4.57) is 

8(z) = 8(0)e-ct'z • (4.63) 

with the complex-exponential rate factor 0/' given by 

and the factor containing the phase mismatch 

Jt '" eiAKz/2 sinc(A.Kzl2) . (4.65) 

For the phase matched case 0/ is independent of the propagation so we expect the 

solution for the field to be of the form exp(-O/z). i.e. 0/' = O/(A.K=O). which follows from 

Eq. (4.64) since Jt ... I as A.K ... O. 

§4-5. Perfectly Phase Matched Weak Field Propagation 

The weak field spatially-phase-matched case sets Jt ,.. 1 in Eq. (4.64) and 

reduces the solution for the slowlY varying envelope to 

where 

8(z) = 8(0) e<iIt. - ~)z • 

,,- % [TIW+(N++2N_g-~) + N]lW-] + 0/02(TIT2)1/2IXablcos(cI> - lit). 

~ = 0/02(T1T2) 1/21Xab Isin(cI> - lit) . 

(4.66) 

(4.67) 

(4.68) 

We see that the detuning /) acts together with the relative absolute phase cI> to determine 

the sign and harmonic modulation of the spatial frequency and amplitude 

decay/growth rate of the electric field envelope. The strength of the modulation varies 

directly with the strength of the injected coherence. 
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Fig. 4-9. The real-part of the field amplitude of Eq. (4.66) is plotted versus the pro
pagation distance for IAabl = 1/10 and 1/4, with ~ '" 0 and w_ = _1/5. For cP = 0 we see 
that the field amplitude undergoes simple oscillations with the period depending on the 
strength of the injected coherence. The field is in units of Igsl and distance in units 
of 0/0- 1• The oscillation rate depends on the effective wave number of the envelope 
given by " of Eq. (4.67). 

We examine the perfectly phase matched weak field solution. Let the field 

amplitude g be in units of Igsl .. .;r;. where Is is given in Eq. (4.21), the distance 

propagated in the medium z in units of 0/0-1 from Eq. (4.60), and the phase angle of 

the field rp in degrees. Fig. 4-9 demonstrates the effect of the strength of the coherence 

IAabl, for cP .. 0, on the propagation of the real-part of the electric field amplitude given 

in Eq. (4.66). The rate of oscillation increases with the strength of the injected atomic 

coherence. The spatial oscillation rate is determined by the effective wave number of 

the envelope given by " of Eq. (4.67). 

The effect of the relative phase on the decay and growth of the field is shown in 
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Fig. 4-10. The modulus. real-part. and imaginary-part of the field amplitude as a 
function of distance for IXabl .. 1/2, w_ .. -1. and ifJ .. O. In (a) <I> ... + 10° leading to a 
decaying field. and (b) has <I> .. - 10° yielding a growing field. The growth/decay of a 
weak field depends on ~ as given in Eq. (4.68). 
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Fig. 4-10. When <II is positive the absolute phase of the atom-field coupling. given by 

the phase of kabr!i2. is ahead ~f the injected coherence phase. The contribution to the 

polarization given by Aab lags behind the field and reduces its amplitude. Negative 

values of <II place the polarization ahead of the field so that it assists the field as it 

propagates. For the positive phase <II - + 10° in Fig. 4-l0(a) the mode decays exponen

tially. The polarization derived from the injected coherence competes with the field 

causing destructive interference. which tends to drag or damp the field as it travels. 

Changing the phase to <II = - 10° in (b) causes the mode to grow exponentially since the 

injected-coherence-induced polarization is slightly ahead of the field and assists it. 

The damping/growth rate of the field envelope is given by ~ of Eq. (4.68). 

In Fig. 4-11 we plot the modulus and phase of the field versus distance while 

varying the relative phase. Plot (a) shows that a decaying field can be forced to 

maintain its initial value or even grow. The phase of the electric field varies linearly 

with distance as shown in plot (b). The slope of the phase depends on the strength of 

the coherence. The slowly varying electric field envelope then acquires a linear phase 

shift as given by Eq. (4.67). 

In this chapter we studied the effects of an injected atomic coherence on the pol

arization. absorption coefficient. and propagation of a weak electric field in a medium 

consisting of "two-photon two-level" atoms. The injected coherence contributes to the 

electric-dipole coupling of the field to the medium in a manner analogous to injecting a 

susceptibility. A polarization may then be induced by a subsequent field interaction. 

The contribution of the injected coherence depends on how well-phase-matched it is to 

the two-photon "pump". The phase matching arguments of §2-3 apply here as well. 

We note that for poor phase matching the effect of the injected coherence vanishes. 

Since the population-matrix equations of motion are similar to the one-photon case. we 
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Fig. 4-1 I. The field modulus and phase as a function of the distance propagated. In 
(a) the relative phase is chosen as <P '" 90°, 30°, 0°, -30°, -90°, and in (b) <P = 90°, 30°, 
0°. The growth/decay rate ~ of Eq. (4.67) depends on the strength of the injected 
coherence and the relative phase. The phase of the field varies linearly with distance 
with a rate determined by /G of Eq. (4.68), for all relative phase values. Other values 
are the same as in Fig. 4-10. 
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know that the field and injected coherence may interact as (8*)2Xab (and the conjugate) 

and give rise to population pulsations. which then interact with 8 2 to produce a 

coherence. These scattering terms are fourth-order in the field amplitude. The 

absorption coefficient is simply related to these susceptibility terms. The polarization 

has sidebands symmetrically placed about the field frequency with a displacement 

given by the detuning of the atomic coherence from the two-photon "pump". 

The slowly varying propagation equation has the form of a Beer's law with the 

complex-absorption coefficient depending on the injected coherence. Since the two

level coherence requires an additional field interaction in order to produce a polariza

tion. the injected coherence does not appear explicitly in the propagation equation as it 

does for the one-photon case. The special case of weak field propagation proves to be 

a complex-exponential modulation of the field envelope. The strength of the coherence 

and the absolute relative phase enter into an exponential damping/growth rate factor 

and into an effective wave number (spatial oscillation rate). The strength of the 

growth or decay depends on the strength of the injected coherence. Whether the mode 

grows or decays depends on the sense of the relative absolute phase between the atom

field coupling and the atomic coherence. 



CHAPTER 5 

THREE-MODE ELECTRIC FIELD 

WITH TWO-PHOTON TRANSITIONS 

§5-1. Introduction 
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The analysis of Chapter 4. describing the semiclassical electric-dipole interaction 

of a scalar single-mode field with a medium of two-photon two-level atoms (as in 

Fig. 4-1). is extended to a multimode field. We proceed in the same fashion as for the 

one-photon treatments of Chapters 2 and 3. It is worthwhile to consider what we 

learn in Chapter 4. When the coherent coupling of an electric field to an atom is two

photon in nature. the atomic coherence between the "two-photon" levels does not cor

respond to a polarization. In the one-photon case the existence of such a coherence 

implies a polarization. and the presence of a population difference enables the electric 

to induce a polarization. 

The previous chapter tells us that the atomic coherence is now relegated to a role 

similar to the population difference. i.e. the coherence needs to interact with the 

electric field in order to contribute to the polarization. Since the population difference 

is one step back in the "saturation process" (population difference. coherence. saturated 

population difference) as described by the population-matrix element equations of 

motion. we might expect it not to appear explicitly in the expression for the polariza

tion. We know that it does contribute to the susceptibility of the medium due to the 

dynamic Stark effect. In fact. the perturbation produced by the Stark effect not only 
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makes an atom susceptible to a simple field-induced polarization by means of a differ

ence in the level-probabilities. but also by the mere existence of electronic probability 

in the levels of interest. In general. it is possible that one or both of the effects 

relying on the population difference and sum may vanish. 

Since the injected atomic coherence does not directly give rise to a polarization. 

it must rely on the presence of electric field modes to do so. We anticipate the strong

est effect when the injected coherence is well-phase-matched to the two-photon pump. 

For this reason we modify the single-mode spectrum of Fig. 4-2 to the multi mode 

spectrum of Fig. 5-1. The multimode field consists of a central mode of arbitrary 

strength and two weak frequency-symmetric sidemodes. just as in Chapter 3 Fig. 3-1. 

We note a significant difference in the position of the injected atomic coherence. For 

the two-photon interaction we choose it to have at most a weak phase mismatch with 

the two-photon pump. whereas the one-photon case referenced the injected coherence 

to the probe field. This choice allows the two-photon pump to maintain its saturation 

of the transition. while the intermode detuning is varied. 

The three-mode polarization is developed in §5-2 using the Fourier technique as 

in §3-2. When the two-photon pump is detuned from line center. the injected coher

ence gives rise to sideband frequencies in the polarization of the medium. We treat 

this case as we do in Chapter 3. namely. assume that the temporal phase mismatch is 

so weak that these sidebands never attain their own identity over the time scale of 

interest. The effects of the detuned atomic coherence are then included in the expres

sions for the sidebands. with the appropriate phase-mismatch facior. 

The special case of the interaction of three running-wave fields is considered in 

§5-3. We derive expressions for the slowly varying sidemode polarizations and the 

weak sidemode electric field propagation equations. The multi wave mixing coeffi

cients are then discussed. From the discussion above we expect the injected coherence 
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to contribute to the multi wave mixing coefficients. instead of contributing explicitly as 

an inhomogeneous term in the couple-mode equations. The solutions for the weak 

sideband electric fields are presented in §5-4. for the case in which the injected coher

ence is spatially phase matched to the two-photon pump. We specialize these solutions 

in §5-5 in order to examine the behavior of the side modes for the perfectly phase

matched case (including the three-wave spatial interaction). The injected coherence 

can no longer solely support an electric field mode as it does in the one-photon case. 

but it contributes to the gain of the multiwave interaction. The strength and phase of 

the injected atomic coherence has a significant effect on the ability of the medium to 

support gain or loss for optical nonlinear multiwave mixing. 

We must add the familiar remark that the coupling of the injected atomic coher

ence is always modulated by its phase-mismatch factor. Whenever the temporal 

and/or spatial scales of an interaction are on the order of. or larger than. the oscilla

tion period of the mismatch. the effect of the injected coherence is averaged out. This 

fact must be kept in mind when attempting to perform an experiment utilizing an 

injected coherence. The problem of spatially phase matching the injected coherence is 

a difficult one. as discussed in Chapter I. For the two-photon interaction with the 

spectrum of Fig. 5- I. it is interesting to consider a more general interaction. The basic 

idea is to let the two-photon pump spatially "phase match itself". so the injected coher

ence need not have a rapidly varying spatial profile. This is the case of four-wave 

mixing with degenerate pump frequencies examined in §5-6. The idea of standing

wave interactions suggests that one may want to include the effects of a cavity. This 

is a possible future investigation. 
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§5-2. Three-Mode Polarization 

The single-mode electric field of Eq. (2.1) is now generalized to the multimode 

field given in Eq. (3.1), where the mode spacing or beat frequency is .6. .. Vj+1 - Vj as 

shown in Fig. 5-1. We may also express the field in a form similar to the single-mode 

expression of Eq. (2.1) setting v <= v2 and using the assignments listed in Eqs. (3.6) and 

(3.7) with the modification 

(5.l) 

The oscillations due to the intermode beating are assumed to be slowly varying over an 

-optical period 2rr/vz. The amplitude (] is then considered temporally slowly varying 

hab 

(]I (]3 
(]2

Z 

j .6. .6. 

I 
0 

VI V2 V3 2V2 W 

Fig. 5-1. Three-mode electric field spectrum as in Fig. 3-1 with the injected coher
ence for a two-photon transition. The electric field mode spacing is .6. and the 
detuning of the injected coherence hab from the two-photon pump (]22 is 0 '" W - 2v2• 

The sidemodes (] I and (] 3 at frequencies VI and V3' respectively, are considered to be 
much weaker than the pump field (]2 at frequency V2. The relative strength of the 
injected coherence depends on the two-photon parameter kab of Eq. (4.14). 
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~ 

while the individual mode amplitudes (]j have negligible time dependence. We restrict 
~ 

the field amplitudes such that the strength of the pump field (]2 is much larger than 

the strengths of the probe 81 and the conjugate 83, i.e. 1821» 1811 and 1821» 183 1. 
We apply these conditions by treating the side modes as weak (nonsaturating). which 

enables us to calculate the induced polarization to first-order in the sideband ampli-
~ ~ ~ 

tudes (]1 and (]3 while keeping all orders of the pump (]2' The polarization can be 

written as Eq. (4.2) with v .... v2• where the slowly varying terms of interest in the pol-

arization amplitude of Eq. (3.3) are 

(5.2) 

Since we are still using the two-photon two-level model of Fig. 4-1. the polarization is 

given by Eq. (4.1). We solve the population-matrix equations of motion for the dipole-

allowed coherences by integrating to first-order in the interaction potential as in 

Eq. (4.9). The slowly varying two-level coherence Pab is the same as Eq. (3.8) with 

v2 .... 2v2• and is assumed to consist of terms having harmonic oscillations at integral-

multiples of the beat frequency [Eq. (3.9) with V2 .... 2v2]. Performing the integration 

we find 
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The integral-multiple beat frequency offsets from the pump frequency Vz in the 

resonance denominators are [m ± (k-2)]t.. For k ... 1.2,3 and m '" 0, ± I we find 

Im±(k-2)I :5: 2. Since we consider the beat frequency to be much less than the optical 

frequency, we ignore these contributions and find that the resonance denominators are 

now independent of the mode structure and Fourier components in Pab. The expansion 

for Pab may be re-summed and the sum over the electric field modes may be written 
~ ~ 

as (Jexp(-iv2t) with (J as in Eq. (3.6). We again ignore the 'Yi/S in the denominators 

since these transitions are far off resonance, and use Eq. (4.12) with v -- Vz to obtain 

approximate equations identical in form to Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) as 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

~ 

The expression for !E of Eq. (4.19) is still valid if we let v -- Vz and use Eq. (3.6) for 
~ 

C£, while the same is true for the equations of motion for the two-level population-

matrix elements given in Eqs. (4.29)-(4.31), providing we stay within the limits of our 

approximation by using 

(5.5) 
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(5.6) 

The slowly varying atom-field coupling factor of Eq. (4.32) becomes 

(5.7) 

The field induces a set of Fourier components in the two-photon coherence Pab and 

level populations Paa and Pbb so we expand these as in Eqs. (3.9)-(3.12) with V 2 ... 2v2 • 

We substitute these expansions into the level-population differential equations 

Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30). using Eq. (5.7) for V. The coefficients of exp(ikl::.t) are equated 

to obtain the population sum and difference Fourier components 

(5.8) 

where the complex dimensionless population pulsation factors 9' Ir. ~ are defined in 

Eq. (3.15). We note that s_1r. - s~ and d_1r. .. d~. as expected. since the population sum 

and difference are real. Now substitute the expansions into the two-photon coherence 

differential equation [Eq. (4.26) or (4.31)]. This equation does not depend on the popu-

lation sum since we used Eq. (4.12) to neglect that term. We assume 101 « 1::.. so that 

the injected coherence is closest to the two-photon pump field. This produces a 
~ 

"'ab -term in the Po component. The general expression for the coherence component is 

where OJ is the two-photon Stark-shifted version of Eq. (3.13) given by 
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(5.11) 

the dimensionless intensity grating 

(5.12) 

Ws is defined in Eq. (4.25). and Bt is the temporal part of the injected-coherence/pump 

phase mismatch factor as given in Eq. (4.56) with K .. K2 and v .. v2 • 

We now use the Fourier expansions with the expression for the polarization 

amplitude !lJ of Eq. (4.19) and find 

liJ = L eikt:.t [2\(k~'\:_1 + k_d.\:_I) + &2(k~.\: + k_d.\:) + &3(k+s.l:+ 1 + k_d.l:+ l ) 

k 

+ 2k:b [&~Pk+1 + &~P.\: + &:P.\:-I J] . 
Since the injected coherence Aab is oscillating near 2v2• the only way to produce 

Fourier components at ± 2~ is to have the sidemodes participate twice in the interac-

tion. We neglect such terms since the sidemodes are weak. allowing only components 

s.\:. d.\:. and Pm for k.m = O. ± 1. The resulting polarizations at the sideband frequen-

cies are 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

From this we learn that we must find expressions for all DC- and first-order Fourier 

components. Using Eqs. (5.8). (5.9). and (5.10) we write the forms of the Fourier amp-

litudes of interest as 



Po" i02 [WjsrP_l + sr*Pl) + 2<fJ ld_ l + <fJ2do + 2<fJ3d l)] + 0 2BJ"ab • 

Pl .. i0 l(w_sr Po + 2<fJ ldo + <fJ 2d 1) • 

pol - i03(w_sr*pO + <fJ2d_ l + 2<fJ3do) • 
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(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

do is obtained from Eq. (5.18) by setting 9'~ .... 9't .. I and N+ .... N_. and d l is found 

from Eq. (5.19) by letting 9'; .... 9'£. Since the sidemodes are nonsaturating. any 

product of a sideband with a non-DC Fourier component produces a higher-order 

term. which is considered negligible as mentioned above. This permits us to calculate 
~ ~ 

Po. So. and do without reference to either {Jl or (J3' We find from Eqs. (5.15) and 

(5.18) 

~ 

Po .. + i02<fJ 2do + 0 2Bt hab • 

do'" - 2T l (i<fJ2P: + c.c.) + N_ • 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

The first-order relations for the DC population components are readily determined 

using Eq. (5.20) in Eqs. (5.21) and (5.22). These are 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

where the saturation factor J' 0 is the two-photon (Stark-shifted) form [similar to 

Eq. (3.21)] given in Eq. (5.27) below. the injected coherence factor 

(5.25) 

/2 and 12 are special cases of Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23) for the pump field. and the unsatu-
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rated level-population factor Ko is given in Eq. (4.54). The saturation factors are 

similar to Eq. (3.20) and have the general expression 

(5.26) 

with the DC- and first-order special cases of interest 

J'O" [I + 122$2 rl 

• (5.27) 

J'I" [I + 12
2fT: ~(01 + 0:)ll (5.28) 

The general Lorentzian is given by 

(5.29) 

with the In .. 0 special case $2 .. $(fJell ). which is a Lorentzian spectral profile of 

FWHM 2'Y centered at the effective resonance frequency well' We eliminate Po in 

Eqs. (5. 16) and (5. I 7) using Eq. (5.20) and write 

PI .. i01 [v 2d I + (2V I + iw_02.:TV 2)do + W_.:T02B/i"abJ • (5.30) 

P_I .. i03 [V2d_ 1 + (2V3 + iw_02.:T"'V2)do + W_.:T*02BJ,abJ (5.31) 

An expression for SI in terms of do and dl can be derived by substituting Eqs. (5.20). 

(5.30). and (5.31) into Eq. (5.19). This results in 

- - *--
SI .. - dI/22fTI('Y/2)(01 + 03) - dofTl 12.:T' 

- i2TlfT~lkabl-1 [k:bQ*(2VI - iw_0:.:TV2) - kab Q(2V: + iw_01.:TV;)] • (5.32) 

where we extend the definitions of II' I:. and .:T of Eqs. (3.28) and (5.12) as 

(5.33) 



I: ,. 'Y(02 + 0:) - iWs('Y/2)((1NlJ2 - 0:0:) , 

g' .. Is -. [8.8:/. + 828:1:] . 
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(5.34) 

(5.35) 

Note that interchanging the indices I and 3 and taking the complex-conjugate trans

forms I. into I: and vice versa. The Stark shift frequency Ws produces shifts in the 

complex resonance denominators 0 j and gives rise to additional intensity-dependent 

dispersive contributions to the coherent scattering terms. An expression for d. in 

terms of do can be readily determined using Eq. (5.32) and gr~ .. gr;. We find 

d. = - i2T.J'.grilkab l-· [k:bl(2V. - iw.0;gV2) - kab Q(2V: + iw.0.gV;J] 

- + - doJ'.I2gr. g' . (5.36) 

Using this expression for d. we derive s. in terms of only the Fourier component do. 

The resulting relation proves to be that of Eq. (5.36) with gr; .. gr~ for the population 

pulsation factors which appear explicitly; not those contained in the saturation factors. 

We are now in a position to det~rmine the temporally slowly varying complex-

- -polarization amplitudes !lJ. and !lJ 3 by means of Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14). We use 

Eqs. (5.20), (5.24), (5.32), and (5.36) to obtain a relation in terms of the DC population 

difference component do. In order to explicitly show how the intensity gratings g and 

g' (which give rise to the "Raman shifters" of the nonlinear interaction) appear in the 

probe field polarization amplitude, we give the expression in the form 

where A-. is given in Eq. (5.43) below. The conjugate-sideband polarization amplitude 
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can be found from this equation by letting ~ ... -~. causing the exchanges 0 1 <-+ 0 3, 

f7lt <-+ (f7lt)*. and J\ <-+ J'r We derive the final result by eliminating da using 

Eq. (5.23). The desired equations are presented using a factorization best suited for 
"- "-

uncoupling the sidemode amplitudes 8 1 and 8 3, We find the expressions 

go, - &, { Ik,b I (T,IT ,) 1/' (JV' ,T ''''+ + N - ,j',,) + Ik,b I. I, [-" (2 -;",_0: I,) + ;,j'" 1 

+ Ik", I_I: +_0, (2 --,,1,)- ,j'"J} 

+ &: { I k", I(T ,IT,) 1/, N J "'" + Ik,b I. I,' ;(.p" - ",.0:-',) 

+ Ik,b I_ [(2 + ;",_0,1,) (I --"I,) + ;",_0,1, - V"I,'J}. 

go, = &, { Ik,b I (T,IT ,) 'I' (JV' ,T,"'+ + N -,j',,) + I k", I. I, [-" (2 - ;",_0: ,;r,) + I,j'" 1 

+ Ik,b I_I: {"'.0, (2 - -,,1,)- ,j'" J} 

+ &~ { Ik", I(T ,IT,) 1/2 N J "'" + Ik,b I. I,' I(,j'" - ",_0~ -',) 

+ Ik", 1_[ (2 + ;",_0,1,) (I - ",/,) + ;",_0'/, - ;,j','/,'J}. 

where the common factors in the expressions are 

..9'11 .. iJ'a [A-d)22 - ,,/0)2(2 + iw_0212) - ITIQa] • 

..9'13 = iJ'a [A-d;I2 - ,,/02(1 + iw_0J2)] • 

..9'33 = iJ'a [A-:J3122 - ,,/0J2(2 + iw_0}2) - ITIQa] • 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

(5.41 ) 



..9'31 .. iJ' 0 [,f,J:12 - -y02(1 + iW_0312) ] • 
+ -,f,1 .. J'1([71 -y01/ 2 + lT1nl ) • 
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(5.42) 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

and the two-photon population-pulsation parameters no. nj • and .#'0 are defined in 

Eqs. (4.52)-(4.54). One sideband polarization can be obtained from the expression for 
~ ~ 

the other by interchanging 8 ...-. 8 3 and letting fl ... -fl. This implies 0 1 +-+ 0 3, and 

the parameters [7i. J'I' and n l all become complex-conjugated. The subscripts on the 

..9"s and ,f,'s are chosen so that they transform simply by interchanging the indices 1 

and 3. 

65-3. Three-Running-Wave Mixing and Multiwave Mixing Coefficients 

In order to examine the behavior of field modes as they propagate we must 

specify their spatial dependence. We consider the case of three running-wave field 

modes propagating as in Fig. I-I(e) so that the three-wave interaction produces only a 

weak spatial phase mismatch. We specialize Eq. (3.1) by defining the spatial depen-

dence of the electric field and polarization as in Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33). The pump-

wave dimensionless intensities simplify as 

12 '" 12 == Is -11821 2
• 

72 ... 12exp(2K2'r - i2if» • 

where -if> is the absolute phase of the electric field envelope. If we wish to treat the 

two-wave case [Fig. l-l(b)]. we may simply set one of the sidemodes equal to zero in 

the three-wave results. since we assume that the sidemodes cannot directly interact 

with each other and have no effect on the pump-wave energy. The basic three-wave 
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mixing scheme works here as well as in the one-photon case. When a sidemode is 

injected into the medium. it interacts with the pump wave to produce an index grating 

with which the pump beam subsequently interacts. Energy is scattered by the grating 

into the direction of a sideband at a frequency symmetrically detuned from the pump. 

To produce a polarization in the two-photon medium. two interactions involving field 

modes are required. The presence of an impressed atomic coherence eliminates the 

need for the pump field to participate twice in order for a polarization to be induced. 

The proper driving polarization is obtained by projecting out all phase mis-

matched polarizations. while neglecting any change in the pump-wave intensity 12 , 

~ 

The components of .0 1 that drive the sidemode field amplitude 8 1 remain after the 

spatial projection. This operation involves integrating the expression [exp(iK1'r)]*.0 1 

over an integral-number of probe field wavelengths (see Appendix B). The calculation 

of .0 3 is performed analogously. 

The treatment parallels that in Chapter 3. namely. start with the wave equation 

and apply the slowly varying restriction while neglecting any time dependence in the 

field amplitudes. We assume that the injected coherence Aab is nearly phase matched 

with the two-photon pump 8 2
2 so that the phase mismatch factor B of Eq. (4.56) (with 

K ,. K2 and v .. v2) is slowly varying over an optical wavelength and optical period. 

Likewise we assume the three electric field waves are nearly phase matched so that 

(5.45) 

produces at most a slowly varying modulation just as B does. The two-photon 

absolute phase factor is included here for notational convenience. The space-time 

slowly varying probe polarization amplitude for the case of running waves becomes 



!lJ1 - 8 1 {Ikab I(T2/T1) 1/2 (KoTlw+ + N_'yu) + IkabXabIB*e-i4>0i/2 [.1-1(2 - iw_0:/2) 

+ i.Yll] + IkabXablBei4>02/2 i [w_01(2 - 12.1-1) - .Yll]} 

+ ;q:A* {lkabl(T/TI)I/2N-I2.Y13 + IkabXabIB*e-i4>0ill i('y13 - w_0j.1-l) 
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+ IkabXablBei<l>02 [(2 + iw_0/2)(l -/2.1-1) + iw_0/2 - il22.Y13]}' (5.46) 

-The spatial mode factors for the running-wave case are unimodular so that 12 -+ 12 , 

which is the only modification that results in the parameters .Yij and .1-i' We begin 

developing propagation equations for the sidemodes by choosing a z-coordinate axis 

that lies along the direction of the pump-wave K2• and assume that the side mode pro-

pagation directions do not differ significantly from this. If the pump travels a 

distance z, then the sidemodes travel a distance z/(Kj 'K2) which we approximate as z. 

We write the side mode propagation equations in the form of Eq. (3.42). The resulting 

coupled-mode equations are 

(5.47) 

(5.48) 

Neglecting the difference in the values of K j • i.e. use Eq. (4.60) for the two-photon 

absorption normalization parameter 0/0' enables us to obtain the expressions for the 

coefficients 

:~ 0= - i(KoTlw+ + N-'yll) + (T/T2)1/2IXabI/2 [.Yll -U 1(2 - iW_0:/2)]0iB*e-i<l> 

+ (T/T2)1/2IXabI/2 [W_01(2 -/2.1- 1) - .Yll ]02Bei<l> • (5.49) 
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~ .. + iNJ2.5'1J - (T.!T2)1/2IXabI/22(.5'13 - w_0:,1,1)0:B"e-i<l> 
CiO 

+ (T.!T2)1/2IXab l ~22.5'13 - w_01/ 2 + i(2 + iw_0l2)(l -/2,1,1)]02Bei4> • (5.50) 

• 
:: - - i(KoT,w+ + N-.5'33) + (T.!T2)1/2 IXabI / 2 [.5'33 - ;h,3(2 - iw_0~/2)]0:B"e-i<l> 

+ (T.!T2)1/2IXabI/2 [w_03(2 -/2,1,3) - .5'33]02Bei<l> • (5.51) 

where the common factors .5'0 and ,1,i are the same as Eqs. (5.39)-(5.44) with the 

change that all dimensionless intensities become simply 12, the phase-mismatch factor B 

is given by Eq. (4.56) with K ... K2 and 0 = w - 2v2• and the relative absolute phase <P 

is defined in Eq. (4.61). Letting ~ ... -~ causes the interchanges II - 13, sri! -

the upper-sideband when ~ .. -I~I just as Ci3 and X3 do when ~ = I~I. 

The coefficients in the sideband propagation equations can also be written in a 

form displaying the explicit dependence on the Stark shift parameter w_ as 

Cil __ 'YN-811 - 'YN_W_Xll + (T/T2) 1/2 IXab I ('YYll + w_Zll) 
Cio 

- i [N+ + N_gr~(J'o+I)]T,w+ • (5.53) 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 

where the parameters defined for computational convenience are 



gil .. + J'0/2 [20 1 - 12h,j(01 + 0:>J . 
hll '" + iJ'0/22[010 2 - 9'i J'IT l(01 + 0:> - !/2h,1(010 2 - 0:0:>J . 
g13 '" + J' 0/ 2 [- O2 + 12h,j(02 + 0:> J . 
h13 ", + iJ'0/22[- 0102 + 9'iJ'ITl(02 + 0:> + !/2h,1(010 2 - 0:0:)J . 
g;3" + J'0/2 [20: - 12h,i"'(02 + 0:>J . 
h;3" - iJ'0/22[0:0: - 9'i J'IT l(02 + 0:> - !/2h,;(010 2 - 0:0:>J . 
• J' [nr* ,. nr nr* J g31 oa + 0/ 2 - ~2 + 12h,3 (~1 + ~2) • 

• [* * + * 1 • nr *nr* J h31 '" - iJ'0/22 - 0 20 3 + 9'1 J'IT l(01 + O2> - 2/2h,3(01~2 - 02~3) • 

h,1 = J'1(9'i'Y01/2 + lT1n 1> • 

h,j = J'1(9'i'Y01/2 + ;9';Tlw+) • 

h,i ... J'1(9'i'Y0:12 - lTlnl ) • 

h,;t .. J'1(9'i'Y0:/2 - i9';T1w+) • 

XII .. + lTIT2J'0 + hll . 

YII = + 12(i0;, + c.c.)(gll + iJ'09'~T2Tlw+) - i2T2/ 2h,j0t • 

211 = + 212(010;' + T IJ'I9';0;,*) + 12(i0;' + c.C.)('Yhl1 + lT1J'0) 

- 12
2h,1(010;' + 0;'*0:> . 

Y 13 ", + (;0;' + c.c.)/2g13 + i2T20;'(l - 12h,i) • 

2 13 " + 2l2(J'I9'iTI - ( 1)0;' + 12(i0;, + c.c.hhI3 

+ 12
2h,1(010;' + 0;'*0:> . 
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Y~3 .. + 12(i0;. + C.C.)(g;3 - iJ'ogr~T2Tlw+) + i2T2/2A,;*0;'''' • 

Z~3 '" + 2/2(0;'*0: + TIJ'lgri0;') + 12(i0;. + c.c.)('Y1l~3 - ITIJ'o) 

- 122A,~(010;' + 0;'*0:) . 

'" '" X 31 - + 1131 • 

Y~I .. + 1200;' + C.C.)g~1 - i2Ta0;''''(i - 12A,i"') • 

Z;I" + 212(J'lgriTI - 0:)0;'* + 12(i0;. + c.c.hll~1 

+ 12
2A,:(010;' + 0;'*0:) . 
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Each parameter defined here obeys the transformation stated earlier. namely. the results 

for one sideband can be obtained from those of the other by letting ~ -. -~ (which 

causes 0 1 +-+ 0 3 and gr -. gr*) and taking the complex-conjugate of the result. All 

parameters are listed here for completeness and for reference (since it is easy to make 

a mistake in obtaining one from the other). 

Before examining the multi wave mixing coefficients in detail. it is worthwhile 

considering some of the effects we expect to be present in the spectra. We mention in 

§5-1 that the pump-wave is to be held at a fixed frequency near or at the atomic line 

center. The pump-wave (or saturator) is now able to drive the two-level transition 

effectively. in contrast to the multimode one-photon case of Chapter 3. The DC 

(population-pulsation) saturation factor J' 0 has the typical Lorentzian dip versus fre-

quency centered on the effective resonance frequency. For the centrally-tuned (Ii '" 0) 

Stark-shifted (w_ =F 0) case. any variation in the pump intensity scans this profile. since 

the effective line center moves relative to the pump. We choose to study the depen-

dence on the intermode field spacing ~ for the centrally-tuned case. so that for each 

curve this saturation factor is a constant. 

Variations in the beat frequency ~ enable us to study the effects of the coherent 

coupling mechanisms. just as we do for the multimode one-photon investigation. The 
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parameter of interest for these contributions is the scattering factor 1229'; J' 1. The 

population pUlsation factor 9'; (~) .has a complex-Lorentz ian behavior. i.e. the real

part is similar to a Lorentzian and the imaginary-part is similar to an index 

(dispersive) profile. The spectral widths of the curves correspond to the bandwidth of 

the population pulsations given by T 1 -1 • 

The first-order (population-pulsation) saturation factor J'1 describes the saturated 

response of the medium to the coherent superposition of nondegenerate field modes. 

This factor introduces the resonant effect that occurs between the atomic oscillation 

and the beat mode produced by the fields. [A discussion of this effect of dynamic 

Stark splitting in the dressed-atom picture is presented in Boyd and Sargent (1988).] 

The atomic oscillation of interest arises from the Rabi flopping of the level populations 

of the two-level medium. The Rabi frequency is mentioned in passing for the one

photon treatment of Chapter 3. For a spectrum of the form given in Fig. 3-1 the Rabi 

oscillations do not have a significant effect. In contrast. the two-photon treatment here 

fixes the pump at the line center so that the weak sidemode fields may be scanned 

through the Rabi sidebands. The Rabi frequency of Eq. (3.52) assumes the two

photon form 

(5.57) 

Sargent et al. (1985) show that the strongly saturated response of the medium to the in

teraction of the Rabi oscillations and the population difference. behaves as a complex

Lorentzian of the form i'Y'0(nr-~)' for positive ~. where 'Y' is an effective (or 

averaged) width depending on the atomic coherence and level relaxation rates 'Y and 

T 1 -1. The real-part is symmetric and the imaginary-part is antisymmetric in ~. 

We may guess the spectral forms of J'1 from this result. For weak pump fields 

the coherent dip and Rabi oscillations are weak. The profile of J'1 is similar to the 
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profile of J' 0; a small central dip in an otherwise flat curve for the weak field case. 

If we ignore the Stark effect and increase the intensity. the Rabi features become 

prominent. The real-part of J'l has index-like features centered at IAI .. nr • The 

response is symmetric in A. with the A - 0 value saturated down toward zero as the 

intensity increases. and the wings approaching the unsaturated value of unity. The 

imaginary-part is the corresponding antisymmetric combination of Lorentzians centered 

at the Rabi sidebands. The Stark effect modifies these profiles by shifting the reso

nance features outside the original sidebands at tnr • This produces a weakening the 

responses since the population pulsations are not affected by the Stark shift. and there

fore. remain strongest near A .. O. 

The coherent interactions behave as the features of J'l modulated by gr;. The 

Rabi resonance features appear strongly. Let us consider. for example. the real-part of 

the scattering factor for moderate to strong intensities. for the case of no Stark effect. 

Re{J'I} E!! 0 so that the product of Im{J'I} and Im{gr;} yield a symmetric pair of sharp 

resonance features centered at the Rabi sidebands. with the remaining sections of the 

curve being very small. Including the Stark effect causes a central peak to develop at 

the expense of the original pair of peaks. which shift away from tnr • As w_ incre

ases the profiles remain symmetric in A with the central peak dominating the the dec

lining peaks in the wings. Since nonlinear scattering appears in many of the terms in 

the multi wave mixing coefficients. we expect to find resonance features located near 

the Rabi sidebands (for reasonably small Stark shifts). 

The forms of the multiwave mixing coefficients given in Eqs. (5.53)-(5.56) 

separate out the effects of explicit Stark shift dependence. as well as. the coherent (Aab) 

and incoherent (N _) parts of the atomic injection. Let us take w+ .. 0 and consider 

how the sets of terms depending on the atomic injection come about. Terms relying on 

the phase-insensitive part of the level pumping contribute to the polarization with the 

;1 
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saturated population difference factor N _J' o' The members of this set of terms. that 

are not explicitly dependent on the Stark shift. are given by 8/j' and those terms that 

are so dependent. are given by Xij' The phase-sensitive part of the level-pumping 

contributes terms with the factor IXab 102Bei<l> or its complex-conjugate. Members of 

this group that are not explicitly Stark-shift-dependent are given by Yij • and those that 

are. appear in Zij' 

We recall that the familiar phase-insensitive terms (having N _) are derived from 

the DC population difference component do. All level population Fourier components 

may be written in terms of do as evidenced by Eqs. (5.32) and (5.36). What we find 

interesting about the two-photon interaction examined here. is that the injected coher

ence enters into do as shown in Eq. (5.23). The reason for this is easily understood. 

An injected coherence that is reasonably well-phase-matched to the two-photon pump 

behaves as a coherence oscillating at a frequency near 2v2• This may be converted 

into a DC population difference by one interaction with the two-photon pump. Since 

the number of times the pump may interact is not restricted. this contribution is satu

rated by the factor J' o' 

Any contributions that may arise from the standard saturated population differ

ence interactions (N_J'o). are also present for the injected coherence (appearing as 

IXablJ' of 202Bei<l». This effect shows up clearly for the factorization used to express 

the multiwave mixing coefficients. The factors gij and Xij (t. j '" I. 3) appear in the 

corresponding Y/ j and Zij' as determined by the explicit Stark shift dependence. Note 

in particular. that IXabl may contribute by interacting with the two-photon pump and 

subsequently use the explicit Stark effect [the kt terms in Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14)]. This 

channel makes use of the population difference and so enters into Y Ii and Y ij through 

the corresponding parameters gii and gij' and into Zii and Zij via Xii and Xij' When 

the Stark shift vanishes. so does this coupling channel. This shows up in the expres-
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sions for the YO and Zij coefficients as a factor proportional to £Jell (for 4> .. 0) that 

acts as a coefficient of the 8ij'S and Xij's. For the centrally-tuned pump this contribu

tion vanishes when the Stark shift vanishes. as expected. The expressions for the 

factors contributed by Xab indicate that there is an additional richness in the mechan

isms involving the injected coherence. 

For the purpose of illustration. let us discuss the coefficients of the probe-wave. 

Similar remarks apply to the conjugate-wave. g11 is analogous to cxdcxo of the one

photon expression of Eq. (3.45). There is an overall factor of 'Y(lJIJ'O as for the one

photon case, and an additional factor of 12 required by the two-photon interaction. in 

order to transform the population difference into a coherence. Thereafter. the field 

may induce a polarization. The extra factor of 12 is also required for the scattering 

factor I 19'; J' l' The form of g11 shows a direct (incoherent) term and a scattering 

(coherent) term. just as for the one-photon cx l • There is a similar correspondence 

between the coherent term in 813 and the one-photon XI of Eq. (3.46). 813 acquires an 

additional incoherent term due to the interaction of 6': and the coherence generated at 

2V2 given by the Fourier component Po. The extra step required in generating a polar

ization from a coherence leads to terms in the coupling coefficients which do not rely 

on scattering. 

From the above discussion we expect the multi wave mixing coefficients. for the 

special case of no Stark effect or injected coherence. to have spectral profiles similar to 

the one-photon case. This is true in general. but it is not apparent in this dissertation 

since the location of the atomic line center is different for the one-photon treatment. 

We encounter this effect shortly. The scattering terms are produced in a manner 

similar to the one-photon case. The coherent superposition of the pump and one 

sidemode interacts with the coherence oscillating as 2V2 to produce a first-order popu

lation pulsation. This is subsequently converted to the corresponding first-order 
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coherence component by an interaction with the two-photon pump. A further interac

tion with the pump produces a polarization. The same effect results if we switch the 

roles of the population difference and coherence. The scattering factors take the forms 

N-J'ofTi ..1\/23 and IXablfTi J'1/22. Level-population terms having an explicit Stark 

shift parameter play the role of the coherence in the previous discussion. Their 

scattering factors are also reduced by one order of 12 , It is interesting to note that the 

injected-coherence/sidemode coupling factor Y 13 has a direct-term. This results simply 

from 6': interacting with the injected coherence IXabl to produce a polarization contri

bution to .!lJl' There is no such incoherent (non-scattering) term in Yll • (We treat 

such a term as poorly phased matched for the nondegenerate electric field.) This 

direct-contribution term is the only term that does not require an interaction with the 

two-photon pump. 

Now that the general properties of the multi wave mixing coefficients have been 

discussed. we use the forms of Eqs. (5.53) and (5.54) to graphically illustrate the dep

endence of the probe field complex-absorption and coupling coefficients on the pump 

intensity. the electric field mode spacing. the Stark effect. and the injected coherence. 

We proceed exactly as in §4-3 in terms of the two-photon parameter values. We 

continue using the pump/decay values of Eq. (2.87). choosing a moderate intensity 

12 '" 4. and relative absolute phase 4> '" O. unless otherwise specified. For the sake of 

simplicity we maintain w+ "" 0 throughout the analysis. so that the effects of unequal 

level decay rates are ignored. The case of perfect phase matching of the injected 

atomic coherence to the two-photon pump is examined. Therefore. we set B .. I and 

note that the two-photon pump is exactly at the natural line center (2v2 - w). 

The real-part of the probe field absorption coefficient O!l of Eq. (5.53) is plotted 

in Fig. 5-2 as a function of the pump-probe detuning A. The Stark effect and 

injected coherence are not present. Part (a) shows the response for three weakly satu-
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Fig. 5-2. The real-part of the probe absorption coefficient O!l of Eq. (5.53) as a func
tion of the electric field mode spacing t::. for 12 .. 0.5, I, 2 in (a), and 12 '" 5, 10, 15 in 
(b). The Stark shift and injected coherence are not present here. As the pump incre
ases the profiles are saturated down and a three-peak spectrum develops in (a). Incre
asing the pump still further wipes out the coherent scattering features near t::. = 0 and 
sharp Rabi resonance features appear. The pump/decay rates of Fig. 2-6 are used. 
w+ - 0 .. 0 is maintained througout. 
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rating pump intensities. and (b) shows the same for moderately to strongly saturating 

pump fields. The solid curve in (a) approximates the linear (unsaturated) absorption of 

the medium. As the field strength increases a three-peak spectrum develops. The 

Rabi resonance features appear and become dominant in plot (b). The coherent 

scattering features near A = 0 are wiped out since the population pulsations can no 

longer follow the Rabi oscillation. Note that Fig. 5-2(a) is reminiscent of Fig. 3-2. as 

it should be. since in both figures the sidemodes are able to probe at the Rabi side

bands. This effect is clearly illustrated in Fig. 5-2(b). The Rabi frequency is related 

to the saturator as Or = 1/(T1T2)1/2 and our decay scheme uses Tl = T2 = l. For suffi

ciently strong pump fields the real-part of 0/1 has regions of negative values. thus 

allowing the possibility of gain. 

In Fig. 5-3 we choose a moderate intensity 12 = 4 and show the effect of the 

Stark shift for no injected coherence in (a). and allow injected coherence with no Stark 

effect in (b). Plot (a) shows that the initially symmetric curve loses its symmetry in A 

as the Stark effect is turned on. The index-·like features at the Rabi sidebands become 

peaks. which increase in value and shift outward as the Stark shift parameter incre

ases. The frequency shifting is expected since Ws appears in the resonance denomina

tors 0 j • The increase in the strength of the peaks is due to the explicit dependence on 

w_ (the Xli-term). Plot (b) allows no Stark shift but varies the strength of the injected 

coherence for zero relative absolute phase. Similar peak features develop with centers 

at the Rabi sidebands. The peaks grow with IAabl (due to the Yll-term). but they do' 

not shift since the injected coherence does not change the effective line center. The 

curves appear antisymmetric in A. 

The combined effects of Stark shift and injected coherence are illustrated in Fig. 

5-4. in which the maximum allowed coherence is assumed. In (a) the intensity is 

varied while the relative phase of Eq. (4.61) with (} ... (}2 is held fixed at <I> = O. We 
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Fig. S-3. The real-part of the probe absorption coefficient versus the beat frequency 
for w_ co O. -1/2' -I and Ihabl .. 0 in (a). and Ihabl '" O. 1/10' 1/4' 1/2 and w_ .. 0 in (b). 
The solid curves are the symmetric three-peak Mollow spectra. In (a) as w_ is turned 
on the index-like Rabi features become peaks. which increase in strength and shift 
outward. The symmetry is lost for w_ '" o. In (b) the injected coherence causes the 
peaks to grow at IAI .. Qr but not shift. Other values of interest are 12 .. 4 and 4> .. O. 
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Fig. 5-4. Real-part of the probe absorption coefficient as a function of beat fre
quency, including the Stark effect and the maximum allowed injected coherence. In (a) 
varying the pump as 12 .. 5, 10, IS, for <I> .. 0 causes resonances near the Rabi side
bands to shift outward. The index-like profiles become Lorentzian due to the Stark 
shift. In (b) the relative phase of Eq. (4.61) is varied as <I> '" 0°, 45°, 900, for 12 = 4. 
The strength of the absorption is reduced and strong asymmetry in t:. develops. The 
Stark shift and injected coherence are given by w_ .. _1/2 and !hab! .. 1/2, respectively. 

" 
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note that the curves resemble those of Fig. 5-3(a). for which there is no injected coher

ence. We learn that the injected coherence is contributing in the same manner as the 

explicit Stark shift. i.e. the effect of the atomic coherence is constructive for the 

relative absolute phase chosen. The form of its contribution matches that of the Stark 

effect for all intensities. so that it also shows an intensity-dependent frequency shift. 

This is actually not too surprising since the Stark shift uses the population difference 

to contribute terms with an explicit w_ factor. and the injected coherence enters into 

the population difference. Recall that allowing the injected coherence to interact with 

the two-photon pump transforms the coherence term to a population difference. 

Further interactions proceed from this stage. Changing the relative phase has a signi

ficant effect on the absorption coefficient as demonstrated in Fig. 5-4(b). For <I> .. 0 the 

curves have peaks near Q r [as in Fig. 5-3(a)]. Changing <I> varies the sense in which 

IAabl contributes to the w_-terms. The contributions appear to compete with each other 

and reduce the overall strength of the profile. The response becomes very asymmetric 

and the on-axis value (~ '" 0) begins to appear as a peak at the expense of the side

bands. 

We carry out the above analysis on the imaginary-part of the probe absorption 

coefficient. Fig. 5-5(a) shows the imaginary-part for three intensities. including no 

Stark effect or injected coherence. The antisymmetric curves show sharp Lorentzian 

resonance peaks at the Rabi sidebands and a weaker central dispersive feature due to 

the incoherent response to {il given by the first term in gll' The Stark effect is 

included in Fig. 5-5(b). The curves show an overall (vertical) shift due to the explicit 

dependence on w_. The resonance features shift away from the Rabi frequency and 

develop index-like behavior. For w_ if: 0 the original symmetry in ~ is destroyed. but 

as the intensity increases the curves recover some symmetry. 

The maximum allowed injected coherence is now included in Fig. 5-6. In part 
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Fig. 5-5. The imaginary-part of the probe absorption coefficient of Eq. (5.53) as a 
function of the electric field beat frequency a for pump intensities 12 = 5, 10, 15. No 
Stark shift or injected coherence is included in part (a), and a Stark shift of w_ = _1/2 
with no injected coherence in (b). For the no Stark shift case in (a) the curves are ant
isymmetric with sharp Lorentzian-like resonances at the sidebands. Including the 
Stark effect in (b) causes an overall (vertical) shift due to the explicit w_ dependence. 
The shifting of the effective line center causes the resonance features to shift and dev
elop index-like behavior. 
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Fig. 5-6. The imaginary-part of the probe absorption coefficient versus the beat 
frequency, including the Stark effect and maximum injected coherence. In (a) the rela
tive phase is fixed at 4> .. 0, while the intensity is varied as 12 '" 5, 10, 15. The pro
files show the Stark-shifted dispersive resonance features seen when IAabl - 0, but they 
recover their symmetry more quickly with 12 when IAabl '" o. In (b) the intensity is 
fixed at 12 = 4, while the relative phase is varied as 4> = 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°. The 
profiles are strongly distorted. The Stark effect and injected coherence are given by 
w_ '" _1/2 and IAabl '" 1/2, respectively. 
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(a) the intensity is increased while the relative phase is held fixed at cP ., O. The plot 

is similar to Fig. 5-5(b). where the injected coherence was not included. We are led to 

the same conclusion as for the real-part of OIl' namely. for cP - 0 and variable 12, the 

injected coherence contributes constructively to the Stark effect. When the injected 

coherence is included. we note that the profiles recover their symmetry more quickly 

with increasing intensity [as compared to Fig. 5-5(b)]. Fig. 5-6(b) demonstrates the 

strong effect of varying the relative absolute phase. The profile is strongly distorted 

and the response varies in strength. depending on the competition between w_ and IAab I 

contributions. 

The probe field coupling coefficient XI of Eq. (5.54) is now examined in the 

same manner as OIl above. The real-part of XI as a function of the beat frequency t::. 

is shown in Fig. 5-7(a) for various intensities. and no effects from the Stark shift or 

injected coherence. The solid curve for 12 - I displays the typical central "inverted 

dip" feature for mode coupling in a weakly saturated system. Rabi resonance features 

are not obvious since they are weak and in a region dominated by the coherent 

scattering processes. which lead to the central feature. This profile is similar to the 

real-part of X: as shown in Fig. 3-8(a). A difference arises from the first term in g13' 

which acts as a constant independent of the purely scattered contributions. As the in

tensity increases the coherent term contributes index-like resonances centered on the 

Rabi sidebands. We fix 12 = 4 in Fig. 5-7(b) without any injected coherence. The 

w_ = 0 symmetric profile is distorted into an asymmetric double-peak feature. The 

similarity of these curves for large values of w_. to the corresponding curves in Fig. 

5-3(a) for Re{OII}' is not surprising. The terms giving rise to these features are con

tained in lin and " 13 • For the case of a centrally-tuned pump these expressions are 

only slightly different. Re{XI} then shows peaks increasing in strength and shifting 

outward from the Rabi sidebands. 
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Fig. 5-7. The real-part of the probe field coupling coefficient XI of Eq. (5.54) versus 
the beat frequency for the case in which there is no injected coherence. In (a) there is 
no Stark effect and the intensity is varied as 12 .. 1. 4. 10. Sharp dispersive features 
due to the scattering terms appear as the Rabi sidebands. In (b) the intensity is fixed 
at 12 = 4 and the Stark shift is varied as w_ .. O. _1/2, -I. Peaks grow and shift with 
increasing Iw-I. just as for Re{etl} in Fig. 5-3(a). 
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The effects on Re{Xl} produced by increasing the strength of the injected coher

ence for zero relative phase are shown in Fig. 5-8. The non-Stark shifted case of plot 

(a) shows how the symmetric curves. for no injected coherence. develop peaks at the 

Rabi sidebands. while losing their symmetry in A. As IAabl increases the peaks grow 

but do not shift. The Stark effect is included in plot (b). The initial (solid) curve for 

IAabl '" 0 is already asymmetric and showing peaks shifted slightly outside the Rabi 

sidebands for the Ws .. 4 value used here. Increasing the strength of the injected 

coherence has an additive effect on the initial profile at the resonances. but a subtrac

tive effect near A .. O. This causes the Stark-shifted profiles to approach an antisym

metric form. We encounter a similar effect for Re{~l} as shown in Fig. 5-3(b). Note 

that the curves including the Stark shift in (b) are stronger and sharper at the reso

nances. than those in (a). This implies that not only do terms depending explicitly on 

either IAabl or w_ add "in phase" (for 4> .. 0). but also the explicitly Stark

affected/injected-coherence terms (having the factor IAab Iw_) do as well. Scattering 

processes are therefore very important for moderately saturated systems with equal 

decay time scales (T1 .. I '" T 2). 

The Stark shift parameter has freedom in sign as well as in strength. The 

injected coherence has more freedom since it is a complex-quantity. By varying the 

relative phase in Fig. 5-9. we see a competition between the effects of the injected 

coherence and those of the Stark effect. Changes in phase have a significant effect on 

the overall profile of Re{Xl} in much the same way they do on Re{~l} of Fig. 5-4(b). 

Note that the 4> ... 0 curves are the same in these figures since the pump is centrally 

tuned. We do not expect this for Im{Xl} due to the direct term in Yl3 mentioned 

earlier. 

The imaginary-part of the probe coupling coefficient is illustrated in Fig. 5-10. 

For no Stark effect or injected coherence the contributions to Im{Xl} are exclusively 
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Fig. 5-8. The real-part of the probe coupling coefficient XI as a function of the beat 
frequency for 12 '" 4, <I> '" 0, and the various values IAabl '" 0, 1/10, 1/4, 1/2, Plot (a) neg
lects the Stark shift while (b) allows a Stark shift (w_ '" _1/2), causing the extrema to 
shift and loss of symmetry. The coherent scattering features become dominant as IAab I 
increases. The effects of these features add "in phase" for the positive Stark shift fre
quency (ws .. 2) and relative phase <I> used here. 
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Fig. 5-9. Effect of the relative absolute phase If> on the variation of the real-part of 
the probe coupling coefficient with beat frequency. including a positive Stark effect. 
For 12 " 4. w_ '" _1/2, and IAabl .. 1/2 the phase is varied as If> '" 0°. 45°. 90°. 135°. The 
coupling coefficient is sensitive to the phase and loses its antisymmetry in t:.. for 
If> "* O. Note the similarity with the corresponding effect on Re{~I} of Fig. 5-4(b). 
especially the If> = 0 solid curves. 

scattering terms. Since the pump is resonant with the medium. the incoherent term in 

g13 is real-valued. This leads to a strong negative (vertical) shift in the value of Re{xd 

as seen in Fig. 5-7(a). The corresponding imaginary-part in Fig. 5-10(a) shows the 

strong coherent features at the Rabi sidebands. just as for Im{O!I} of Fig. 5-5(a). 

without the central index-like feature seen in O!I. The intensity is fixed and the Stark 

effect is included in Fig. 5-10(b) to show the effects of varying the strength of the 

injected coherence for If> .. O. Stark shifted resonances near the Rabi sidebands grow 

with IAabl. The profiles do not remain centered near Im{XI} '" 0 since the incoherent 

term in Y13' arising from the direct contribution IAabl0'i. adds a compensating positive 
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Fig. 5-10. The imaginary-part of the probe field coupling coefficient of Eq. (5.54) as 
a function of the beat frequency. Part (a) includes no injected coherence or Stark 
shift. but varies the pump intensity as 12 '" I. 4. 10. IS. The contributions are due 
solely to scattering terms as shown by the sharp resonances at the Rabi sidebands. Part 
(b) sets 12 = 4 • w_ = _1/2, and varies the strength of the injected coherence as IAabl = O. 
l/ to• 1/4, 1/2, with cI> = O. Dispersive resonance features appear in the Stark-shifted pro
files and grow with IAabl. The direct IAabl contribution causes the resonances to 
acquire a positive (vertical) shift. causing the minima to be insensitive to IXabl. 
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Fig. 5-11. Effect of 4> on Im{XI} versus .1. using 12 = 4. w_ .. _1/2, and Ihabl .. 1/2, and 
varying the phase as 4> .. 0°, 45°. 90°, 135°. As 4> ... 90° the direct-term from hab is 
shifted into the real-part of XI' This causes the strength of this coupling coefficient to 
be sensitive to the relative absolute phase 4>. 

shift to the profile. The minima tend to change little with Ihabl. The profile becomes 

symmetric in .1. as the strength of the coherence is increased. 

We take the last curve [of Fig. 5-IO(b)] and demonstrate the effects of varying 

the relative phase on Im{XI} in Fig. 5-11. For 4> .. 90° the direct-contribution from 

Ihabl in Y13 vanishes. causing the profile to appear weaker. The region within the 

Rabi sidebands shows a behavior similar in form to the real-part of 0 10i-020j, 

which vanishes for £Jeff ,. O. This contribution appears in 1113, which enters as a 

relative phase sensitive contribution via the quantity Z 13' 
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§S-4. Weak Sideband Solutions 

If we neglect the temporal phase mismatch between the injected atomic coherence 

and the ~wo-photon pump (B .. Bt ), then the multiwave mixing coefficients of Eqs. 

(S.49)-(5.52) may be considered constant in space. The coupled-mode equations then 

behave similarly to the corresponding one-photon case without the inhomogeneous 

terms. We readily obtain the weak sideband solutions by setting (31 .. (33 '" 0 in Eqs. 

(3.57) and (3.58) leading to 

G'I(Z) '" e-ct+z sin~(p.Z) [(-~_ + iI::J.KI2)G'1(0) + ei~KzXIG':(O) ] + e-ct+z cosh{J.tz)G' 1(0) , 

G':(z) ... e-ct+z Sin~llz) [(~_ - iI::J.KI2)G':(0) + e-iMzxlG' 1(0) ] + e-ct+z cosh{J.tz)G':(O) , 

(S.58) 

(5.59) 

where ~± and f.L retain the forms of Eqs. (3.S4) and (3.S5), respectively. As discussed 

in §S-I the injected coherence does not appear explicitly in these equations. Since it 

does contribute to the multi wave mixing coefficients, it also appears in ~+ and f.L. 

Therefore, the gain of the medium is affected by the injected atomic coherence. We 

study the gain and field for the perfectly phase matched case in the next section. 

§S-S. Perfectly Phase Matched Weak Sideband Propagation 

In order to simplify the treatment of the propagation of the weak sideband fields, 

we restrict ourselves to the perfectly phase matched case, i.e. the three running waves 

are spatially phase matched (A co I) and the injected atomic coherence is completely 

phase matched to the two-photon pump (B '" I). The phase matched weak field solu

tions are obtained from Eqs. (5.S8) and (S.59) as 



6''t(z) co e-~+Z sin~(fJ.z) [-auS\(O) + xIG;(O)] + e-~+z cosh(p.z)G 1(0) , 

G;(z) '" e-~+z sin~fJ.Z) [OI_G;(O) + XIG1(0)] + e-~+zcosh(p.z)G;(O) , 
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(5.60) 

(5.61) 

These expressions are actually simpler in form than the corresponding one-photon 

expressions in Eqs. (3.63) and (3.64). The analysis of the solutions for the two-photon 

case follows that of the one-photon case. We define the gain parameter 1/ exactly as 

in Eq. (3.70) and note that its effects there extend to the present case. The apparent 

simplicity of form for the two-photon case is deceptive. We must expend considerably 

more effort here in order to analyze the gain parameter. This results from the fact 

that the strength and phase of the injected coherence. as well as. the Stark effect 

modify the gain. We study the properties of this exponential growth/decay parameter 

presently. 

We begin by ignoring the Stark effect and injected coherence to illustrate the 

gain parameter of Eq. (3.70) as a function of the electric field mode spacing .6. for 

various degrees of saturation. The gain is plotted in units of 010 given in Eq. (4.60). 

For weakly saturated media the gain parameter of Fig. 5-12(a) shows strong losses near 

.6. = 0 and strong gain outside some central frequency range. As the intensity incre

ases the regions of loss vanish and the overall gain becomes more uniform. Strongly 

saturated systems show gain parameter profiles with sharp resonance features just 

inside the Rabi sidebands as shown in Fig. 5-12(b). The curves remain symmetric in 

.6. and purely positive. with resonance "spikes" growing and shifting with the Rabi fre

quency Qr ~ 12 , For frequencies outside the resonances a sharp transition occurs and 

"clamps" the gain to its t::.. .. 0 value. 

The complexity is now increased by allowing contributions from either the Stark 

effect. in Fig. 5-l3(a). or the injected coherence, in Fig. 5-13(b). The dependence of 

the gain parameter on beat frequency is illustrated for three intensities. so that the 
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Fig. 5-12. The gain parameter .!7 of Eq. (3.70) as a function of the electric field beat 
frequency A. for the case in which there is no Stark shift or injected coherence. Plot 
(a) illustrates the weakly pumped case by setting 12 - 1. 2. 4. and (b) the strongly 
pumped case with 12 <= 10. 15. 20. In (a) weak saturation yields strong losses near A = 
O. which give way to strong gain at large IAI. In (b) strong saturation leads to sharp 
spikes just inside the Rabi sidebands (Or ~ 1 J. A sharp transition occurs outside Or 
causing the gain to "clamp" to its central value. The profiles are symmetric and in 
units of CJ.o of Eq. (4.60). 
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Fig. 5-13. The gain parameter as a function of the beat frequency for 12 .. 1. 4. 10. 
where there are in (a) a Stark shift of w_ .. -112 and no injected coherence. and in (b) 
no Stark shift with maximum coherence IAabl .. 1/2 and ~ - O. For sufficient intensity 
the Stark shifted curves in (a) are strongly asymmetric. having a peak just inside wS' a 
peak just outside nr• and a dip outside -nr • In (b) the curves maintain their symme
try. showing strong gain peaking just outside the Rabi sidebands. For large 11:::.1 the 
profiles approach unity. 
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medium is weakly. moderately. and strongly saturated. In (a) the presence of the Stark 

effect strongly distorts the symmetry in A. For weak saturation the profile resembles 

a central dip. causing loss for A E!! 0 and gain outside that region. As the intensity in

creases pairs of peaks emerge for A having the same sign as wS' The strongest peak 

occurs for A just inside wS' which gives the impression of strong gain for fields 

probing at the effective line center. The weaker peak and dip occur just outside the 

Rabi frequency nr. indicating that nonlinear processes yield loss for A E!! -nr and gain 

for A E!! +nr . There is no feature at A '" -ws' In part (b) the maximum injected 

coherence is allowed without any Stark effect. The curves remain symmetric with 

peaks just outside the Rabi sidebands. The strength of the gain increases more slowly 

with IAI for larger pump intensities. but the peak gain is larger. For large IAI the 

wings of the gain parameter approach unity. 

From this point on in the study. let us chose a moderately saturated medium by 

keeping the pump intensity fixed at 12 ... 4. We examine the effect of the strength of 

the injected coherence for cf> - 0 on the Stark shifted profiles of the gain versus beat 

frequency in Fig. 5-14. The profiles show a dispersive resonance just outside the 

Rabi sideband A '" -nr • and the familiar double-peak feature for positive A. The 

strong peak occurs at A - Ws and the weaker peak just outside A .. nr . The effect of 

increasing IAabl is additive (constructive) so that the Stark shifted profiles experience 

enhanced resonances. 

By exchanging the roles of w_ and IAabl we investigate the effect of the Stark 

shift on a medium prepared in a state of maximum atomic coherence. In Fig. 5-15(a) 

we vary the Stark shift in the positive sense. For small Stark shifts the strong effec

tive line center resonance as well as the Stark-shifted Rabi resonances are clearly 

visible. Increasing the Stark effect forces the Rabi features to shift slowly outward. 

with respect to the shift in the line center. The line center resonance catches up with 
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Fig. 5-14. Effect of the strength of the injected coherence on the variation of the gain 
parameter with beat frequency for IXabl - O. 1/4, 1/2, and cp .. O. Increasing IXabl 
enhances the resonance features just outside the Rabi sidebands and the strong reso
nance at the effective line center. For cP = O. IXab I contributes to the Stark-affected 
profiles in a constructive manner. Other values of interest are 12 .. 4 and w_ -= - 1/2, 

the Rabi peak and the two begin to merge. The dispersive resonance near ~ :l!: - Q, 

diminishes while the peaks near Ws and Q, grow. We note that when w_ = -I. we 

have Ws .. Or' The peak for this case is the largest. ~ .. Ws .. Or means that the 

sidemode is at the effective line center and also probing at the Rabi resonance fre-

quency. We might call this doubly-resonant gain. The sense of the Stark shift is 

reversed for Fig. 5-15(b). Since we keep cp ., O. the contributions relying explicitly on 

w_ and IXabl individually. now change the relative sense in which they contribute. 

These contributions compete with each other as noted for the multi wave mixing coeffi-

cients. A sharp resonance connects the effective line center at ~ ., Ws to the Rabi 

feature near ~ .. -Q, for small W_. As the Stark shift increases the features for 
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Fig. 5-15. Effect of positive and negative Stark shifts on the variation of the gain 
parameter with beat frequency for maximum injected coherence and 4> .. O. In (a) pos
itive Ws result from the values w_ .. -1/2' -I. -2. There is a strong double-peaked gain 
for positive fl.. and a weaker broader dispersive feature for negative fl.. The dominant 
peak occurs at the effective line center (fl. ... ws ) and the secondary peaks are due to 
the Stark-shifted Rabi resonances. In (b) negative Stark shifts result from w_ = + 1/2, 
+ I. +2. Since 4> .. O. the w_ contributions conflict with those of IXabl to yield complex 
profiles. 
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positive ~ fade. The features for negative ~ are complicated. It is difficult to attri

bute the features to the effective resonance or to a Rabi resonance. 

We now examine the effect of the average level lifetime TI on the gain parame

ter. In Fig. 5-16(a) the gain parameter is illustrated as a function of beat frequency 

for three values of TI and no injected coherence. For long TI the features of the gain 

are emphasized over the TI .. I results. The gain is almost completely erased in the 

radiative decay limit of TI :: 1/2 T2• We note that % oc 1/v'TI by Eq. (4.60) so that .!l 

scales by v'T I in the figures. Part (b) allows the injected coherence with <P :: O. The 

features of the gain are again emphasized. especially for the resonances near ~ :: wS' 

fUr' It is interesting to note that the (dot-dashed) curve for the radiative decay limit 

shows the largest change. The scaling of the injected coherence contributions are 

actually independent of T I • as might be expected since Xab is a coherence property 

related to T2• The injected coherence then has more of an effect on the gain of 

systems having short level lifetimes. In such systems. i.e. short T I • the gain is sup

ported more by the coherent property of the level-pumping (Xab) than by the incoherent 

part (N _). 

The dependence of the gain parameter on the purity of the statistical mixture f. 

used to pump the two-photon levels. is illustrated in Fig. 5-17 for several values of 

the relative absolute phase. We assume the level-pumping rates of Eq. (2.87) since 

these allow the maximum coherence between the levels. without forcing the unsatu

rated population difference to vanish. For this case the strength of the coherence is 

given by IXabl :: 1/2f. The dependence of the gain parameter on the strength of the 

injected coherence appears to be linear to a good approximation. Since the slope 

depends on the relative phase <P. this phase determines whether the injected coherence 

adds constructively or destructively to the gain parameter. Changing the pumping of 
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Fig. 5-16. The gain parameter as a function of beat frequency for TI = 2. 1. 1/2, In 
(a) IAabl ... O. while in (b) IAabl co 1/2, with 4> .. O. Since Cia ex It/TI • /J scales by .jTI • 

For long TI the gain features are emphasized over the earlier 1\ ... I results (shown 
again here by the dashed curve). The injected coherence adds constructively to the 
gain profiles for all T I • The IAabl-contributions do not scale with T I • so they have a 
greater effect on systems. whose gain cannot be supported by the incoherent part of 
the atomic pumping. i.e. short T I • Other values are 12 .. 4. w_ .. -I. and T2 ... 1. 
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Fig. 5-17. Dependence of the gain parameter on the purity of the statistical mixture, 1:, 

used to pump the two-photon levels for the relative absolute phase values <P = 0°, 90°, 
180°, 270°. The pump/decay values are listed in Fig. 2-6. The dependence of .!7 on 
the strength of the coherence is linear to a good approximation. The I: = 0 gain is det
ermined by the incoherent part of the level-pumping (N _). Values of interest are 12 = 
4, w_ '" _1/2' and A - 2. 

the atomic levels changes the !hab! - 0 gain since N_ is changed, but a linear relation 

still holds. The reduction in the maximum coherence for I: ... I causes the spread in 

the various curves to decrease, since the range of slopes is determined by !hab !max . 

We are now prepared to investigate the effects of the gain parameter on the pro-

pagation of the weak electric fields. The usual pump/decay rates of Eq. (2.87) and the 

units of Chapter 4 Fig. 4-9 are used. We begin by choosing 12 = 4, A .. +5, and 

w_ .. + I. The initial value of the weak probe sidemode is 6\(0) = (10-3,0) and the con-

jugate sidemode is assumed to be initially zero. Fig. 5-l8(a) shows the probe field 

amplitude as a function of distance propagated in the medium. Since there is no 
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injected coherence • .!l is negative and the mode decays to zero. In (b) the purity of the 

statistical mixture is varied to allow for different strengths of the injected coherence. 

As the purity increases. a decaying mode becomes oscillatory. Increasing the purity 

still further produces a rapidly growing field. The injected coherence is then able to 

take a vanishing mode and make it grow. 

The effect of the relative absolute phase on the strength of the probe field is 

illustrated in Fig. 5-19(a). A mode initially growing for Ihab I - O. can be made to 

simply oscillate or decay by changing the appropriate relative phase value. A similar 

effect is demonstrated by fixing the phase at zero and increasing the strength of the 

injected coherence (without changing the level pumping rates) as shown in Fig. 5-19(b). 

The injected coherence is able to counteract the gain in the medium. when it is 

pumped with sufficient strength. 

A weak sidemode must exist initially in order to have any fields build up at a 

pair of frequency-symmetric sidebands. In the one-photon case the presence of a 

de tuned injected atomic coherence is sufficient to initiate the growth of a pair of side

bands. but this is not true for the two-photon two-level medium. Once an electric 

field sidemode is injected into the medium. the frequency-conjugate sideband begins to 

develop. We consider a medium with no gain or loss (.IJ '" 0) and inject a weak 

electric field in addition to the pump field. Fig. 5-20 shows that such a mode 

approaches a constant strength. A conjugate mode also develops and becomes constant 

with propagation. Assuming the pumping to have a nonvanishing coherence alters the 

gain these modes experience. In (a) the strength of the coherence is increased for 

<I> - O. This causes the modes to grow at a rate varying directly with the coherence. 

In (b) the same two modes are damped by the introduction of an atomic coherence with 

a phase that reverses the relative absolute phase to <I> = 180°. Both side mode moduli. 

10'11 and 10'31. behave similarly with propagation. 
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Fig. 5-18. Propagation of the probe field for 12 = 4. I:::. = + 5. w_ = + I. and initial 
weak sidemode amplitudes 8 1(0) .. (10-3.0) and 8 3(0) .. (0.0). The pump/decay values 
of Fig. 2-6 are used. In (a) the modulus (solid curve). real-part (dashed curve). and 
imaginary-part (dot-dashed curve) are shown for the case of no injected coherence. In 
(b) the purity of the statistical mixture is varied as € '" O. 0.41. I. while maintaining 
IP '" 0 and considering only the field modulus. Increasing the purity enables a decay
ing mode to become oscillatory or even experience gain. 
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Fig. 5-19. Plot (a) shows the effect of the relative phase on the probe field strength by 
choosing a 75% pure mixture and varying the phase as 4> - 0°, 90°, 180°. An initially 
growing mode can be made to oscillate or decay, depending on the choice of 4> for the 
given JXabJ. Plot (b) fixes the relative phase to 4> = 0 and demonstrates the effect of the 
strength of the injected coherence by varying the purity as € .. 0, .5, .75, I. The effect 
is the same as in (a). The injected coherence can defeat the gain, if it is injected with 
sufficient strength. Other values are as in Fig. 5-18. 
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Fig. 5-20. Modulus of each weak sidemode as a function of the distance propagated 
in the medium. In (a) the coherence strengths are IXabl .. 1/2£ for a relative phase of 
<I> ., 0° and € .. O. 0.5. 1. In (b) the maximum coherence is maintained but the relative 
phase is reversed. i.e. <I> == 180°. Both sidemodes approach a constant value when there 
is no injected coherence. Allowing injected coherence with <I> = 0° in (a). causes both 
sidemodes to experience a gain varying directly with IXab I. Allowing the coherence 
with <I> = 180° in (b). causes the modes to decay. The beat frequency is A .. +5.78 and 
other values as in Fig. 5-18. 
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!i5-6. Four-Wave Mixing with Degenerate Pump Frequencies 

In the treatment of multi wave mixing in the presence with an injected atomic 

coherence above, we assume the injected coherence to have a spatial profile similar to 

a running wave as given by Eq. (2.67). We consider the spatial phase mismatch factor 
~ ~ 

between Xab and the two-photon pump &22, to produce at most, only a slowly varying 

modulation. The Maxwell equations require a phase matched coherence "wave" to 

propagate at the speed of light. The discussion of Chapter I examines the problem of 

producing the appropriate spatial profile to achieve matching. We find that injecting 

the atoms with a running-wave profile is difficult to achieve. The requirement of 

producing a rapidly varying spatial modulation can be circumvented by allowing the 

pump-wave to spatially "phase match itself" for the two-photon interaction, permitting 

the injected coherence "wave" to be stationary. The four-wave mixing configuration 

used for this purpose is shown in Fig. 1-1(d). The counterpropagating pump beam 

wave vectors are K2 == K2+ = - K2_. Since the two pump beams are frequency-degener-

ate, they cannot produce sideband polarizations in the nonlinear medium and the 

results of !i5-2, in particular, Eqs. (5.37) and (5.38) still hold. 

Our discussion here considers running-wave electric field modes as in Eq. (3.32) 

and assumes the counterpropagating pump-waves to be identical except for their direc-

tions. We use Eq. (3.6) along with the pump-wave relations 

(5.62) 

(5.63) 

(5.64) 

The counterpropagating pump beams produce a standing-wave grating in the popula-
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tion difference of the two-level medium. Considering a typical configuration of the 

electric field modes. in which the pump and sidebands are not interacting nearly orth

ogonallY. we find that the pump standing-wave grating is rapidly varying in the direc

tion of a sidemode. To account for this we perform an averaging over the spatial 

holes burned into the medium by this pump grating. Further discussion of the averag

ing process and a mathematical method for performing the operation is given in 

Appendix C. 

The spatial variations of the standing-wave pattern arising in the polarization (in 

the direction of sidemode propagation) modify the multi wave mixing coefficients. 

Variations on the order of an optical wavelength should be averaged over. in order to 

obtain a more realistic description of the multi wave mixing interaction. In this section 

we simply wish to discuss the general features of four-wave mixing including the 

injected atomic coherence. A simple approximation is to treat the effect of the spatial 

variations in the intensity by assigning the intensity its average value. This is a rough 

estimate of what happens. but it is reasonable for a start and suffices for the general 

discussion here. This is essentially what Abrams and Lind (l978a) initially do for the 

pump-wave grating. They subsequently (l978b) improve their calculation by account

ing for the pump spatial holes. 

By assigning the pump-wave its average value. we can simply use the results of 

the three-wave analysis given in §S-3 and §S-S. We obtain a rough approximation to 

four-wave mixing in the presence of an injected atomic coherence. The feature that is 

of critical importance to the coupling of the injected coherence to the field. is the 

spatial phase mismatch. The four-wave mixing scheme affords us a system that is far 

simpler to phase match to the injected coherence. than the three-running-wave mixing 

case. Furthermore. we expect the features of the multiwave mixing coefficients and 

field propagation to be described reasonably well by the three-wave theory. 
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In this chapter we extended the single-mode two-photon results to a three-wave 

electric field having only one strong wave. We find that the injected coherence contri

butes to the complex-absorption and coupling coefficients of the weak side mode fields. 

There is no inhomogeneous term in the coupled-mode equations as there is for the one

photon case, since the injected coherence needs to interact with at least one field mode 

in order to contribute to the polarization. The lowest-order effect (in the electric field) 

of the injected coherence contributes an incoherent term to the coupling coefficients. 

The corresponding one-photon coefficients rely entirely on nonlinear scattering 

processes. Since the injected coherence is assumed to be well-phase-matched to the 

two-photon pump, it enters into the DC-component of the population difference, after 

just one interaction with the two-photon pump. This process enables the phase-sensi

tive part of the atomic level pumping (Xab ) to enter into the atom-field coupling just as 

the usual phase-insensitive part (N _) does. The contributions each part makes to the 

multi wave mixing coefficients and hence, the gain, determine the degree to which they 

act constructively or destructively. 

The presence of the two-photon Stark effect causes strong asymmetries in the 

spectra. A detuning-type asymmetry results from the shift in the resonance frequency 

of the transition. A further complication arises from the ability of a field to induce 

polarizations directly from the Stark-affected level populations. These polarizations 

are explicitly Stark-shift-dependent. This causes the sign of the Stark shift parameter 

to be of importance in the overall strength of the response, in addition to its fre

quency-shifting effect. This further complicates the interpretation of the two-photon 

spectra. The injected coherence is a phase-sensitive quantity and so it has freedom in 

addition to a simple change in sign. We find that the injected coherence may enhance 

the Stark-shifted spectral features at the effective line center and Stark-shifted Rabi 

sidebands, or it may reduce them, depending on its absolute phase. The injected 
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coherence gives rise to effects that have the same spectral dependence as those result

ing from the pumping of the population difference. including the explicitly Stark

effect-dependent terms. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The first step in our journey began at the point of familiar elementary quantum

mechanical considerations of an atom. and eventually led us through the two-photon 

multiwave mixing jungle. We took a brief look back to understand why studies of 

atomic coherence in optical interactions were of limited scope and the atomic coherence 

was relegated to the role of a coherent transient. The advent of novel experimental 

techniques. such as those employed in the study of the micromaser. brings new life to 

the field of atomic beam preparation. The ability of the scientist to choose the prepar

ation of an atomic state or states opens up the possibility of investigating the effects 

arising from the initial coherence present in the atoms. We encountered an example of 

a practical application in the correlated-emission laser. The prepared atomic coherence 

is crucial for the suppression of noise. To our surprise we learn that what appears to 

be an "innocent" source term in the density-matrix equations. proves to have far 

reaching effects. 

We investigated the effects of an injected atomic coherence on the polarization. 

(reduced) wave equation for the electric field. and weak field propagation in a homo

geneously broadened medium of two-level atoms. For the case in which the two-level 

transition is electric-dipole-allowed and the field is a single non-resonant mode. we 

find the polarization of the medium acquires a direct (field-independent) contribution 

and frequency-symmetric sidebands about the field-induced polarization. The side

bands result in a manner analogous to a two-mode electric field. The modes interact 
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to produce temporal oscillations in the population difference with which an electric 

field may interact. An injected atomic coherence behaves differently from a field 

mode in that it is a property of the medium itself. so that it is neither a result of the 

interaction of any fields under study. nor can it saturate the transition. 

When the electric field is not resonant. we find that the standard single-mode 

complex-absorption coefficient is not affected by the injected coherence. The addi

tional polarization contributions enter linearly into the field propagation equation as 

source terms. which are nonlinear in the field. The spatial evolution of the field is 

then determined by a linear superposition of processes. The standard result arises 

from the phase-insensitive part of the atomic level-pumping. The injected coherence 

leads to a direct-contribution at the transition resonance frequency as well as two non

linear scattering terms. 

The coupling of these new polarizations to the electric field depends on the phase 

mismatch in both time and space. We note that for all interactions studied in this 

work. the temporal and spatial phase matching of the injected atomic coherence to one 

of the waves is crucial. If the time and/or length scales of the interaction allow signi

ficant oscillation of the phase-mismatch factor. then the coupling of the field to the 

atomic coherence averages to zero. For the single-mode phase - matched case the 

electric field behaves as a linear superposition of the exponential damping (Beer's law) 

of the injected field and the growth of a field due to the injected coherence. A poorly 

phase matched atomic coherence does not affect the injected field. but leads to a new 

field mode. which may propagate if the spatial dependence of the injected coherence 

obeys the dispersion relation. 

For a three-wave field with an injected coherence we find that the multi wave 

mixing coefficients are not affected to first-order in the weak side mode field ampli

tudes. The injected coherence does not alter the exponential gain parameter of the 
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three-wave mixing. but it does lead to a direct source term in the slowly varying pro

pagation equation. It also enters into the coefficients of the propagation functions in a 

manner analogous to an initial condition. The terms arising from the injected coher

ence are on the order of the weak field amplitudes for the maximum allowed atomic 

coherence. The injected coherence for the one-photon transition supports a weak 

electric field. As in the single-mode case the field only survives if it is properly 

phase matched. Whenever the dispersion relation is satisfied. the field persists. and if 

we inject another field mode into the medium. a completely phase matched three-wave 

mixing is achieved. This situation describes the build-up of sidemodes when none 

existed initially. 

We extended the investigation to the two-photon two-level model and examined 

the effects of injected atomic coherence on the corresponding two-photon quantities. 

just as we did in the one-photon case. We included the effects of the dynamic Stark 

shift. and analyzed its frequency-shifting effect and explicit appearance in the polari

zation. In order to simplify the parameter space for illustrative purposes. we then 

neglected the Stark effects relying on unequal level decay rates. since two-photon 

spectra can be difficult to interpret even in the absence of this degree of freedom. 

An important property of the two-photon coupling of an electric field to a "two

level" medium is that the atomic coherence between the levels of interest does not lead 

directly to a polarization. in contrast to the one-photon case. An injected atomic 

coherence cannot. by itself support an electric field. but if a field is present. the atomic 

coherence can couple to it and give rise to an additional polarization. We may view 

the injected coherence as an injected susceptibility. Its significance depends on how 

well-phase-matched it is to the two-photon pump. As in the one-photon case poor 

phase matching uncouples the injected coherence from the electric field. but for the 

two-photon case the injected coherence is then basically inert. It simply decays away 
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in time. 

For the case that a single-mode field is de tuned from the two-photon pump, the 

polarization shows sidebands symmetrically placed about the field frequency with a 

displacement given by the detuning from the atomic line center. The slowly varying 

propagation equation has the form of a Beer's law with a complex-absorption coeffi

cient having contributions from the injected coherence. There is no additional source 

term from the injected coherence since an interaction with the field is required for all 

polarization contributions. The spatial dependence of a propagating weak single-mode 

electric field in a two-photon medium is described by a slowly varying field amplitude 

that is modulated by a complex-exponential. The strength of the injected coherence 

and absolute relative phase determine an exponential damping/growth rate and an 

effective wave number for the envelope. The magnitude of the growth/decay is deter

mined by the strength of the injected coherence and the sense (growth or decay) is det

ermined by the absolute relative phase between the atom-field coupling and the 

injected atomic coherence. 

When the field is multi mode, we find that the single-mode properties generalize 

to the multi wave mixing in a manner analogous to the one-photon case, but here the 

two-photon injected coherence appears in the multiwave mixing coefficients. The 

coupled-mode equations for the weak sidemodes lead to a gain parameter that includes 

the effects of injected coherence. The two-photon three-wave mixing interaction may 

or may not support gain in the usual context of phase-insensitive atomic level

pumping. but if we allow a phase-sensitive pumping, the gain is modified. The 

strength and phase of the injected atomic coherence can have a significant effect on 

the ability of the medium to support gain or loss. 

An injected coherence is able to contribute to the polarization by the same 

mechanisms used by the injected population difference, since an atomic coherence is 
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readily converted into a population difference by a single interaction with the two

photon pump. Additional contributions arise from direct- and scattering-terms. 

Simple direct-terms result from the interaction of a sidemode with the injected coher

ence. These lead to a side mode coupling that is independent of the pump field, i.e. 

sidemode coupling persists even after the pump is shut off. This contrasts with the 

one-photon case, where the side mode coupling is exclusively pump-supported. The 

ability of the injected coherence to emulate the first step in a multi-twa-photon pump 

scattering process leads to terms in excess of the typical population difference contri

butions, especially for the explicitly Stark-affected processes. As a result we find that 

the effects derived from the injected coherence have a spectral behavior similar to the 

corresponding popUlation difference effects. For an appropriate phase angle of the 

injected coherence, the presence of this phase-sensitive level-pumping enhances the 

spectral features at the Stark-shifted line center and Rabi sidebands. Reversing this 

phase leads to destructive competition. 

Our investigation in this dissertation is limited to the semiclassical electric-dipole 

coupling of an atom to a field. This study is important since it allows us to under

stand the effects of an injected atomic coherence in a simple approximation. The 

requirement to phase match in both time and space emerges quickly. The phase 

matching problem is simple to understand when we consider that the total polarization 

of the medium is not solely that induced by the field. The freedom we have in 

choosing the form of the injected coherence enables us to control the degree of phase 

matching. The concept of phase matching thus appears in a simple context. We might 

think of an injected atomic coherence as a means of making coherent transient effects 

show up in steady-state, i.e. in a non-transient fashion. An example is optical free-in

duction decay, in which the medium (a phased array of dipoles) "supports" a transient 

field when the pump is shut off. We investigated the steady-state analog in 
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Chapter 2. 

Our study may be extended in a number of ways due to the general nature of 

atomic coherence. Two areas come quickly to mind. The first is investigating the 

single-mode results without the restriction that the field be weak. The nonlinear 

coupling of the injected coherence to the field should be examined by numerically in

tegrating the slowly varying field envelope equation. This procedure properly 

accounts for saturation including the effects of injected coherence. The second area is 

the fully quantum-mechanical treatment of the atom-field coupling. This is of current 

interest in quantum optics, as discussed in the example of the correlated-emission laszr. 

The use of lasers reminds us that we may also include the effects of an optical cavity 

in future discussions. The quantum-mechanical analysis is sensitive to the correlations 

resulting from atomic coherence that show up particularly in processes that cannot be 

described by the semiclassical theory, e.g. spontaneous-emission and non-classical states 

of light. 

... and so our study ends here at the point of no return. 
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APPENDIX A 

LAPLACE TRANSFORM TECHNIQUE 

§A-l. Introduction 

The Laplace transform is an integral operation which maps a complex-valued 

function F(t) of the real variable t. in the range 0 =:;; t < + 00. to a function /(s). The 

Laplace transform. if it exists. is defined by 

00 

-t'{F(t)} ... Io dt e-st F(t) == /(s) . (A. I) 

The function /(s) is the image of F(t) under this mapping. but we refer to it "loosely" 

as the Laplace transform of F(t). The Laplace transform can be used to solve 

differential equations and is particularly effective in solving initial-value problems in-

volving linear differential equations with constant coefficients. This fact results from 

the property that the Laplace transform of the n-th derivative of a (well-behaved) 

function is the sum of a polynomial in the transform variable s with constant coeffi-

cients depending on the initial conditions. and the transform of the function multiplied 

by sn [an s-factor for each differentiation of F(t)]. More explicitly we have 

n-l 

-t'{Fn (t)} - sn /(s) - L sn-A-I FA (0) • (A.2) 

k=O 

The Laplace transform of a differential equation in t-space is an algebraic equation in 
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s-space. After solving the problem in s-space, we transform back to the original 

t-space to find the solution. We implicitly assume that all Laplace transforms exist 

and are unique. The physical systems of interest yield well-behaved functions and so 

we do not involve ourselves in the rigors of the mathematics. 

Another important property of Laplace transforms is that a product of two func-

tions in the transform space results from the Laplace transform of a convolution of the 

corresponding fUllctions in the original space, i.e. 

~{F*G} '" f(s)g(s) , 

where the convolution operation is given by 

t 

[F*G](t) - L dt' F(t-t')G(t') 

t 

... fo dt' F(t')G(t-t') '" [G*F](t) . (A.3) 

One drawback associated with this method of solving differential equations is that it 

can be difficult to find the inverse Laplace transform. We use this technique to solve 

coupled linear differential equations. The Laplace transform maps a system of linear 

differential equations with constant coefficients in I-space into a set of algebraic equa-

tions in s-space. The inverse Laplace transforms of the solutions to these equations 

yield the desired solution in the original I-space. The constants appearing in the solu-

tions are the initial conditions. The particular part of the general solution is then the 

particular solution for the case where the initial conditions vanish. We note that only 

the constant coefficients affect the homogeneous solution, whereas for an inhomogene-

ous differential equation the input function only affects the particular solution. 
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The set of differential equations describing the physical systems of interest to us 

are two coupled first-order linear differential equations with constant coefficients 

which we write as 

d [X(t)] [a b][X(t)] [FI(t)] 
dt Y(t) ... c d Y(t) + F 2(t) . (A.4) 

We use the notation -t'{X(t)} .. x(s). -t'{Y(t)} .. y(s). -t'{Fj(t)} .. Ij(s). and the identity 

-t' { :tX(t)} .. sx(s) - X(O) .. sx - X 0 • 

and apply the Laplace transform operator to the system of equations to find 

(s-a)x - by .. II + Xo • 

- cx + (s-d)y = 12 + Yo . 

The algebraic solutions are 

sll - dll + bl2 + sXo - (dXo-bYo) 
x(~- • 

(s-a)(s-d) + bc 
(A.S) 

sl2 - al2 + c/l + sYo - (aYo-cXo) 
y(s) '" (s-a)(s-d) + bc . (A.6) 

The transform y(s) can be obtained from x(s) by exchanging a-d. b ...... c. Xo-Yo• and 

/ 1 - 12• The denominator common to both expressions for the Laplace transforms is 

the characteristic equation for the matrix M in Eq. (A.4). We let fl+ and fl- be the 

roots of the characteristic equation (eigenvalues of the matrix M) so that we can write 
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(s - a)(s - d) .. (s - JL+)(s - JLJ • (A.7) 

JLt .. JLo ± JL • (A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.IO) 

JL+JL- ... IMI '" ad - be • (A.II) 

To facilitate the inverse transformation operation we define 

k .. 0.1. (A.12) 

Eqs. (A.S) and (A.6) can be rewritten as 

The linearity of the Laplace transform operator .t' allows us to perform the inverse 

transformation term-by-term and obtain the forms 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 

The inverse Laplace transforms of these functions aret 

t Spiegel (1968). #32.40. #32.4 I. p. 165. 
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Using Eq. (A.8) we can put these equations in the form 

p. :f. 0 • (A.IS) 

(A.16) 

To determine the forms of the functions Go(t) and G1(t) for cases involving division by 

zero we take the appropriate well-defined limits. For example. the case in which the 

eigenvalues are degenerate has p. - O. We then use the limits sinh(p.t)//L ... t and 

cosh(p.t) ... 1. 

§A-3. Exponential Driving Terms 

In order to proceed further in evaluating the solutions to the system of differen-

tial equations we must specify the input functions F1(t) and Fz(t). Forms of particular 

interest to us are a t-independent term. i.e. a constant term with respect to the 

differential equation. and a term having an exponential t-dependence. We construct 

such functions as 

k ~ 1.2 . (A.17) 

The general form of the convolutions of interest is 
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1 

Gj*F" - Ldl'Gj(/')F,,(/-t') 

(A.18) 

The coefficient of ..It" is the CJ." - 0 case of the coefficient of qJ". The calculated in-

tegrals are 

(A.20) 

If CJ." ,.. JL+. Eqs. (A.19) and (A.20) become. respectively. 

-L f" 1 _" -Ilt Sinh(IlI )] 
2JL r+ .-_e p. • 

-L [I _ e-Jlt Sinh(IlI )] • 
2JL JL 

and for CJ." ... JL- these expressions are 

-L [ellt sinh(lll) - I] . 
2JL P. 

We now have the following results for the convolutions: 
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GI*FI .. /lot sinh(llt) [ ~ r.J1 I.. )/1.. )1.. )] e # ./VI + W IIP-+Il- - #001. 1 IP-+ - 01. 1 IP-- - 01.1 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

and GO*F2 is the same as the expression for Go*FI with the index change 1 -+ 2. We 

substitute Eqs. (A .21) and (A .22) into Eqs. (A .13) and (A .14) to find the solution for 

X(t) given by 

(A.23) 

The solution for Y(t) is found from the X(t) solution by making the interchanges a ~ d. 

§A-3-1. Degenerate Case 

For the special case that the exponential inputs have the same t-dependence we 

set 01.1 '" 01.2 == 01. and find 



X(t) .. 

+ (p.+Il--1l0rJ.)rJJ 1 - (p.o-rJ.)(drJJ l-brJJ 2)] 
(p.+ - rJ.)(p._ - rJ.) 

Let us calculate the sum and difference values for this case. We find 

+ (p.+Il- - 1l0rJ.)(rJJ I ± rJJ 2) - (p.O-rJ.) ~d =+- C)rJJ I - (b =+- a)rJJZJ } 
(p.+ - rJ.)(p._ - rJ.) 

211 

(A.24) 

(rJ.-d ± C)rJJ I + [b =+- (a-rJ.) ] rJJZ } 

(p.+ - rJ.)(p._ - rJ.) 

(d =+- c)AI - (b =+- a)Az 

1l+1l-

§A-3-2. Example: REA Population Sum and Difference 

(A.25) 

In this section we consider the two-level model with a more general decay (or 

exchange) scheme than treated in the text of this work. The scheme is illustrated in 

Fig. A-I. The (incoherent) interaction of a "two-level" eigenstate Ij}. j .. a. b • with 

the reservoir is parameterized by a source term Xj (population-pumping rate per unit 

volume) and a sink factor 'Yj (population decay rate). The incoherent exchange within 
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Aa 

la) 

'Ya 
Aab w 'Ya' 'Yb' 

Ib) 

Ab 'Yb 

Fig. A-I. Schematic energy-level diagram of a two-level atom with a more general 
decay scheme than that treated in the text (see Fig. 2-1). The open system incoherent 
exchange is given by the pumping rates per unit volume Aa and Ab and the decay rates 
by 'Ya and 'Yb' The inter-level exchange is given by 'Ya' for the la) -+ Ib) incoherent 
process. and 'Yb' for the Ib) -+ la) process. 

the two-level scheme is given by 'Ya'. the la) -+ Ib) decay rate. and 'Yb'. the Ib) -+ la) 

decay rate. The ratio of the pumping rate to the decay rate for a given level. 

nOj '" A/'Yj. determines the population of the level for a system which is not perturbed 

by an electric field. The sum of these terms for levels la) and Ib) gives the total 

number of systems present in the two levels of interest. whereas the difference gives 

the (unsaturated) population difference. We define the parameters related to the inco-

herent properties as 

N± ... Aaha ± Abhb • 

A± = 1/2(Aa ± Ab) • 

'Y± = 1/2('Ya ± 'Yb) • 

'Y±'" l/ba ' ± 'Yb')· 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 

(A.28) 

(A.29) 
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The energy difference between levels la) and Ib) is ilwa - ilwb =: ilw. The ability 

of an electric field of frequency v to saturate this transition depends on the atom-field 

detuning 5. We consider the coupling of the atom to the field via the electric-dipole 

interaction energy given in §2-1. The general Schrooinger equation of motion for the 

population-matrix elements is also given in that section. The equation for the coher-

ence matrix element Pab is solved using the rate-equation approximation (REA) by 

assuming the field amplitude. the population difference. and the injected coherence 

amplitude are slowly varying over the dipole coherence decay time T2 =: lh. This 

coherence couples to the level populations by means of dipole-allowed transitions: 

either directly. as in the one-photon case. or indirectly via the intermediate coherences. 

as in the two-photon case. The resulting rate equations are 

d [Paa] [-('Ya + 'Ya' + R) 'Yb' + R ][Paa] [Xa + (qe
i6t 

+ c.c.)] (A.30) 
dt Pbb - 'Ya' + R -('Yb + 'Yb' + R) Pbb + Xb - (qeiSt + c.c.) • 

where the rate constant R. the injected coherence coupling factor q. and the detuning 5 

depend on the type of transition between la) and Ib). i.e. here. one-photon or two-

photon. The two-level population decay parameter valid for both cases is 

(A.31) 

Defining the longitudinal relaxation time scale in this manner is not strictly general. 

since the open system excited-state scheme leads to a different form for Tl than the 

closed system upper-to-ground-Iower level system. These mechanisms do not "bridge 

cleanly". i.e. transform into each other in the appropriate limits. as evidenced by the 

possible negative value of Tl in Eq. (A.31). This expression is useful when 

'Ya 'Yb » 'Ya ''Yb'· The quantity R indicates the degree of saturation of the two-level 
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transition causing coherent population transfer between the levels. The parameter q 

indicates how the injected atomic coherence couples to dipole-allowed transitions satu-

rated by the electric field. effectively behaving similarly to R but requiring only half 

as many electric field mode interactions. 

We solve these equations using the Laplace transform method presented above in 

this appendix. In comparing Eq. (A.S) with Eq. (A.2S) we note a difference in the 

final term. The complex-conjugate part of this inhomogeneous term poses no difficulty 

since the Laplace transform is a linear operation. For each term depending on QJ and 

O! there will be a corresponding term depending on QJ* and O!*. We make the identifi-

cations: 

Using Eq. (A.24) we find the solution 

P
aa 

(t) = ellot sinh(lLt) {<lL - d)p (0) + bp (0) + A -!l d'IIa - bAb 
lL 0 aa bb a 0 lL+lL-

[ 
<lL+lL- - lloO!) - (fLo _. O!)(b + d) ] } 

+ q f" )1,,) + c.c. 
V"+ - O! V"- - O! 

+ ellot COSh(fLt){ Paa (0) + d'IIa 
- bAb + [<lLq(b + )~ - O!) ) + c.c.]} 

IL+IL- + - O! _ - O! 

(A.32) 

The solution for Pbb(t) is found from this expression by making the interchanges 
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Paa - Pbb' 'Ya - 'Yb' Aa - Ab' q - - q. d - a. and b - c. Let us calculate the pop-

ulation sum and difference denoting the initial values by S(O) = So and D(O) '" Do. We 

find the REA expressions 

S(t) .. e/l
ot Sin~ClLt) { 1/,,(b-a-d+c+2f1.o)So - 1/,,(d-c+b-a)Do + Aa + Ab 

- f1.:;- [(d-C)Aa - (b-a)AbJ - [2qQ .(J.Lo - ~) + C.C. ] } 

/lot h/u ) {s (d-C)Aa - (b-a)Ab [2 Q ] } + e cos ""t 0 + - q • + C.C. 
f1.+f1.-

(d-C)Aa - (b-a)Ab [2 Q Cit ] - - q.e + C.C. • 
f1.+f1.-

(A.33) 

D(t) • .to' 'in~!J!t) { - '/,(b+a+d+c-2i'.)D. + 'j,(b+a-d-c)S. + '. - 'b 

- .J!:2... ~d )' - (b )' ] [2(J.L+f1._ -f1.o~) - (J.Lo-~)(a+c+b+d) 1 } +c I\a +a I\b + q fu )/u) + C.C. 
f1.+f1.- ""+ - ~ ""- - ~ 

/lot hfu ) {D (d+C)Aa - (b+a)Ab [2 Q ] } + e cos ""t 0 + - q + + C.C. 
f1.+f1.-

(A.34) 

where 

We substitute the values for ~ and the matrix elements that appear explicitly in these 

equations and obtain 
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(A.35) 

(A.36) 

where the detuning parameters have the forms 

(A.37) 

(A.38) 

The quantities depending on Rand /) can be written as 

(A.39) 

(A.40) 

(A.4I) 
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Using Eq. (A. 9) and (A .10) we find 

so that /L is real and by convention non-negative. In addition. the conditions 11-0 < 0 

and /L2 < 11-02 force the coefficients having the factor exp(/Lot) to decay away with time. 

For times greater than 1/1'Y++'Y+'+R-11-1 we concern ourselves only with the steady-state 

terms 

(A.42) 

(A.43) 

The parameters depending on the coherent aspect of the level-population evolu-

tion in time are easily inserted. For one-photon transitions the parameters of interest 

are the detuning 

fJ ... w - v. 

the rate constant 

R - 1.%'(fJ)/2T 1 • 

the atom-field electric-dipole coupling factor 

V(I) .. - 'f)tJ 12ft • 

the injected coherence coupling factor 

and the determinant of the coefficient matrix 

The corresponding expressions for the two-photon coupling are 
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.s ... w-2v. 
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APPENDIX B 

MODE UNCOUPLING AND WEAK FIELD SOLUTIONS 

§B-l. Introduction 

This appendix examines the development of the steady-state spatially slowly var

ying electric field propagation from the macroscopic Maxwell equations. We derive 

only the simplest field mode solutions by requiring the electric field and polarization 

envelopes to be slowly varying. The semiclassical dynamics of the "two-level" medium 

are derived using the procedure in Chapters 2 and 4 resulting in expressions for the 

polarization. which interacts with the electric field as it propagates. We use the nota

tion that partial-differentiation with respect to a real variable q is given by aq and 

write the Maxwell equations as 

v x E = - atB • 

V x "- J + atD. 

V·D = P/ree • 

V·B .. O. 

with the constitutive relations for isotropic nonmagnetic media 

D .. foE + P • B .. /Lo" • 

which lead to a wave equation for the electric field. This is easily derived for the 

case in which there are no free charges (P/ree .. 0) and no currents (J = 0). We assume 

the polarization induced by the field simply follows the field (excepting a possible 

phase difference) so that it varies in the electric field propagation direction. but has 
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negligible transverse variation. i.e. V·P '" 0 (transverse gauge condition). Use of the 

vector identityt 

v x V x E '" V(V'E) - V2E • 

and writing 

fo V· E '" V· D - V· P = 0 • 

enables us to take the "curl" of the Faraday equation and substitute in the "generalized" 

Ampere equation to obtain the wave equation 

where the left-hand side is the usual free-space wave equation and the right-hand side 

is the polarization driving term. 

We are interested in describing the evolution of a scalar electric field with a 

well-defined propagation direction. which we choose to be Z. i.e. spatial variations 

orthogonal to this direction are negligible. The above wave equation simplifies to the 

scalar form 

(B. 1) 

The fields we wish to study vary harmonically at optical frequencies so that the field 

and polarization can be expressed as 

~ 

E", 1/2 (} e-ivt + C.C •• 

~ 

p = i/2 ilJ e-wt + C.C •• 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

where the use of complex-valued functions is advantageous since the wave equation is 

t Spiegel (1968): #22.45. p. 120. 
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linear. The positive and negative frequency components of the real-valued fields must 

- -each separately satisfy the equation. The mode envelopes IJ and !lJ may at this stage 

have temporal oscillations but they are orders of magnitude slower than the optical 

oscillations (-1015 Hz). We substitute Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) into (B. I) to obtain a (infra-

optical) envelope equation 

- -(a; + /LofoV2 + i2/LofOVat - /Lofoal)1J .. - /Lo(v2 + i2vat - al)!lJ (B.4) 

Since the mode envelopes may oscillate. at most. at frequencies much smaller than the 

optical frequency v. the slowly varying envelope approximation (SYEA) temporal con-

ditions may be expressed as 

lal&1 « vlat&1 • 

la?-~I «vlat~1 «v21~1 

These conditions transform Eq. (B.4) into the form 

- -(a; + /LofoV2 + i2/LofoVa t)1J '" - /Lov2!lJ . 

-

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

For the case of a single-mode field we assume the electric field envelope (] shows. at 

most. weak variations in time. The envelope has achieved a steady-state form so we 

may drop the at-term in Eq. (B.7). 

68-2. Uncoupling of Electric Field Modes 

The single-mode electric field envelope may be generalized in our treatment by 

allowing the envelope to have harmonic oscillation components in time. but over time 

scales much larger than an optical temporal period. Of particular interest in multi-

wave mixing is a uniformly spaced (in frequency) multimode envelope of the form 



8 = L 8 n ei~(2-n)t • 

n 
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(B.8) 

where v .... V2 is chosen as the reference frequency and the mode spacing or beat fre-

quency A. is much smaller than the optical frequency v2• The polarization follows the 
~ 

driving field and so we generalize the complex polarization amplitude envelope !lJ to 

'It; .. L 'It; n eiA(2-n)t 

n 

~ ~ 

(B.9) 

The individual electric field mode envelopes ,g n behave as ,g does in the single-mode 

case. i.e. possess negligible variations in time. The same is true for the polarization 
~ 

envelopes !lJ n whenever there is no injected coherence or one of the modes coincides 

with the injected coherence. For cases in which the injected coherence is detuned 

from a mode. the polarization amplitudes develop pulsations with frequencies to. 

where 0 is the detuning. This effect is present even in the single-mode case. Each 

mode actually develops sidebands symmetrically detuned in frequency as shown in 

Chapter 2. If we assume 101 « 1.1.1. then we may ignore the fact that the polarization 

actually gives rise to sidebands and simply carry along the temporal phase mismatch 

factor Bt aD exp(-iot). By doing this we avoid the need to carry out our Fourier expan-

sions with respect to 0 as well as A. 

For a multi mode field Eq. (BA) becomes 

~ei(2-n)At(82 + " € V 2 + i2" € V 8 -" € 8 2)8 = - " ~ei(2-n)At(v 2+i2v 8 - 8 2)'lt; L...; Z ~o 0 n ~o 0 n t ~o 0 t n ~o L...; n n t t n 

n n 

The multi mode "infra-optical" envelope equation may be approximated using the SVEA 

relations of Eqs. (B.S) and (B.6) for each mode as 
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"""'ei(2-n)t.t(8 2 + " f V 2 + i2" f V 8)8 = - " """'ei(2-n)t.t v 2!iJ L..; Z,..o 0 n "'00 n t n "'0L..; n n' 

n n 

-If the variations in each !lJ n are much weaker than the oscillations of the phasor. then 

the coefficients of the various orders of exp(ifl.t) may be considered constant and the 

above equation may be separated into three single-mode equations as Eq. (8.5). The 

Fourier series given by Eq. (8.9) is a convenient representation of the polarization 

envelope for this case. The muItimode relations containing the injected atomic coher-

ence derived in the main body of this dissertation are then valid for the regime 

101 «1fl.1. The expressions for the polarization amplitudes of Eqs. (2.20) (one-photon 

case) and (4.18) (two-photon case) show that the two-level coherence Pab contributes. 

thus allowing the injected coherence to appear in some of the polarization terms. The 

-injected coherence amplitude Aab carries along its temporal phase mismatch factor B( 

leading to an additional modulation in time. For 10 It ~ I the sidebands due to the in-

jected coherence begin to uncouple from their associated central components at the 

mode frequencies vn' To treat this mode uncoupling more rigorously we must perform 

a temporal projection operation. which takes advantage of the linear independence of 

harmonic functions defined over some interval (domain). We discuss this operation in 

the context of the separation of modes via their spatial degrees of freedom in the next 

section. 
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§B-3. Derivation of Driving Polarization by Spatial Projection 

Single-Mode Electric Field 

We now treat the spatial dependence of the field by expressing the modes in 

terms of the normal modes of free space. i.e. the temporally slowly-varying electric 

field envelope has the form 

~ 

8 = 8eiKz • (B. 10) 

with the propagation number satisfying the free space dispersion relation J(2 - V2J.LoEo or 

K - vic. where c - l/./(p,o€o) is the speed of light in a vacuum. The space derivatives 

in the propagation equation become 

The spatial counterpart to the SVEA condition Eq. (B.S). la;81 « Klaz 81. permits us 

to drop the a;-term modifying the envelope relation Eq. (B.7) to 

(B. II) 

~ 

In general. the complex polarization field envelope !lJ may have contributions oscillat-

ing with a different spatial dependence than the electric field. Suppose the polariza-

tion oscillates as exp(iK'·r). If Ie' is parallel to K of the electric field. a phase mis-

match occurs whenever K' 4: K. If Ie' is not parallel to K. the wave vector mismatch 

ilK '" K' - K leads to a more general phase mismatch in space. We restrict ourselves 

to situations in which the propagation vectors are nearly collinear and ignore the 

transverse variations. 

In order to determine whether certain polarization contributions interact signifi-

cantly over length scales of interest. we perform a projection operation on both sides of 
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the field envelope propagation equation. For the context here this is equivalent to a 

spatial averaging of the variations relative to the electric field variations. A singhl 

slowly varying electric field mode must not be affected by the projection but the pol-

arization may contain terms which are. The projection operation (averaging over an 

interval of length L) acts on the mode envelopes as 

(B.12) 

L 
i Io dz' e-iK(z+z')liJ .. eit:.Kz eit.KL/2 sinc(l/2 AKL)!l! • (B.13) 

~ 

where the sinc-factor sinc(x) :: sin(x)/x and !l! = !l!exp(-iKz) is assumed to show negli-

gible change over the averaging interval just as (f does. The spatial phase mismatch 

factor Bs - exp(iI:l.Kz) indicates that the electric field and polarization go in and out of 

phase producing "spatial beats" or a fringe grating. The fact that the polarization may 

have a temporal phase mismatch when an injected coherence is present also leads to a 

sinc-factor modulation (in time) to the field-polarization coupling. This phase mis-

match contained in the factor Bt is mentioned in §B-2 above but we assume it is 

slowly varying and simply include it in the central Fourier components associated with 

each field mode. In a similar manner we may include the spatial phase mismatch in 

the polarization. for the case in which it is slowly varying over an optical wavelength. 

by expressing the polarization amplitude just as we do for the field. namely. 

!l! .. !l!eiKz . (B.14) 

The single-mode relation Eq. (B. 11) becomes 
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with the phase mismatch factors now buried in !lJ. The steady-state slowly varying 

propagation equation for the complex electric field amplitude reduces to the simple 

relation 

The general phase mismatch factor B - BsBt may be expressed as 

Bs ... eit:.Kz eidKL/2sinc(I/2t::.KL) • 

Bt = e-iSt e-iST/2sinc(I/28T) • 

(B.15) 

where T is the averaging time long enough for the field envelopes to attain a steady-

state form. but short enough to allow the temporally phase mismatched terms to couple 

significantly to the original field mode (assuming we do not want to explicitly treat the 

detuned sidebands for each field mode). We restrict our treatments to the nearly phase 

matched case so that the factors resulting from the averaging operation may be 

dropped to yield 

B s '" eit:.Kz • (B.16) 

Chapters 2 and 4 use Eq. (B.15) to derive the propagation equations for weak electric 

fields including the effects of the phase mismatch of Eq. (B.16). 

Multimode Electric Field 

The propagation of a multimode field is. in general. three-dimensional since the 

wave vectors have three degrees of freedom. Many terms arise in the polarization 

from the coherent interactions among the electric field modes and the injected atomic 
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coherence. We choose the interaction geometry (propagation directions) to produce pol-

arization contributions such that some are nearly phase matched and others are poorly 

phase matched. We specify the spatial dependence of the modes to be unidirectional 

running waves by writing 

where r!J n for each mode is slowly varying with respect to optical oscil!ations just as 

for the single-mode case. Since we may use the linear independence of the temporal 

parts of the field to separate the multimode field into single-mode equations, we follow 

the same procedure used for the derivation of Eq. (B.ll) and write the steady-state 

relation 

(B.17) 

For the three-wave mixing scheme of Fig. l-l(e) we choose to couple the weak side-

bands Eland E 3 by using the spatial phase mismatch of the interaction of the pump 

and one sideband to counteract the mismatch between the pump and the other side-

band. i.e. exp[i(K1-Kz)·r] 9!! exp[i(Kz-K3)·r]. The pump beam interacts with one side-

mode to form a fringe grating in the nonlinear medium. The pump is able to interact 

again with this grating and scatter energy into or from the other sidemode. We project 

out all phase mismatched contributions to the polarization as in Eq. (B.13). We begin 
~ 

with the temporally slowly varying sidemode amplitude .rg n and sift out the "phase 

matched" space-time polarization amplitude .rg n by the projection operation 

(B.18) 

where the range of integration L is typically a small integral-multiple of wavelengths 
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of the field mode of interest (21T/Kn ). The range of integration is determined by how 

poorly particular terms are phase matched. If the mismatch is large. as in the case of 

field modes propagating in significantly different directions. then only one wavelength 

may be required. When the phase mismatch is weak. it may require several wave

lengths of integration in order to uncouple contributions. For the interaction of har

monic waves. such as the plane waves we study. the projection generally produces an 

amplitude modulating sinc-factor as in Eq. (B.13). with an argument proportional to the 

product of the wave number mismatch and the length of the averaging interval. We 

consider the waves mismatched when the value of this factor allows only negligible 

oscillations. This is achieved by either a large difference in the propagation vectors 

(ilK). a long propagation distance (L), or both. It is possible to encounter a situation in 

which the spatial phase mismatch is so weak that the medium behaves as though it is 

"thin", i.e. the interaction region is not large enough to yield an area in which the 

waves can be considered uncoupled. One may not neglect such terms in the projec

tion. We consider only situations where the sine-factor is sufficiently small to make 

the "phase mismatched" terms negligible. We also treat the sinc-factor as unity for 

terms we wish to consider "phase matched". It is also important to remember that the 

integration range is assumed to be sufficiently small that the field envelopes do not 

change significantly. This sets an upper limit to the range of integration and poses 

difficulty in cases where a spatial variation is on the order of the length scale of the 

variations in the field mode amplitudes. A particular example of this effect shows up 

in the treatment of four-wave mixing as discussed in Appendix C. 

Once the desired polarization amplitudes !lJ n have been calculated the behavior 

of the single-mode electric field amplitudes can be determined from the propagation 

equation 

., 
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(8.19) 

We assume that the weakly phase mismatched contributions to the polarization yield 

phase- and sine-factors [as in Eq. (8.13), depending on the averaging interval], which 

may be approximated by unity. The remaining phase mismatch factors are given in 

Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36). 

§B-4. Weak Side mode Solutions 

The one-photon space-time slowly varying polarization amplitudes of Chapter 3 

are substituted into Eq. (8.19) to produce the coupled-mode equations given in 

Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44). These equations represent an inhomogeneous linear system of 

equations in 8 1 and 8:. We solve these by first making the transformation 

1]j .. exp(itlKz/2)8j and then using the Laplace transform method as done in Appendix 

A. The original equations can be written as 

and the transformed equations as 

where 

r .. (K/\ - K1) + tlK/2 , 

Mo .. M(LlK=O) , 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

(8.22) 

(8.23) 



M - [- at l + :b.K/2 XI ]. 
X3 - at~ - ib.K/2 

We define the quantities 
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(B.24) 

(B.25) 

(B.26) 

and use Eq. (A.24) and the transformation listed after Eq. (A.23) with the following 

identifications: 

x = 6\(Z) = c'] leiAKz/2, a = - at l +ib.K/2 , 

y = 6'~(z) = c']~e-iAKz/2, d = - at~+ib.K/2 , 

b = XI' 

* C .. X3 ' 

/L .. J at+ 2 
- /L+/L-, /Lo .. -at+, at .. i~ , 

/L+/L- = (at l - iM/2)(at~ + iM/2) - XIX~ . 

all = f3I Aab Bt ' 

i1J2 .. f3~abBt ' 

The resulting equations can be written in the form given in Eqs. (3.57) and (3.58). 

In an analogous manner we substitute the two-photon polarization amplitudes .0 I 

and .0~ [see Eq. (5.46) and use the transformation discussed following Eq. (5.44) to 

find the other] into the sidemode propagation equations to yield the slowly varying 

coupled-mode relations of Eqs. (5.47) and (5.48). The coefficients of the sidemode 

amplitudes are not constant in space. These two-photon coupled-mode equations 

appear simpler than the corresponding one-photon equations since there is no inhomo-

geneous term, but the one-photon at'S and X's are constant in space, whereas the the 

two-photon multiwave mixing coefficients of Eqs. (5.49)-(5.52) have terms depending 

on the injected-coherence/pump phase mismatch factor B of Eq. (4.56) with K ... K2 

and 0 =- w - 2v2• If we ignore the spatial phase mismatch between the injected coher-

ence and two-photon pump, then the equations have the form of the one-photon equa-
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tions with f31 .. f33 .. O. The weak sideband solutions are obtained by reducing the one

photon expressions and are listed in Eqs. (5.58) and (5.59). 



APPENDIX C 

ANALYTIC TREATMENT OF SPATIAL HOLE 

AVERAGING IN FOUR-WAVE MIXING 

FOR TWO-PHOTON MEDIA 

§C-l. Introduction 
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~ 

The probe-wave temporally slowly varying polarization amplitude !lJ 1 of 

Eq. (5.37) is a rather large expression. Our goal is to integrate this over a small 

integral-multiple of probe wavelengths in order to sift out the proper spatial variations 

yielding the ("phase-matched") space-time slowly varying polarization amplitude !lJ l' 

which acts as a source for the probe field in the Maxwell equations. We note that 

ignoring the Stark shift (k_ .. 0 .. w-l and injected atomic coherence (j},ab 1 .. 0). the 

expression reduces to seven terms. If either the Stark shift or the injected coherence is 

neglected. there are twenty-two terms. Keeping all effects we have seventy-nine terms. 

having various denominators. factors of 0/s. and combinations of 18212 with 82
2• 

Such variety requires a detailed treatment of the many possibilities. 

The method of partial fractions does not lend itself to creating one general 

formula. that can then be reduced to all particular cases. In abstract terms the theory 

is clear as presented in §C-2. One would like to develop an expression which can be 

applied to any term of interest by assigning one or more of the parameters particular 

values. The major problem occurs when some of the parameters are set equal to zero. 

since partial fraction decomposition is inherently a division operation. In the treatment 
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below we sacrifice generality for notational convenience and ease in interpreting the 

expressions. An important guiding principle is that we would like to develop equa

tions that lend themselves to numerical calculation. A general expression can be ob

tained but to implement it computationally requires more storage and calculation of a 

significant number of products involving zero. The subsequent presentation is carried 

out with these ideas in mind. 

We are interested in obtaining expressions for the space-time slowly varying 

sidemode polarization amplitudes ~ 1 and ~ 3 to be used in the slowly varying 

Maxwell equations. In order to separate out the individual field mode amplitudes on 

one side of the wave equation (homogeneous terms). a projection operation is applied. 

which requires the projection to operate on the polarization term. i.e. integrating 

[exp(iKj ·r)]* ?iJ j over an integral-number of wavelengths of mode j (as discussed in 

Appendix B). In general. this may lead to a difficult mathematical problem since the 

coefficients of the phasors in each term of the polarization amplitude may not have 

negligible space dependence. If these coefficients are slowly varying over the integra

tion interval. they may simply be removed from the integrand. If they are rapidly 

varying. i.e. changing significantly on a length scale (an optical spatial period) much 

shorter than the slowly varying field amplitudes. then we average the rapidly varying 

quantities before carrying out the projection operation. 

Consider. in particular. the case of four-wave mixing with counterpropagating 

pump beams of the same frequency. The pump-waves form a standing-wave grating 

which burns a standing-wave pattern of spatial holes in the population difference of 

the two-level atomic medium. This standing-wave grating has a period of one-half 

pump wavelength (1T/K2). The probe sees a standing-wave grating with a period dep

ending on the angle between the beams. When the beams are parallel. the probe 

encounters a grating of wavelength 1T/K2 as well stronger coupling to the pump since 
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their relative phase mismatch is smallest. As the angle between Kl and K2 increases. 

the mode coupling decreases and the wavelength of the spatial variation in the direc

tion of the probe increases to 1T/K2·K1• 

The signal (probe) and one pump-wave interact with the medium to produce a 

periodic fringe structure with which the other pump-wave may scatter. This coherent 

coupling leads to contributions to the conjugate-wave. The resulting pump-wave in

tensity has a rapidly varying component that we wish to average in order to obtain a 

SVEA-type polarization [see Appendix B Eqs. (B.5) and (B.6)]. When the probe is able 

to sample a number of cycles of the grating as it propagates (the projection operation 

may not allow this). the effect of the grating on the polarization is found by integrating 

over a wavelength of the grating in the direction of propagation (longitudinal 

averaging). In the extreme case of orthogonal waves the probe sees no spatial variation 

along its propagation direction. No energy is exchanged coherently between the waves 

but the standing-wave pattern modulates the amplitude of the probe field transverse to 

its propagation direction. We account for this by a transverse averaging over spatial 

holes. similar to the longitudinal averaging discussed above. As the component of K2 

in the direction of Kl becomes negligible. the standing wave grating has little effect on 

the probe-wave propagation. The only averaging one may want to consider is averag

ing transverse to the probe direction. For (nearly) parallel waves the transverse aver

aging operation is negligible. but the standing wave in the probe direction varies on 

the order of an optical wavelength. We therefore perform the longitudinal averaging of 

this rapidly-varying modulation on the probe field before carrying out the projection 

operation of Eq. (B.18). 

As long as the angle between the pump and probe directions is less than roughly 

85D• it is reasonable to consider the pump-wave grating to be rapidly varying. i.e. 

changing significantly on the order of an optical wavelength. For angles ~ 85D the 
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grating period in the probe direction is many optical wavelengths long. The probe-

wave propagation as well as the projection operation are only weakly affected; for 

strictly orthogonal beams there is no effect. The only averaging to be performed is 

'" due to the grating in the transverse direction affecting !lJ 1 along the probe beam width. 

The mathematical form of the transverse averaging is similar to the longitudinal aver-

aging. For angles close to 850 the fringe pattern varies on the length scale of the field 

amplitudes. Our approximations breakdown here so we do not consider this case. 

§C-2. Review of the Method of Partial Fraction Decomposition 

We consider the rational expression f(z)/rI>(z) in which the denominator has j 

distinct roots Zl' Zz • •••• Zj and m multiple roots of Zoo The denominator has the form 

j 

¢(z) = TT (z - zi)(z - zo)m '" t/J(z) (z - zo)m • 

i .. l 

(C.l) 

If the degree of the numerator f(z) is greater than that of the denominator ¢(z). we 

divide out the polynomials so that the numerator is of lower degree than the denomina-

tor. For example. consider a function g(x) to be an m-th order polynomial in x and 

h(x) to be a polynomial of n-th order. with m ~ n. The division has the form 

where the quotient polynomial 

M Q() R(x) 
h(x)" x + h(x) • 

m-n 

Q(x) EO L qk xk • 

k"() 

(C.2) 

and the remainder polynomial R(x) is of order less than Iz(x). The technique of decom-
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posing into partial fractions is applied to the last term. We concern ourselves with the 

decomposition of this remaining fraction. 

For I(z) of order less than ¢(z) the partial fraction decomposition can be written 

as 

M Si Mm_1t+1 t' m 

rp(z) = z - zi + L (z - zo)It 
i ... l k-l 

(C.3) 

Clearing the denominator from the left-hand side we obtain 

f(z) ... tSi(Z - zo)m l1(z - zit) + fMm-It+dZ - zo)m-It (C.4) 

i=l Hi k ... l 

The partial fraction form in Eq. (C.3) is legitimate since equating the coefficients of 

like powers of z in Eq. (C.4) leads to as many equations as there are unknowns. The 

first sum is treated as for the case of distinct roots. Consider a particular distinct root 

Zit. The only term in the expansion of f(z) in Eq. (C.4) that does not have a factor of 

(z - zit) remains when we evaluate f(z) at z CD z/c.' We find 

j 

f(z/c.) ... SIt(z - zo)m l1(z/c. - zi) ... Sit rp'(z/c.) • 

#k 

where rp' == d¢/dz. The coefficient for the partial fraction is then 

(C.S) 

In order to determine the coefficients M /c. of a multiple root Zo we carry out a series of 

differentiations on f(z) in order to eliminate factors of that root. In this way a new 

coefficient can be determined in terms of previously obtained coefficients. Each term 

in the first summation of Eq. (C.4) has at least one factor of (z - zo). even after m-I 
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differentiations. These terms vanish when the expression is evaluated at the root Z = 

Zoo We then obtain the following series of equations: 

f(zo) .. M II/1(zo) • 

/'(zo) .. M II/1'(zo) + M21/1(zo) • 

/"(zo) = M II/1"(zo) + 2M21/1'(zo) + M31/1(zo) • 

and so on for higher orders. M" can then be determined in terms of MI' .... M"_I • 

and the m-l derivatives of f(z) and l/1(z) evaluated at the root. 

If there are two distinct multiple roots tl and t2' we modify Eq. (C.l) for the 

denominator function as 

j 

¢(z) = 11 (z - Zj)(z - t I)m(z - t2)n = I/II(Z) (z - t I)m = 1/12(Z) (z - t2)n • (C .6) 

i=l 

where m and n are the respective multiplicities of the roots. The partial fraction de-

composition is 

(C.7) 

The coefficients are determined in the same manner as above with the modification 

that to determine M" we set 1/1 -. 1/11 and for N" we set 1/1 -. 1/12' 
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§C-3. Application to Four-Wave Mixing Forms 

§C-3- t . Notation and Analysis of Contributing Functions 

In this section we apply the partial fraction formalism to the particular expres-

sions for the weak sideband polarization amplitudes of Eqs. (5.37) and (5.38). These 

equations are to be averaged over the spatial variations produced by the pump beams 

in the two-Ie'fel medium. For the four-wave mixing scheme we write the parameters 

describing the pump-waves as 

r!i2± - 1r!i2± I i P
± • 

12 ", IT(l + Vcose) • 

12 = 212+e-i2¢t(r + ~+cose + ~_sine) • 

(C.8) 

(C.9) 

(C.lO) 

(C.II) 

where the dimensionless intensities 12 and 12 are the pump field cases of Eqs. (4.22) 

and (4.23). the total intensity 

IT'" 12+ + 12- • (C.12) 

the fringe visibility 

V - 2 jI2~2j1T • (C.13) 

the relative field amplitude 

r == r!i2_/r!i2+ .. Irle-i¢' • (C.l4) 

the relative absolute phase 

q)' .. ¢- - ¢+ • (C.lS) 

and e .. 2K2'r + ¢' • (C.l6) 

~± .. IMI ± IrI2)e-i¢' . (C.l7) 

For notational simplicity in this section we write z ~ cose. In examining the terms of 
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the sidemode complex polarization amplitudes we encounter the two saturation factors: 

the real-valued J' 0 of Eq. (5.27) and the complex-valued J'I of Eq. (5.28). with 

J'I -+ J' 0 as .b. -+ O. We rewrite the denominator expressions as 

where 

a' Z2 + b' z + c' 
Z2 + bz + c • 

b' = 2Vws (1l + (;)s)/a' • 

e' = [c' a' + .b.(i2'Y-.b.))/a' • 

Dc .. a' Z2 + b' z + e' 
o! z2+f3z+e' 

f3 = (b'a' + 2VI))/0! • 

E = (E'a' + I))/o! • 

The quantity (;)s is the average Stark shift frequency produced by the two-photon 

pump-waves. The expressions for the coefficients a. b. c. and c' can be obtained from 

the corresponding equations for o!. {3. E. and E' by setting .b. = 0 (as expected since 

Dc -+ DR as .b. -+ 0). The common factor I) reduces to 'Y2/T2. For the complex-Lorent-

zian denominators we write 

(C.18) 

The convention for the coefficients of z" in DR' Dc. and OJ is that the Greek charac

ters (O!. f3. e.e,) are complex-valued and the English characters (a.a'. b. b'. c, c') are real-

valued, with a and a' positive definite (considering only nonvanishing pump-waves). 
~ 

In addition to a term of ill I having DR' Dc. both, or neither. there may also be 
~ 

factors of 0 j • The form of ill l indicates that there may be none to four such factors 

leading to distinct roots, distinct roots with one double root, or a pair of double roots. 

We describe these factors using the notation of Eq. (C.t8) by 



Y(z) = TT (OI, + iA1z). {l} = {I. 2. 2. 3} • 
{l} 
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(C.19) 

where the allowed values of the index 1 are determined by the products of the 0/s in 
~ ~ 

a given term of !lJ ,. The equation for !lJ, shows that the values are 1 = I. 2. 2. and 3. 

where the bar over an index implies the complex-conjugate of the quantity it indexes. 

and a particular value of 1 may appear as many as two times leading to a double-root 

of Y(z). We index the real value A. even though only one value is assumed. since we 

wish to derive an expression which is general in the factor function Y(z). The final 

spatial dependent factors result from the products involving Ig212. g22. and [g22 J*. i.e. 

the two-photon pump-wave factors. These factors appear in the form 

wherp. 0 S; i S; 5 and 0 S; j S; 2. We develop a polynomial 

(C.20) 

Using the relation ~+2 - ~_2 .. ,2 and the expression for the combination coefficient liCk 

given by 

nl (C.21) 
kl(n - k)1 • 

we explicitly list the equations for the 1)-coefficients as 

j = 0: 1);0 = 0 . 
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i = I: 'llilk = U ]Vk r + [k~1 ]VA-I ~+ ' 

i - 2: lIi2A - U ]Vk~+2 + [k~1 ]2Vk-1 E+r , 

When the pump-waves are of equal strength, /r/ = I and ~_ = 0, so that the sinO-term 

in Eq. (C.20) need not be considered. For the case that the field amplitudes 6'2+ .. 6'2_ 

are identical. r = V = ~+ = I resulting in the special form 

[i+i] 'IIiiA "" k • 

The coefficients of the sine-term are even functions of e. By an appropriate choice of 

integration limits these terms. odd in e. do not contribute to the projection [see Eq. 

(C.3l) and subsequent discussion]. We therefore ignore such terms. 

The most general form of the spatially varying part of the terms appearing in 
~ 

!lJ 1 can now be expressed as 

where we define the following functions for convenience: 

! R (z) = Z2 + b' Z + c' • 

¢>R(Z) .. Z2 + bz + c . 

fc(z) "" Z2 + b'z + f' • 

¢>c(z) m Z2 + (3z + E • 

The factored forms of the denominator functions are 

¢>R(Z) .. (z - Zl)(Z - Z2) • 

rPc(z) = (z - Z3)(Z - Z4) • 

where the roots are given by the well-known forms 

!Rdz) = !R(z)!C(z) • 

¢>RC(z) = ¢>R(z)¢>C(z) . 

(C.22) 



ZI.2 - - 1/2b ± 1/2J~ - 4c • 

Z3.4 =- - 1/2(3 ± 1/2J(32 - 4£ . 

The roots of the function T(z) in Eq. (C .19) are defined to be 
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The degeneracy of the denominator functions needs to be considered before a 

partial fraction decomposition can be performed. We examine the function ¢c(z) and 

deduce the properties of ¢R by setting A, .. O. Let the discriminant be S2 '" (32 - 4€. 

We calculate 

For A, .. 0 this becomes 

Since a is positive definite. the discriminant for the real-denominator expression DR is 

negative-definite (S2 < 0). The roots of ¢R are then distinct. The real part of S2 of 

Eq. (C.23) depends on the detuning and beat frequency as IF and A,2. respectively. 

The imaginary part has an overall factor of A, and terms depending on /)2 and A,2. In 

order for the roots of ¢c to be degenerate Re{S2} .. 0 '" Im{S2}. The expressions for 

these conditions do not readily show the properties of the roots. Therefore. we test for 

degenerate roots of ¢c during actual computation. The first summation in Eq. (C.3) 

must be modified for a double-root in that case. 
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§C-3-2. Decomposition into partial fractions 

In order to carry out a decomposition into partial fractions for a term of the 

form fRdz)/r/J(z). we note that. if there is at least one factor of OJ. then the quotient of 

polynomials has a larger power of z in the denominator; requiring no further division. 

If we include the 1/jjli. zli. terms. then we must multiply out the numerator polynomial 

factors and. if necessary. divide out the polynomials in order to obtain the proper 

relation of powers of z as discussed in §C-2 and expressed in Eq. (C.2). Using this 

method the results can be easily written down in abstract terms. The quotient and 

remainder polynomials may change depending on the particular form of the polynomial 

contributed by the two-photon pump factors. To implement this process computation-

ally is involved. We detour from this straightforward approach to the problem by 

performing the decomposition only on f RC I¢ and treating the other polynomial later. 
~ 

Examination of Eq. (5.37) for .01 shows that the only non-trivial case in which 

there is no factor of OJ is fRI¢. The 1/jjli. all vanish for this case. The form of the 

partial fractions is 

(C.24) 

where 

and S2 is found by interchanging the indices 1 and 2 in SI' The more complicated 

forms to be considered do not require polynomial division. 
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Case of Unequal Roots 

We consider the case that all roots of the denominator function rP(z) are unique. 

In general the function T(z) may have up to four roots. Since the number of roots we 

include does not change the numerator function for the decomposition, we allow for all 

four and eliminate any superfluous factors, for situations in which this is too many, 

by setting the appropriate Al - 0 and cxI - 1. We write T(z) as 

84 = AiAjAh,AI ' 

83 " - i [AiAj(Ah,CXI + Alcxh,) + Ah,AI(AiCXj + AjCXi)] , 

82 - - [AiAjCXh,CXl + Ah,A1CXiCXj + (AiCXj + AjCXi)(Ah,CXt + AtCXh,)] , 

81 .. i [cxiCXj(Ah,CXt + Atcxh,) + CXh,cx,(AiCXj + AjCXi)] , 

The other denominator factor is 

rPRC(Z) ... Z4 + (b+(3)Z3 + (b(3+cH)z2 + (bt+c(3)z + Cf , 

or it may be either of the simpler forms rPR or rPc. The corresponding numerator 

function must also be used. We write the entire denominator as a polynomial in the 

form 

rP(z) .. rpRc(z)T(z) == L JLh,zh, , 

k 

(C.2S) 

so that it is easier to calculate rP'(z) == drp/ dz for the evaluation of the partial fraction 

coefficients. The partial fraction decomposition becomes 
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(C.26) 

To obtain special cases we eliminate the terms that no longer contribute. We illustrate 

this briefly by considering the case in which Dc does not appear and that there are 

only two additional factors of 0 i and 0 j • then 

I: 
l=i.j 

where ¢(z) '" ¢R(z)(OI.i + iAz)(OI.j + iAz) is the reduced form of Eq. (C.l). 

Case of One Double-Root 

We write the denominator as 

The partial fraction decomposition is 

(C.27) 

where Ml = iRC(fk)N(f,,) • 

M2 = (fRc'(fk) - MIl/J'(fk)]/iAl/J(fk) . 
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Case of Two Double-Roots 

The appropriate equations are 

Ml .. IRC(ri)/I/Ji{ri)' M2 .. [fRC'(ri) - MIl/t/(ri)]/iAl/Ji{ri) • 

Nl '" IRC(rj )/1/tj(rj ). N2 - [fRC'(rj ) - MIl/t/(rj)]/iAl/tj(rj) . 

The final factor to be treated is the polynomial factor of Eq. (C.20) resulting from the 

products of the various two-photon pump factors. We reduced the expression 

I Rc(z)j¢J(z) into a sum of terms proportional to either of the forms (p + qzt1 or 

(p + qzt2
• An arbitrary term in the partial fraction decomposition then has a form 

proportional to 

flitlc zlc 

(p + qz)n • 

where 0 ~ k ~ 5 and 0 ~ n ~ 2. This expression is more complicated than (p + qz)-n 

obtained if the partial fraction technique were carried out on the entire expression 

Fij(z)/cp(z) of Eq. (C.22). We gave up this simplicity of form so that the numerator 

function maintained a more "well-defined" form. i.e. IR' Ic. or IRc. Our goal is to 

perform an averaging operation and so the next task is to integrate these expressions. 

" 
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6C-3-3. Evaluation of the Averaging Operation Integrals 

We choose the z-direction to lie along KI and the (y,z)-plane to be that of the 

wave vectors KI and K2• We restrict our treatment to the case in which the pump

wave grating along the longitudinal direction del - z) oscillates on the order of an 
"-

optical wavelength. The rapidly varying factors in .01 are averaged over an arbitrary 

period of the standing-wave grating (along z) resulting in slowly varying quantities to 

be used in the projection operation. The (longitudinal) averaging has the form 

(C.29) 

The slowly varying quantities depending on the "coarse-grain" parameter z are 

assumed to be unaffected by changes on the order of a few optical wavelengths of the 

"fine-grain" parameter z·. The space-time slowly varying probe-wave polarization 

amplitude is obtained from the projection operation 

(C.30) 

The averaging operation applied to the partial fraction decomposition of .0 1 dis-

cussed above leads to integrals of the form 

J coske 
de (p + qcose)n 

(C.3l) 

For n = 1.2 the ranges of k are 0 :::;; k :::;; 5 and 2 :::;; k :::;; 5, respectively. Choosing the 
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limits of integration to span an integral-number of oscillations allows us to ignore the 

sine-term in Eq. (C .11), since it leads to terms odd in e and therefore does not contri-

buteo 

We begin the analysis by considering the identityt 

.4. sine cos"e .. cos"e [cose + nq 1 - cos2e] + kcos"-lfJ cos2e - 1 
dfJ un un Un+ I un 

where k is an integer, n is a positive integer, and 

Setting k - 0 and using 

u == p + qcose . 

1 cosfJ .. - (U - p) , 
q 

to eliminate the cosine factors in the numerators, we obtain 

~I 2 _ dd
e 

[_ qSinfJ] + (2n - l)p _ n - 11 ' n _ 1. 2, ... 
UM nun nun nUn-

If p2 = q2, rearrange this as 

1 d [ qsinfJ ] + n - 1 
un - dfJ (2n-l)pUn (2n-l)pUn-1 

Setting n = 1,2 produces the useful special cases 

t Williamson (1920). The author provides motivation for this approach, p. 84. 

(C.32) 

(C.33) 

(C.34) 

(C.35) 

(C.36) 
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Eq. (C.32) may also be written in the form 

(k+l)cosk+19 = .!.L[SineCOSk9] + _1_~(_p)m[[k+2] n + 
un de Un qk+1 L m Un-k- I+m 

m=O 
[ 

k ] (k-n-m)q2] 
m Un-k+l +m • 

(C.37) 

.,',here the combination coefficients are defined in Eq. (C.21). Integrating these identi-

ties enables us to express desired integrals in terms of ones we already know or can be 

obtained by a similar successive-reduction technique. Note that the summation expres-

sion in the last equation leads to powers of U1 for 1 .. k+l-n. k-n • .... -(n+l). When 

I .. O. the integral Ide u1 is trivial and when 1 is a positive integer. U1 is a polynomial 

in cose. which can be evaluated using the expression t 

Ide coske ... isine cosk-Ie + k-,/ Ide cosk-2 e. k ... 1.2 .... 

The terms of Eq. (C.37) for the two largest powers of l/U are 

~ (k 2 2 2J ~ ~i:.::st Ln + )p - k(n-I)q qk+1 un + n qk+1 Un+1 . 

We remark that the term having the largest power of U in the denominator vanishes 

when p2 '" q2. For n ... I these are the only terms in which U appears in the denomi-

nator. Setting n .. I in the last equation and using the expression for (p2_q2)/U2 above 

we substitute these into Eq. (C.37) to obtain 

t Schaum (1968). p. 78. #14.396. 
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where Opq = I if p2 = q2 and vanishes otherwise. and the part of the equation in which 

U does not appear in the denominator is given by 

Since this equation is a polynomial in U. the parameter p may only appear as pi for 

R ~ O. Using this fact and Eq. (C.33) for U we may rewrite the expression for Q'I,k+1 

for 0 :5: k :5: 4 as 

k 

Q'I.k+1 = (_l)k L[(k+l-m)pk-m + (m+l)pk-2-mq2}-qcose)m • 

m=O 

with the restriction that terms containing pi for 1 < 0 vanish. (This allows us to avoid 

explicitly writing another summation from m .. 0 to m ... k-2 for the second term.) We 

define the integral of this quantity with respect to e (neglecting the constant of 

integration) as 

k 

QI,k+1 - (_l)k II(k+l-m)pk-m + (m+l)pk-2-mq2 }_q)nJ Ide cosme. (C.38) 

m..o 

The explicit expressions for the cases of interest are: 
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QI2 .. - 2pO + qsinO • 

QI5 = (5p4 + 5/2p2q2 + 15/sq4)O 

+ [- 4p3q + 2/3Pq3 + 3/s(4p2q2 + 5q4)COSO - 2/3Pq3cos20 + 1/4 q4COS30] sine . 

We are now in a position to state the form of the n .. 1. 1 ::;; k ::;; 5 case of Eq. (C.31) 

as 

I dO coskO "" [COSk-10 _ (1-0 ) [_p]k-I] sinO + I Q k+opq [_p]k 
p+qcosO pq q k(p+qcosO) kqk I.k + k q u. 

where the final integral U has the analytic farmt 

U == I dO I p + qcosO 

= .j; 2 tan-I J p-q tan(O/2) • 
p -q p+q 

_ J tan(O/2) • 
p 

I .. - - cot(O/2) • 
p 

(C.39) 

(C.40) 

p "" q. 

p "" -q. 

We follow the same procedure to calculate the equations for n = 2 in Eq. (C.37). 

These are: 

t Schaum (1968), p. 77-78, #14.384, #14.386, #14.390. 



sinO } 
(k+I)U 

_ .!L{[COSkO _ [_p]k 1 (k+4)] sinO } + ~ (3k+2)(k+2)-2 
dO q 3 (k+I)U2 qk+1 3(k+I)U 

+ I Q' (k+l)qk+1 2.k+l· 

We perform the integration to obtain Q2.k+1 and list the values of interest. 

Q23 .. - 6p9 + 2qsinO • 

Q24 = 2(6p2 + q2)9 - q(6p - qcosO)sinO • 
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Q25 <= - 5p(4p2 + q2)O + q [12p2 + 2q2 - 3pqcosO + 2/3q(2 + COs20)]sino . 

The n '" 2 case of Eq. (C.31) can now be written for I ~ k ~ 5 as 

J de cosko = {[COS"-I e + [_p]k-I]..L _ ~ (2k-l)p2 - (k_l)q2} sinO 
(p + qcoSO)2 q U qk-I p2 _ q2 kU 

(CAl) 

= [COSk-IO _ [_p]k-I 1 (k+3)] sinO + ~ (3k-l)(k+I)-2 u 
q 3 kU2 qk 3k 

The above equations enable us to determine indefinite integral forms by choosing 
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the appropriate values of k and n. The procedure of successive-reduction expresses 

the integrals of interest in terms of a single integral u which we define in Eq. (C .40) 

above. The averaging operation sets definite limits on the integration which simplifies 

the expression t for u, Le. 

277 -LJ dO I ... I 
21T 0 P + qcosO ~' 

p'" ±q. 

~ 

Before the partial fraction decomposition is performed, each term of .01 of Eq. (5.37) 

has a set of roots for cosO; a set of unequal roots Iff} and a set of double roots {tl}. 

either or both sets may be empty. In performing the averaging operation of 

Eq. (C.29), Eq. (C.22) can be used to define 

r _ (F mn(O) ) 
mn ¢(O) , 

where the subscript m indicates the power of 1&212 and n the power of &22. We retain 

the convention of using a bar to indicate the complex-conjugate as discussed for the 

index R in §C-3-1. Double-roots are treated as in Eq. (C.27). The partial fractions 

factor r contains all the effects of the averaging over spatial holes and leads to forms 

depending on the roots of the denominators in the polarization terms. This factor can 

be written more explicitly (for the case in which there is no root whose square is 

unity) as 

t Ref. [9], p. 96, #15.44. 



where 

21T 
W (I" ') 1 J de cos

k 
e 

2.k -)I .. 21T 0 (cose - fl')2 

= !(Q2.k(-f,') + (fl')k-l [(k-Ofl'2 - k}f? - 1)-3/2. 

(Qu(-x) == 1 • 

(QI2(-X) .. 2x • 

(Qd-x» ... 3(r + 1/2) • 

(QI4(-X) .. 4x3 • 

(Q21(-X) ... 0 • 

(Qd-x) = 2 • 

(Q23(-X) .. 6x • 

(Q24(-X) '" 2(6x2 + l) . 

(Q2S(-X) .. 5x(4x2 + l) . 
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(C.42) 

For the special case that 8 2+ .. 8 2_, set 212+ .. IT' Tlmnk == m+nCk [Eq. (C.2l)]. and 

r mn .... r m+n' 

In order to make the r -notation more explicit in terms of which factors. and 

therefore which roots. appear in a given term. we write the argument of r so that if 

DR or Dc appear. the letter R or C is in the argument. Likewise for any 0 j factor a 

number appears in the argument. To illustrate the notation consider two examples: 

0 07;2*202 contributes a factor r _(R2) and 0117;2147;220203* contributes r21(C2~). 
01 
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§C-4. Averaged Four-Wave Mixing Coefficients 

After the averaging over pump spatial holes and the projection operation of Eq. 

(C.30) are performed. the slowly varying Maxwell equations have the form of Eqs. 

(5.47) and (5.48). The slowly varying phase-mismatch factor for this case is 

(C.43) 

and the factor containing the absolute phases 

i<l> i2r/J+k* ~ Ilk ~ I e ... e abl\ab abl\ab • (C.44) 

We write the expressions for the probe-wave coefficients in the form [Eqs. (5.53) and 

(5.54)] 

where 

(CA5) 

(C.46) 
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(C.47) 

Yll -.~ Bei~{i2f _(RI2) - i'YST;-ff _(RCI12) + f _(RCI22)] 
II L 31 31 

+ B*e-i<l>{_ i2fJl(RI2) + i'YST;[f31(RC112) + f 31(RCI22)] - i2STtf Jl(C12) 

+ ST~TIT2W+fol(R2) - ST~TIW+[f21(RC12) + f 21(RC22) + 2T1T2W+ST;f01(C2)}. (C.48) 

Zll = + Bei<l> {2f _(12) - Tlf _(R2) - 'Yf _(R122) - IT1Q1f _(C12) - 'YSTif _(CI12) 
01 01 21 II 21 

+ 'YSTiTl[f _(RCI2) + f _(RC22)] + i-21'YT1Q1[f _(RCI22) - f _(RC22~)] 
21 21 31 31 

+ 1 'Y2STi [f4i (RCI122) - f 4i (RCI223)]} 

+ B*e-i~ {T1f o1(R2) + 2STiTlo1(C2) + 'Yf21(RI22) - 'YSTif21(C12~) - IT1QlJl(Ci3) 

- 'YSTtTl[f21(RCI2) + f 21(RC22)] - i1'YTIQl[f31(RCI22) - f 31(RC223)] 

- 1 'Y2STi [f41(RC 1122) - f 41(RC 1223)J }. (C.49) 
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(C.SO) 

Y13 = + BeirI> f2T2rOo(2) - if20(R22) - i2.9<ir2o(C12) + i-Y.9<t[r4o(RC122) + r 4o(RC123)J 

+ 2.9<~TIT2W+rl0(C2) - .9<~Tl(U+[r30(RC22) + r 30(RC23)} 

+ B* e-irI> fr o2(R22) - i-y.9<t [r dRC 122) + r dRC 1 23)J 

- -Y.9<i Tl[r30(RC22) + r 3o(RC23)J - i1-YT1n l [r4o(RC122) - r 4o(RC223)J 

- 1 -y2.9<i [r 50(RC 1122) - r 50(RC 1 223)J } 

+ B*e-irI> tTlnlr02(C2j) + -y.9<ir I2(C12j) - -yr I2(R122) 

+ -Y.9<iTl[rdRC22) + r I2(RC23)J + i1-YT1n 1 [r22(RC122) - r 22(RC223)] 

+ 1 -y2.9<i [r dRC 1122) - r 32(RC 1223) J } . 

(C.Sl) 

(C.S2) 

In §S-6 we discuss the special case of identical counterpropagating pump-wave amp li-

tudes and complete phase matching. i.e. 6'2+ ... 6'2_' K3 '" - K1• KA ... 2K2• and w = 2/)2' 

The above equations are simplified by setting B -to 1 and r mn -to r m+n' The coefficients 

O!: and X: for the conjugate-wave 6': can be found from the above signal-wave ex pres-

sions by the transformation discussed in Chapter 5. 
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